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The above dlustraiitm shawi the new Meccano
Mezhanisad Army Ouifu. This consists of pattt
&pecutth destined to construct models of the Hritish

Mechanised Army. The parts ate enamelled in

Sitvilv ^frt*n ttnd black and tire inttrclnweeablt.

Typical Light Tank t
with swivelling tuTrni

ECHANISED ARMY
OUTFIT

The rapid development of tanks, anti-aircra

guns, an m hani
.

ca transport o a kind s has

revolutionise e Army o to-day.

All boys are

ecnanise Units,

interested

they

in e British

an w welcome ie

new Meccano Mechanised Army Outfit wi

wnic can e built magn ificent mode s tanks,

anti-aircraft an i guns, reMights an

transport vehicles, with a greater degree

realism an has ever erore een possibl e.

The Outfit consists o a

esignespecially

of different diameters, w
singly

ig assortment o

including Gun Barrels

hich can e use theeitner
i

or in combination.

The ne moaeis snown n e accom-

panying illustrations are two o
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HURRAH FOR NAVY!
Eleven actual scale models, 150' to V, of British

fighting ships- including battleships, cruisers,

aircraft-carrier and destroyers.

BUILD THIS
PLANE YOURSELF
It's no e to assemble this

1/72nd non-flying scale model of
„,__! U. ..I IIL1 . • .__ tt K

a real Hawker "Hurricane A
fine machine.

PRICE
/

Post 4d

THIS CHRISTMAS..
Don't delay! Post the coupon bolow and receive our new Chiistmas
Catalogue* FREE. It shows you hundreds of exciting toys for Christ*

thing for boys of every age! Mechanical toys, con-
structional toys, useful books — everything from conjuring tricks

to model trains. Cut out the coupon NOW!

A REAL
MORSE OUTFIT
You'll soon learn to send and

receive messages with this

Morse Telegraph Set. Very
to construct, and full

lonss

PRICE
/

Post 6d

YOUR OWN
CHEMISTRY SET
More than 100 fascinating ex-

-

periments can be carried out with

this useful supply of chemicals and
apparatus. Instruction bo
eluded, A bargain at

PRICE
/

in-

11
Post 6d

HAMLEY BROTHERS LTD., 200-202, Regent Street, W.I
(Our only address)

PLEASE SEND ME YOUR NEW CHRISTMAS CATALOGUE POST FREE

Eatd

AMLEY BROTHERS -LTD
r . r t

200-202, RECENT STREET i am™.

PRICE 4'6
Posi 6d.

LONDON
Our only address. Telephone: Regent 3161

I

I

I

^™^^^
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going strong!

K.
We are pleased to inform you that our
famous MAMOD Model Engines are still

available despite the War.
As you probably know, these

are perfect reproductions of

'the real thing* . . efficient*

Owing to the present increase in price

of metal and other circumstances, the

will now beces for our mo
as follows:

a m. m i a

lasting* Leading
stores sell them, or

M.M.2
S.E.I

S.E.2
S.E.3

••*««•

25'6
difficulty
write
makers.

BUY now

BE SURE

DELIVERY!

Tlio

tie luxe

job for the

MODEL
5*1*4

strsng

fellow who wants Art/
the absolute best! In

box with filler

etiom IPosiageWJ

MAMOD MODELS ARE EXCLUSIVELY DESIGNED AND MADE BY

MALINS (Engineers) Ltd. incorporating Geoffrey KMalins, A.MJ.Mech.E.

First Class Board of Trade Engineer, St. Mary's Row, Birmingham 4

A.R

FOG

*

TRE VITA "TUBA" CYCLE DYNAMO
BULBS GIVE LIGHT AT WALKING SPEED,

WHEN THE RAYS OBTAINED, THROUGH
BEING INFRA-RED, ARE FOG PENETRATIVE.

BAYONET CAPPED TRE VITA "TUBA" DYNAMO HEAD BULBS.
Ke«d. Design JVJ.S997.

Suitable Lucas or Miller 6v. 3W, Separate Bulb for Lucai 1.8VY.

Silk Frosted 1/t J. Clear 1/-. (Specify Dynamo.)
M.E.S. CAPPED TRE VITA "TUBA" DYNAMO HEAD BULBS,
Suitable for Gv5a. Separate Bulb tor 6v3a. and Lucifer 6v. I2P.

Silk Frosted 9d. Clear 7 id. (Specify Bating rcqd.)

HEADLAMP BULBS FOR USE WITH RALEIGH DYN0HUBS.
The types listed are as at present ft tied by The Kalrigh Cycle Co. Ltd.

With Shouldered M.E.S. Gaps and 18 mm. Balloons.
For the kali igh I2v. Dynohubs ... 951 Silk Frosted i/\\

For the Raleigh Uw Dynohubs *.« 233 Silk Frosted
234 Clear * *

p

+ V V

vn
i'

STURM EY-ARCHER 6v.
t

HEADLAMP BULBS FOR USE WITH
DYN0LAMPS.

Ret. 31. 6v. 4.5w. Sur Vita Gas Filled, with IS mm. Frosted Balloon and
Shouldered M.E.S. Cap --• • t/t

^

REAR BULBS FOR USE WITH THE ABOVE DIFFERENT MAKES OF
CYCLE DYNAMO OUTFITS.

For all 'Tuba' 6v*5a., 6v*3a. Dynamos, Use Kef. 194 6vu4a. with Id rum.
and Sturmey- Archer Dynolamps. Ball Shaped Clear Balloon 7{d.

(Sole exception: Do not use with Bemo.)
For Raleigh 12*. Dynohubs, or Bemo. Use Kef. 202 2'5v*25a. with Hi mm.

Ball Shaped Clear Balloon 7 id.

Jse Kef. 2U7 ]-5vl3a. vith 111 trim.

.71d.
For Raleigh 8v> Dynohubs # »<* Usu

Ball Shaped Clear Balloon .

BOSCH TYPE CAPS. When required* this type of push-in cap can be supplied
at an extra cost of 3d- per bulb*

Send for Price Lists. Individual Bulbs Supplied. No Charge for Postage.

AFTERALL PRICES SUBJECT TO CANCELLATION FOURTEEN DAYS
PUBLICATION.

VITALITY BULBS LTD., NEVILLE PLACE, WOOD.GREEN. LONDON N.22.
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WONDER VALUE
STREAMLIN

BATTERY OPERATED
TRAIN

biggest

Christmas
Gifts

boys

rocks of Meccano

Hornby
Trains,

edbo&ts

our
our

order

requirements
prom

pttyanderTide

A unique set for the money.
Comprises: electric reversing

locomotive, tender, and
celed Pullman

coach. Enamelled blue and
silver (LN.E.FU. Remote
control is by fibre switch

(with forward , reverie, and
stop lever), and fitted with
flex to connect with pocket
battery. Length of train*

20 ins. In addition the
following wide range of

accessories are included

—

iwo-sij nils with up-to-date upper
quadrants (home and distant), station, signal box. tunnel and
oval track consisting of six curved and two straight electric

raits, and battery, Complete

H

il

--

hi

Carriage {outside

our extensive delivery
area) J/-, JxngiattU or

Wales,

Electrically Illuminated Cinema
an Amazingly Low Price

RAY' HOME CINEMA
Originally 29'6

Fitted with double claw action
...

easy loading gate, focussing lenSt

and synchronized shutter. Easily

operated. Good quality lens

projects a 30 by 40 in. picture.

Takes 30 ft. or 60 ft* films.

Supplied with transformer
for AX. Mains,
An oppor-
tunity not
to be missed.

Pl##$e state

Mains t'oUagS. Post fid.

Special Projector Screen 5/3
30ft- Film 3 9. 60 ft. 6 6

Above are post extra if

ordered separately,

LIST
GAMES

SECTION POST FREE ON REQUEST

32 PAGE CHRISTMAS
WITH SPECIAL TOYS

r

I

GAMAGE
POPULAR' FOOTBALL

The finest value obtainable in

popular priced boys" footballs.

Best leather* Hand sewn, twelve
panels. Supplied complete with
lace and best
quality red rub-
ber bladder.

Match Size.
Size 4, 4/?>

Post tid. on each.

COMPENDIUM
OF EIGHT

PARTY GAMES
on tains positively

everything required
even the pencils. Eight
popular games—games of
skill, games of chance.
The eight offered at a

:e little more thanc more
each if

price
that: of each game
bought separately, just
right for
Christmas
Parties.

Post 8d.

GAMAGES, HOLBORN, LONDON E-C1. 'Phone vour Order: HOLborn 84.84* City Branch: 107, Cheapside. E-C- 2

and

or

for all

DOUBTS
The inevitable on up

friends, children or self?

at to give to

Adjustable for 5 sizes

eluding:

*

in-

Nothing could be more appreciated than a model con-

struction kit (Aircraft, Ships or Railways), a coveted loco-

motive or some addition to a lay-out. A petrol engine or a

much needed component—we have endless suggestions

U % x t

2{ X 2J

;

1 X 2k;

to make and invite .you to inspect without obligation

our very comprehensive stocks. CALL IN AT OUR
SHOWROOMS' AND SOLVE YOUR GIFT PROBLEMS!

18 exposures 35 mm. film.

uires only 10 to 18 oz.

of solution.

Easy loading in the dark.

developed,

BELOW we give you some idea of our

Films can be

Statecraft and Penguin Scale Solid Aircraft kits from I/I 1 to 29/- each

Flying kits

Stuart-Turner Steam Engine kits

i m i each

* * #

fixed and washed without
removing from the tank.

"0" gauge Wagon kits

Galleon kits ...

* « * ...

from I/- to 30/-

from 5/- to 60/- each

from 2/1 each

* * * * from 7/6 to 100/- each

No Previous cnence PRICE
or Darkroom necessary.

USE

AGENTS AND STOCKISTS FOR:

RAILWAYS
Hornby-Dublo, Trix, Merco, Hambling, LM.C, Mills Bros,, Exley,

Great Britain Only Stewart-Reidpath, Romford Model Co.,

SHIPS
one, Multi- els.

The Correct Developer
3-oz. bottle 2/- making 75 to 300 oz,

sufficient for 3 dozen spools 3£ X 2£

Treforrest (waterline Naval models), Studiette Galleon kits, Fleet

miniature Galleon kits, Web Model Fitting Co., Stuart Turner-

Marine Engines.

AIRCRAFT
Development Time Tables how long to leave the film in

the solution for correct development enc with each bottle

FROG, Scalecraft, Amco, Comet, Studiette. Aeromodcls, Peerless,

Burd, Model Aerodrome, Bunch and Ohlsson Motors.

Apply for leaflets and free instruction booklets.

Hendo

THE MIDLAND MODEL CO. (RETAIL)

E/M Dept. miiy ON SON n

Manufacturing Chemists Ltd. London N.W.4

2, Queen's Hotel Buildings, Navigation St., Birmingham 2

Tel. 3 COLmore 4125. Hours: 9.0-7,0 weekdays; 9.0-8.0 Saturdays
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Mains precision Ml

9-5 mm ector

giving brilliant

perfect pictures

Stage thrilling Movie Shows this Christmas with the

new Mains Bingosco Thi s beautifully-made.

Machine has a the essential features of

projectors costing many pounds. Yet it is offered at an

unheard of price—27'6, including resistance. Easy

run, giving brilliantly clear, flickerless movies, it's the

one Xmas gift of whi boys an never tire.

\

\

4
• ABSOLUTE SAFETY

Invite
A BingQScops

•

your
most popular "entertainer

parties. Absolutely safe t because films are won-in-

jhnmilohle. Fim
brilliant pictures

focussing giving

remarkable
.

,'

NON-FLAM FILMS

AC, or DC. MAINS

ANY VOLTAGE

SHARP FOCUS LENS

**

m r

i

I i i
ii

.•*.

•

j

.

i

m^M

«*

*

* hi «V »!

v* :_

l

*-

.

3

Other Bingoscope Models:

C.3.
Battery Projector Battery Projecto

SeethemataUstoresorwriteforlllustratedLeaflettQ:

L. Rees& Co. Ltd., Dept. M.M.,12, New Union St., London E

LONG-LIFE LAMP

NO FLICKER

MADE IN ENGLAND
m

M -.

J ft

_'

~i« -

i H
j 7:

« *

i

6-°f<- 6/6 each
dy S "b'ects: 15 '<• 1/8 eaR"^ "°"-«am.

; of rnn^i ..
* »/5f each:j wo types of

n,
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START
COLLECTING

Nowadays everybody is interested in the Mechanised Units of the British Army,

and among the most popular Dinky Toys models are the two Royal Tank Corps

Sets, which have been great favourites since their introduction into the Dinky

Toys range in 1937. They have recently been followed by an accurately modelled

Mobile Anti-Aircraft Unit, an 18-pounder Quick-Firing Field Gun Unit and Royal

Artillery Personnel.

ROYAL TANK CORPS MEDIUM TANK SET

151D

s

150D

Dinky Toys No. 151

151C

No.
No.

No-
No.

t51a

151b

151c

I51d

T50d

Medium Tank «•

*«•

Cooker Trailer

Water Tank Trailer

Dnver
m p«

*p4

sic*t
1'9

*» l'2
tt 7d.
., 5d.

>f 2d.

151B Price of complete sej 4'-

ROYAL TANK CORPS LIGHT TANK SET

152 a I50d 152 b

Dinky Toys No. tS2

152c

No 152a Light Tank
No 152b

»-4 each 1'2
I'2•*

No 152c Austin Seven Cat

No, !50d Dfivet ... *

5d.
2d.

Price ol complete se< 2M1

18-POUNDER QUICK-FIRING FIELD GUN UNIT

Dinky Toy%

Comprises scale models of an 18-

PERFECT
SCALE MODELS

ROYAL TANK CORPS PERSONNEL

/

150a 150b 150c ISO©

No. 150a
No. 150b
No. 150c

No. 150*

Dinky Toys No. 150
Offico i

Private, sutinq (two in «t)
Private, standing (two in set]

NCO

4 11

* m

mm m m»

*•« each 2 sd.
«* „ 2d.
ft* „ 2d.
V #v m 2d

Price of complete *ei 1*

MOBILE ANTI-AIRCRAFT UNIT

v*w&
Dinky Toys No, 161

r Quick-Firing Field Gun, Trailer

and "Uaht Draqon" Motor Tractor. Price 2'6 per set

Comprises scale models of a Quick-firing Anti-aircraft Gun
mounted on a mobile platform and a Searchlight mounted
on a lorry, Both Gun and Searchlight have elevating and
traversing movements.

YAL ARTILLERY PERSONNEL

Price 3'6 per set

Toys 160

For use with Dinky Toys Ne. Ml, Mobile Ami-Aircraft
Unit and No. 162, 18-poundor Quick-Firing Field

Gun Unit.

«**No. 160a N.CO,
No. 160b Guntw, sitting (two in s*t)

No. I60c Gunfaver
I60d

each 24 d*

tt 2da
,. ad.

:) .. 2d*

160B 160C 160D Price ol complete sei 1'-

MECHANISED ARMY

Dinky Toys No. 156

This tine sat contains the prin units of a modern mechanised army

It includes the following items:

Tank Corps Medium Tank Set (Dinky Toys No. 151) without driver.

Royal Tank
Mobile Anti-Aircra

Tank Set (Dinky Toys No. 152) without driver.

(Dinky Toys No, 161),

18-Pounder Quick-Firing Field Gun Unit (Dinky Toys No. 162).

Price 12'6

*
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OF REVISED PRIC Owing to rising costs of production, it has been found necessary to increase the

prices of all Dinky Toys from 15th September 1939. A new price list is now ready.

Ask your dealer for a copy

A FASCINATING
COLLECTING

OVER 300
VARIETIES

FLYING BOAT

Dmky Toys No. 6Qr

Scale models of the famous Imperial Airways

Liners. Twelve models available, named
"Caledonia," "Catnhria," "Canopus,"
"CoTsair," "Cordelia;* "Camilla,"
•'Oapcllai^ "Ceres;* "Clio/'
"Cahpso," "Cormnti." and "Cheviot."

Price 1/2 each
T

NEW THIS MONTH
GARDNER'S M.G. RECORD CAR

Dinky Toys Na 23 p

AnnounceJ in out September i$me* hut production unavoidably
suspended until this month.

A scab mode) of the car in which Major A T. G, Gardner, in May 1939,

set up new world speed records for the kilometre and flying mil© for

cars up io 1,1 OG cc*, and for the flying kilometre, mile and five

kilometres for cars up to 1,500 c.c. Price l/» each

ARMSTRONG WHITWORTH
"WHITLEY" BOMBER

Dinky Toys No- 60v

Scale model of "Whitley" long-range heavy
bomber adopted by the R.A.F*

Price each

ATLANTIC FLYING BOAT
Dinky Toys No. 60x

Similar in type to Empire Flying Boat (No. 60r).

Assorted colours, names and registrations.

Price 1/2 each

SEARCHLIGHT LORRY
ARMSTRONG WHITWORTH..

"WHITLEY" BOMBER
(Camouflaged)
Dinky Toys No, 62

1

Similar to Dinky Toys No. 60v but with Air

Ministry camouflage. Price 1/- each

.»

ARMSTRONG WHITWORTH
"ENSIGN" AIR LINER

Dinky Toys No. 62

p

Scale model of the largest British air finer. Six

models avat table, named "Ensign,**
* i

Elsin-

ore,'* "Explorer*** "EclwS' "Emicfe"
and "Ehsiart," Price 1f3 each

BRITISH 40-SEATER AIR LINER

Similar
i*l

Dinky Toys No, 62x

in type to the Armstrong Whitwonh
1

air liner. Assorted colours.

Price 1/3 each

PRESENTATION AEROPLANE SET

Diffl >• Toys No. 64

This AeropJan© Set, in presentation box, consists

one each of I he following Dinky Toys:

D.H. "Comet" Aeroplane
Hawker "Hurricane" Single-Seater Fighter

{Camouflaged)
The King's Aeroplane—Airspeed "Envoy"
Airspeed "Envoy" Monoplane
"- 'er "Hurricane" Single-Seater Fighter

of

No. 60g
No. 62h

No.
No.
No.

62lc

62m
62 s

No. 63b
(Aluminium Finish)

Seaplane "Mercury

"

Price 4/-

MECCANO

A fine

can be

Dinky Toys No. 22s

a four-wheeled motor lorry tarrying a searchlight that

and traversed. It is enamelled in
_

• !/- each

ce green.

Assorted colours.

23E

Dinky Toys No. 23

Fitted with drivers and detachable rubber racing lyres.

MAYO COMPOSITE AIRCRAFT

Dinky Toys No 63
Scale model of rhe Mayo Composite Aircraft.

Price 2*4 each

Th© components of the above can be purchased

•

No. 63a Flying Boat "Maia" ... each 1 (B
No. 63b Seaplane "Mercury'* 1ld,

PRESENTATION AEROPLANE SET

No. 23c
No. 23d

Mercedes-Benz Racing Car

Auto-Union Racing Car

No. 23e "Speed of Ihe Wind 1
' Racing Car

Price ol complete set

SHIPS

No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.

No.

No.
No.

50a
50b
50c
50d
50*
50f

50g
5Oh
50k

•II 4*#

50C

Battle Cruiser "Hoed"
Battleships. "Nelson*' Class [Two in set)

Cruiser "Effingham
11

Cruiser "York-
Cruiser "Delhi"

50*

#11

*** fttf

#** *.. 4lf

* i*

--•

*«

#•*

##t

stroyers, "Broke" Class (Three in set) „
Submarine. "K" Class -. . *

Destroyers, "Amazon" Class (Three in set}...

Submarine, *§K?
1

•* + «
Price of complete sei 3/6

7d.
6d.
5ri.

5d.
4d.
14d.
lid.

ttt.
lid.

This

No. 60r
No.
No.

No.
No,
No.
No.

No.

Dinky Toys No* 65
Aeroplane Set, in presentation box, consists of

the following Dinky Toys:

Empire Flying Boat

Doufltas DC-3 Air Liner

Armstrong Whitworth "Whitley" Bomber
" Flying Boat

Junkers Ju 90 Air Liner

601

60v

62n
62p
62r

62w Imperial Airways "Frobisher" Class Air Liner

Price 8/6

Armstrong Whitwprth "Ensign" Air Liner

Oe Havilland "Albatross" Air Liner

LIMITED BINNS ROAD 13
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Prime Minister. Mr. Neville Chamberlain, has said to a

vmg f >

of us: "Keep the wheels of trade re

In these times, when we carry gas masks by day and the "black-

out" faces us at night, is the golden opportunity to keep those

Model Railway Wheels revolving, and to keep Life in, .
r

this

most fascinating of indoor hobbies,

BASSETT-LOWKE not only manufacture Model Railways in

ALL GAUGES, but number among their productions Models

of every type—Stationary Engines, Boilers, Model Motor
Boats, Yachts, and Fittings great and small.

SEND FOR IR SMART NEW SEASON'S

«*DUCHESS OF BASSETT-LOWKE MODELS are ideal

Christmas presents in Wartime and
here are some models taken at

random from their new gauge 4# fl

catalogue, Section NEW GR.I7,
Price 3d. OUT DECEMBER 1st.

i iSUPER ENTERPRISE'*

First comes L.M.S. "DUCHESS OF
MONTROSE'— latest of non-stream-
lined locomotives and a beaut}
finished job. She can GO too, and
costs £9 9s. Od, in either clockwork
or electric &-10 volts d.c. or 20
volts a,c.

Steam enthusiasts will welcome our
second model—the handsome 4-6-0
type "SUPER ENTERPRISE"—which
with sister locomotive "ENTER-
PRISE," 4-4-0 type, makes an
impressive "double," Prices: "Enter-
prise" £2 15s. 0d, "Super-Enterprise 1

£4 2s.6d.

t

"SIR NIGEL GRESLEY"

-'

J

"ROYAL SCOT 11

A new addition to our .series of

streamlined models is .the famous
LN.E.H "SIR NIGEL GRESLEY/'
These models are fitted with the
Finest mechanisms, clockwork or
electric. Price for all types £13 13s. Od.

No model catalogue would
complete without the most famous
of all locomotives—
SCOT. 11 Ours is a powerful model
requiring 3 ft, radius, and costing
£6 6s. Od. (clockwork or electric

d*C- 8-10 volts, or 20 volts a % c,)-

LOCOMOTIVES from 21/- up-
wards are illustrated in this fine
new Catalogue, GFLI7.

LM,S> "ROYAL

New model now going through our
4,G.W.R. PENDENNIS CASTLE"

*'0/* Price £15 15s. Od.In gauge

i

* * - " i*m

TRAINS WITH INTEREST
AND PURPOSE ON BASSETT-LOWKE

true-to-scale PERMANENT WAY
the most
the best

Our Sheradised Steel Permanent
widely purchased form of track

1 P

value for money
You can it

M
laid with curves, points, and

crossovers, or in parts and lay it yourself. This autumn
we have produced a new chair with key cast insi

ready for slipping on to the rail,

PARTS FOR STEEL TRACK include solid drawn
' steel rail chairs, fishplates, keys, sleepers and steel

spikes—which enable you
sixpence a foot.

REPAIRS

to build track at about

. # •

Don't forget at Northampton we have a special staff

of men who can deal with repairs for any type of

locomotive or equipment. Estimates sent on request.

When sending your model do enclose your name
and address in the parcel.

AND BOOKS
AB.I7. "Steam Locomotives, Stationary Engines and Everything

for the Model Constructor." 8d. post

TT.I7. Latest Catalogue of Gauge "OO" Railways, describing the

new T.T.R. Gradients and Scale Model Locomotives in this

Table Railway Gauge. (Out Nov. 25.) 2d. post free.

S.I7, Catalogue Model Ships and Fittings, including Model Building

Kite, Working Boats, Sailing Yachts, and parts of all kinds.

6d. post free.

Laying Permanent Way, 2d. Building a Traction Engine, 3d
The TXR. Permanent Way Manual 1/6. Building a Gauge "0

Mogul Loco motive. 6d.

i i

New

GR.17
Last year
our cover
was in blue
and silver,
now it is in

maroon
and gold,
ind the
pages inside

contain a

ol r standard
models
clockwork,
electric,
steam—And
the latest
developments In this gauge of gauges!

ndhSEND THREEPENCE IN STAMPS right away and have the

bring this wonder catalogue to you by return of pose.

postman

LONDON SHOWROOMS
112, High Holbom, W.C1

SHOWROOMS:
, Corporation Street
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DAIMLER

*

TRI-ANG DAIMLER
Modem design. Steel body with opening side door.
Upholstered seat and back. BALL-BEARING BACK AXLE.
Facsimile Daimler radiator, dummy hood and lamps. Latest
type mudguards. 9 in. balloon disc wheels. \ in, rubber
eyres, AM bright parts CHROMIUM PLATED, Length 37 ins.

4B PEDAL KAR
Pressed steel scat and folding back rest, balloon disc
wheels, rubber tyres* nickel plated handlebars, rubber

v J Jill *h I

grips and pedals, blue or red finish.

TRI-ANG AIRSTREAM
New Model, Steel body with opening side door, upholstered
seat. Adjustable wind screen and direction indicators. 9 in.

new type easy-clemn wheels with malleable hubs* g in, tyres.
Hand brake. Length 44 ins. Suitable for ages 4 to 7.

TAI-AN6 SPORTS DAIMLER

TRI-ANG DAIMLER SPORTS No, 8

TRI-ANG JUNIOR TRIKE No. 401B
Strong cycle tube, frames, enamelled black, gold lines. Adjust-
able saddle, Thick white cushion tyres. Nickel-plated

TRI-ANG
TOYS

Obtainable from all good
toy shops and stores.

Magnificent coach-built sports car. Upholstered seat. Tubular front axle,

BALL-BEARING REAR AXLE f both fully sprung. Adjustable pedals.

Band brake. Facsimile Daimler radiator. Adjustable windscreen, Klakker
horn, etc. Dunlop 2] in* Pneumatic tyres on tangent spoke wheels, AH
bright parts CHROMIUM-PLATED. Length 54 ins.

J

The
in

new TRI-ANG
colour. Ask your

to us direct.r write

Tftl AUG TRICYCLE N°SB
(ft EGO. TRADE MM*)

c f UNITY" BOY'S CYCLE No. 18 PB
18 in. frame. Finest quality British tube. Wheels 16 in. x 1g in. CHROMIUM-
PLATED rims. Dunlop pneumatic tyres. Roller lever pattern brakes.
Three-cotl saddle. 1 in x 4 in. roller chain. Bait-bearings throuyhaut.
Complete with equipment and finished in btack, blue or maroon. All usual
bright parts CHROMIUM-PLATED. Ages 7 to 11.

TRI-ANG TRICYCLE No. 5B (Regd. Trade Mark)
Cycle chain drive with freewheel. Frame and forks best quality weldless
cycle tubing* 16 in. front and rear wheels. 1£ in. jointless sponge-rubber
tyres. Roller lever brake. Ball-bearings throughout. Coil spring saddle,
CHROMIUM FITTINGS. Black, blue or maroon.

.

Made by Tri
>
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ARE YOU INTERESTED?
Whether you dabble in experiments or
pursue a course of serious study, you will

need our LABORATORY EGtUI
We offer you a wide range of Standard
Sets, or a choice of APPARATUS and
CHEMICALS which may be

_

CATALOGUE

-.i>-

4;
I

l*

BRICKPLAYER is not a toy but a constructive and useful

outfit with which to make real brick and mortar buildings.

Think of ft! You can build your own railway arches,

bridges, stations, platforms, castles, houses, churches,

t
(CARRIAGE PAID)

FLASKS and BEAKERS SET I GAS PREPARATION
Round Bottom Flask

Flat Bottom Flask

Conical Flask

Wide Mouth Flask

Beaker

SET
Kipp's Apparatus

(for generating gases,

designed for home use)

Large Beaker
Cleaning Brush

Gas Jar

Gas jar Plate

Glass Delivery Tube
Large Boiling Tube

Scientific^ 60, High Street, Stoke Newington
Dept. G LONDON N.16

•

BOOKLET OF "TESTED EXPERIMENTS" 6d. (P.O.) post free.

villages, forts, in fact the list of buildings is only limited

your own ingenuity. And what's more model

has permanent utility because once the mortar is dry

the building sets solid and will stand any amount of use,

can be easily dismantled by soaking in cold water

and the bricks may be used over and over again without

deterioration. Nothing like BRICKPLAYER has ever been

produced before. It is the ideal hobby and will give hours of

pleasur e It's only a week or so to Christmas so have a

word now with Mother and Father about BRICKPLAYER,

BRICKPLAYER is obtainable complete with bricks, tube
of cement, trowel, windows, doors, roofs, and full size
working plans at

FROM ALL GOOD TOY SHOPS AND
Spare Bricks

ORES

1 00 size bricks.

and

KIT

SPEAR SONS LTD
ENFIELD, MIDDLESEX

TRADE INVITED

jt
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Vickers Wellington

Hawker Fury

i

Bristol Blenheim
ii

n

i

H

>l

Westlan<|

Look out for the new
£4 M
SPITFIRE

a read y to fly model fo r

Hawker Osprcy

I*

The construction of model aircraft becomes
*

more exciting when the machines are of topical interest.

Names that have been made household words by the exploits of the R.A.F. pilots, mean much to the enthusiastic

times, have produced Penguin kits for building non-flying scalesieners s w
of these wonderful machines. The same Penguin standards of design and scale are used for all Penguin

which are accurate to the smallest detail. Ask to see them at your local model aeroplane shop* or write

for Bros. Ltd. (Dept. 5).

PENGUIN NON FLYING SCALE MODELS
Exact replicas designed to the scale of i in. to 6 ft. All parts correctly shaped.
All kits include full-scale drawings, cement, etc. NO TOOLS REQUIRED.
Airspeed Envoy
Armstrong Scimitar
Avro 5Q4K
Blackburn Shark
Blackburn Shark Seaplane
Blackburn Skua
Bristol Blenheim
D T H, Diana
Empire Flying Boat
Empire Flying Boat de Luxe

rairey Battle Camouflage
Fafrey Battle Silver

Gloscer Gladiator
Hawker Demon
Hawker
Hawker Hart with Gun
Hawker Hind
Hawker Hurricane
Hawker Osprey
Monospar

Percival Gull
Rota Autogiro
Service Envoy
Short Singapore Flying

Supermarme Spitfire

Vickers Wctlesley
Vickers Wellington
Wescland Lysandcr
Hangar Kit, Etc.

Boat

MODEL AIRCRAFT
Covered by World Patents
granted and pending.
Made in England fry Inter*

nciriowil M JW Aircraft Ltd**
i

OBTAINABLEAT ALLGOOD TOYSI lOPSAXDSTORES Sole Conccmanain's

BROS. LTD

SOMETHING NEW GLIDER MODELS

plane " kit for building a

» MERTON ROAD, MERTON, S.W.19 r"«CM"k

See the "

gliding scale-model of the aeroplanes

used in the famous film. No tools required.

%
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The finest naval game invented,

this is the nearest possible to

actual naval manoeuvres. The

primary object is to capture the

enemy 1
' navaf bases. Each of the

•

opposing fleets is composed of

the same number and type of

units, but each unit varies in

power and speed, and alternative

charts are provided showing

different sea coasts. An absorbing

game of skill for 2
mw*

Robert Ross & Co. Ltd., 2,

ers*

Price 6/- and 3/6. postage 4d*

#Fr<mi I'ratting STORES, or semi

postcard for Musirated list 0/

Ahoy" Sea Gaitus, prices //-

^ £W-. to &* pttbtishers:

Albion Terrace, Southampton.

i«

" -•* >\v- ^i**;£*"* > 1.
1 T' *

It adds realism to your Meccano Models

DESIGNER 5/6
and 12/6

Post free 6/1 and 13/5

COMPLETE
MODELLER 4/-

Fost free 4J6

TRAVEL BOX
(series of six) 2/6

The realistic touches you can obtain with
"PLASTICINE" add a new thrill to Meccano
modelling. Whatever it is you are building

windmill or steam roller—a ship, crane
can give it the right
make it look even more than evef like the real

in miniature. "Plasticine" is made in 16

you
background, and thus

colours which enable you to get the exact
effects you need. It is the

m _

most versatile

ing material in the world.

Post free 3 J
someone gives you a

this Christmas!

i tPLASTICINE" Outfit

R B
t

Write J
r
or illustrated price list to

HARBUTT'S PLASTICINE LTD.,99 t BATHAMPTON, BATH

AN "ELITE" PRODUCT "NIPPY"
Wingspan 30 ins* Length 24 ins* Average Duration 90-120 sees*

A COMPLETE KIT FOR BUILDING THIS FINE MODEL
Contains: Finished Prop, Free-wheeling Shaft, Balloon Wheels, Rib Out-
lines clearly printed on M.A.T*A* Balsa, Balsa Strip, Wire, Tissue* Brass

Brush, Cement. Dope. Tissue-paste, semi-finished Nose Block, FULL SIZE
nT A W1 Instruction Sheet* Aluminium Tube, Washers, 8 str.inds Rubber.

Only 5/6, post tree.
It.™
UNBEATABLE VALUE.

THE FAMOUS "BURD" KITS
30 in. WINGSPAN—Mr. Mulligan; Boeing P.26.A; Acronca C?0; 1936 Stinson.

etc., 3/3 each, post free,

25 In. WINGS PAN—Waco Military D; Wcstlnnd Co-op.; Grumman Fighter,

etc, 213 each, post free.

16 in. WiMDSPAN—Ryan ST.; Fokker D7; Mr, Mulligan; Curiiss Hawk;
Hawker Fury, 1f3 each, post free.

"SKEETER**—Three in one! Land-. Sea- and kepiane. Suits every need*
Easy to bin Id. 36 in. span. 7l6# post free.

SLLLEY-TEX—The Wonder Kits, Ask for full particulars.

St I 2d. for our large 2939 catalogue, illustrating a full range of Kits from
1/3 to 21 1- Every type of accessory is also listed*

ELITE MODEL AIRPLANE SUPPLIES 14. BURY NEW ROAD.
MANCHESTER 8.

44
WILCO

J f

for MOTORS
This powerful ironclad Glared
motor will work from 4-6 vol!

batteries and also of I A C mains

by using the "WILCO"
Transformer as described

below. Ideal (or driving

models A similar * -—

Post 4d

9'6

4-volt Permanent Magnet
Motor foi speed boars, etc

Post fid

as illus

UNGEARED Model «..

The*'WILC0"L0WVQLTAGE
TRANSFORMER wilh speed con-

iroj, reduces 200/250 raits AC lo

4 8 volts. Capacity 3 Price

amperes, Will drive &mall

motors perfectly. 15 A

This powerful geared motor enables quile

heavy models to be worked, ond is fitted

with a toothed

5'6

*

gear

wheel foe

'Meccano/'
Pos« 6d, Works from

4-voll Flashlamp

battery ot

j(V accumulator.

SPLIT PHASE AX. MOTORS
1425 f.p.m. All voltages ideal

i i

for workshop and industrial

uses. Heavy duty rating. No
merference and silent.

Post 4d
Ideal 4-volt Motor for

Meccano models and speed boais,

base ptaie drilled (or eas*

mounting.

Morse Tappers
Post 4d

2'6

Largo Wood Btrzxers OAQ

High Note Buxxers g/g

SPECIAL BARGAINS
Universal Mains Motors,
1/40lb H P. for Cine Prelectors,

Models, oi will work oui * RAR
14/6 dvnamo as illus. lo u

1QAR with 'W* Uq* a,>d

10 O adapt*,

*%\f Mfaoimdei for small

200/250-voU
AC Geared
Mains Motor
Just right fot

models

L, WILKINSON, "Electric House." 204, Lower Addiscombe Rd., CROYDON
W WW —

as, etc

rransfOTffiars, 25 watt, CAR
10 and 20 v oil output, etc ° w
ideal for trails, low voltage

mg. etc
driving

Dynamo wilt

light up youi Models oi Railway

with SIX 3 .5- volt bulbs

- F^rZ fe*sfe _'

-

m
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few Hobbies
expert at making
instructions are

and a little wood,
all sorts of things.

you can me

a

for model galleons,

boxes, jig-saw puzzles, and heaps of practical
jobs for the home.

ail the
Christmas.

Hobbies Outfit

you have one

i

i

i

i

i

i

i

i

i

i

i

i

i

1000 Things to Make
The Hobbies Handbook has 284 pages of
things to make, do, and use. Large gift
pattern sheet for a model of RM.S.
Hood (electrically driven) and Bucking-

Palace. Alone worth 1/6. Chapters
on all kinds of pastimes. Obtainable
everywhere, price
free as below.

Write for free
Illustrated
Colour Leaflets

to the address
> * - >

given.

BRITISH
Complete
Only sound British Made T
Sits to suit all pockets,
complete with instructions,

strong card or in boxes.

At alt Stores, Ba.aars
Toyshops,

Hobbies Branches in London

i

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

1

I

I

I

or sent 9d. post '

Birmingham,
Write for name of nearest

Agent or send orders by post
to Hobbies Ltd. (Dcpi 96) t

Dereham, Norfolk.

Glasgow,

SPORTS GOODS-The Best of

all CHRISTMAS PRESENTS

This Chris in las make sure of something
that is really going to phase . that

*s

will help you to success tn your game.
Ask dad for a bat, racket, hockey stick

or footb; : as used by the leading players

. . . Gunn & Moore of course! Dad will

aprec if you tell hi in they are hand -made
to give you years of good playing.

"AUTOGRAPH** BATS
HOCKEY STICKS

TENNIS RACKETS
FOOTBALLS, etc,

your
own me

Only a few hand tools required,

Stuart No. 10.
Completely machined set with

instructions;

from 18'6 post free

All our sets from 5/- upwards. Illustrated and
described In our No, 2 catalogue. 6d. post free*

72 pages fully illustrated.

STUART TURNER LTD.
Henley-on-Thames

FREE CATALOGUE
Send for this Free book
of Christinas present
suggestions. Send NOW
so that you can show
Dad in good time!

GUNN & MOORE LTD.
49, CARRINGTON ST.

NOTTINGHAM

THE SCHOOLBOY'S
For Boys under fifteen years of age

the holidays or term you need a diary to record your doings and
engagements, your friends

1 addresses, sports results, home-work and prep*
The book contains many pages of Ffttich and Latin Verbs, tables for Maths.,
Chemistry, Science, Sports results and records, Aviation* Speed records.
Sue 5£x3£ ins.

In vl'Hii a* a mmM mum m. mm •>«... *». 1#ff JL/«jlit

* 1

1

in Leather Cloth, with pencil and world map
In Leather, with pencil, pockets and maps

For Public Schoolboys and Undergraduates, etc. * there is

THE PUBLIC SCHOOL DIARY
In Leather Cloth, with pencil and maps,..
f " Leather, with pockets, pencil and maps

Size 41 x 3 ins.

DIARY
contains Illustrations, Condenser Readings, articles upon Maintenance,

linn, Morse Code, etc. Size 4 J x 2 J ins. __
1/- Leather, with pencil, etc;... ... 2/6

In Rcfillablc Leather Case, with pencil and pockets 1
*., 5/—

BOY SCOUT'S DIARY
Compiled at headquarters, it Is just chockful of helpful hints and scout

y

adgets and is well illustrated, Siae 4 J x 2J ins,

. . -

ft ft *

.. - -

loth Cover

„ „ with pencil

In RefilJablc Leather Case, with pencil,

pockets and notebook
Presentation Diary in ReftiJable Leather

Case, with pencil and pockets

^
*« » *4*

! ,

J J

Ef
• 1 ft

Diary
Published in conjunction with ** Motor Cycling/'
It is cram full of helpful information and practical
hints for all motor cyclists- Size 4| x 2| ins.

Cloth Cover M . .,- s# « ... »; ( 1/-
Leather, with pencil! pockets and maps ...

In Refutable Leather Case, with pockets
and pencil ,., ... .., ... 5/*-

STATIONERS

I

-l. I

J

PUBLI
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Everybody* young and old alike, will wane to play this exciting new game. Few
will be able to resist the fweliming combination of "GEO-ME-TRICKS/ 1

and.
ft ft ft * l S A !"/ 4

being suitable for any number of players, \t is ideal tor parties*

"GEO-ME-TRICKS M
consists of twelve sets of seven "magic shapes" and twelve

recessed background cards, packed in an attractive and distinctive box, complete
with instructions for playing this exciting magic skilf game.

TRI-ANG

CYCLE
EACH BOX CONTAINS
84 MAGIC SHAPES TRICYCLE
12 INTRIGUING CARDS

TRI-ANG TOYS
Obtai nable from all good
toy shops and stores.

NOW READY. The new
TRI-ANG TOY LEAFLET in

colour. Ask your dealer for one
or write to us direct*

" ».GYRO TRICYCLE

The Gyro Tricycle is an outstanding novelty with
many new tricks, fitted with Gyroscope in front

wheel on simitar principle to the famous Gyro
e.

\

L-.SVRp. .CYCLE

The gay little figure astride the saddle appears to balance
himself as he pedals merrily all over the place, and with his

flexible arms creates the illusion in the most realistic way
that he is steering the Gyro Cycle by the handlebars.

TRANSPORT TRUE TO SCALE
Here's a fascinating new hobby, collecting real true-to-scale models of every form of road

transport, with perfect replicas of garages, petrol stations, etc. If you are already a model railway

enthusiast become a transport enthusiast as well—or start with a hobby by becoming a model
transport collector. Almost every type of road transport is represented. Each model is strongly

constructed and fitted with long running mechanism and some are even fitted with electric lights.

MI NIC Daimler Sunshine Saloon
with Electric

Battery.
Headlamps and
LENGTH 5 j ins.

Ml NIC Breakdown Lorry
with Mechanical Crane,

LENGTH 54 ins

IC Traffic Control Car.
LENGTH 5 ins.

MINIC Taxi.
LENGTH U\ ins

MINIC Service Station No. 3

Ml NIC Timber Lorry.
LENGTH 5| ins.

Realistic design, imitation red tiled roof
pumps, one large oil cabinet, two electric

face and other signs. LENGTH 16 ins.

largewith sign, three large pet
lights and battery, dummy clock

CARS NOT INCLUDED.

MINIC Canvas Tilt Lorry.
LENGTH 5 4 ins. MINIC Mechanical Horse and Milk

Tanker.
LENGTH 7 ins.

Made by
/ Tri-anq W
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Christmas Greetings

Once more my staff and I have

the pleasure of sending our best

wishc b Christmas to every

reader of the "Meccano Magazine."

This year it will be a ge
mas in many ways, for there

homes in which
been affected in some

will

life has
way by the war. In this country

evacuation has split up thousands

of families, and everywhere there are

the gaps left as a result of the calls to

military er rn

of these troubles, which are

improved by the blackout, we shall

all do our best to keep on

through, and to make Christmas a

time of happiness and good-will. At
any rate I know every reader

will do his bit in this direction. The
war mav7 drag on for a

but we shall win.

It would be a mockery to wish a
Merry Christmas to the vast number
of boys in Europe who are i

so terribly from the crimes

madman who is at the head of Nazi
Germany; but I should like every

to join me for a moment on
Christmas morning in thinking with

sympathy of these poor boys, and in

making a resolve that, when the

opportunity arrives, we wi

to bring
into their lives.

back i

on r

pmess

"M.M." Fund for the R.A.F

I have received recently

that
*'mm:*

readers mi combine to do some-
thing to make matters more cheerful

for members of the Fighting Forces.

I have thought about thi£ Mrand have decided that

would be a splendid

For manv years the magazine
been in close touch with the growth
of the Royal Air Force, and 1 think

Chief Marshal Sir Cyril L. N. Newall, G.C.B.,
C.B.E., A.M., Chief of the Air Staff.

G.

673

it would be most suitable if our Fund
were to be devoted to the airmen
who are looking after us in the air

at home, on the Continent and
The R.A.F

Committee tell me
rad i o

ort s

portable

are the outstanding de
of the R.A.F, They

provide, for the men stationed at

units and Yin

ments, including the Observer Corps,

their only opportunity of keeping in

touch with current events. I propose

to our Fund it

Wireless Fund for the R.A.F.r
will give details next month.

MM.
" and

Leaders
III. Sir

in the War

Air Chief Marshal Sir Cyril Newall
was born in 1886 in India. In 19<tf

he joined the Royal Warwickshire
Regiment, and three years later

transferred to the 2nd K.E.O. Ciurka

Rilles, Indian Army. In 191 1 he
learned to w Ir on leave, and
when the (.ireat War broke out in

1914 he the mg
Corps and went to France. Within a

year he attained the rank of Major,

and in command of No. 12 Squadron
he took part in the Battle

JL
in

September 191 5. In the same year he
was awarded the Medal for

the great courage he displayed in

breaking into a blazing bomb store

and putting out the flames. Later he
received the C.M.G, and the CB.E.

After war
various Royal Air Force

ments at home and abroad. In 1926

he was made Director of Op
and Intelligence, and Deputv Chief

of the Air Staff, and in 1931 he
became Air Ofhcer commanding the

Royal AJr Force in the Middle East.

1 1 c jinted

to the Air Council, and
1937 he became
Staff.
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ney Moorhouse, F.R.G.S

The great Roman Wall near Housesteads, Northumberland.

LTHOUGH the Maginot Line
Eastern France is generally

considered to be the finest example
of an eng fortification ever

known, we in Britain have a fortified

line that is no less wonderful when
we consider the time
stances its

arcurn-
ion. It is the

Roman Wall that was built across
.

England from the mouth of the

Tyne to that of the Solway, is

now known as Hadrian's Wall. It

is probable, however, that only the
forts and the Vallum were the work
of that general, the actual Wall
being built by one of his subsidiary

commanders about 120 A.D. For
years fierce fighting had taken place

between the Roman occupiers of

southern Britain and the barbarian

Picts who lived to the north of the

island, and the construction of the

Wall marked an attempt to establish

something in the 7 of a

o iry e o.

thus be realised that its chief purpose

was to check the raids of the tribes-

men o I onia.

Excavation and intensive

work have
with its of mile-

castles and turrets, extended for a

length of 73 miles from to sea,

and that it took some five years to

complt te. The labour was supplie

by men from the three ons

ŝtationed in Britain at that time
ccond Augu se ea< 1

quarters were at Caerleon-on-Usk in

South Wales, tin Sixth trix of

the Twentieth
Victrix of Chester,

Originally the actual Wall had a
height of at least 15 ft. or 20 ft., and
a uniform width of some 9 ft. for the

i

hole

how
length of s course. To-day

the eastern wes
extremities of the great barrier of

e ha\
-e b

disappeared ely, or

ered by roads con-

structed during the last two or three

turies. The best-preserved
J,

lie between Greenhead,
some 12 miles east of Carlisle, and
Chollerford

North
in th

i

e ey of the
: D

e mi
west of Hexham I

near to the
mentioned, only the line of the Wall

e the ground; but in

*re is a magnificent

is

tl

sible ab
centre th

t retch, varying in height from 4 ft

to 8 ft., and faced with cub of

which . a snake
course across the heights.

No matter how prosaic-minded
we are t here

Strang of

no escapin the

and wonder
is ours when we see th

courses

le.

masonry for the first

own introduction took
on a wild winter

years ag
lessly do-

ram
some

merci-

and on either hand the
Northumbrian

moorland, dappled with snow, faded

of

gradually into grey h E
tl che of tl

could not destroy the glamour
romance that hovered arour d

As I tramped along on
t of the: Wall, I found
moning f up mental

of the Roman
stationed here, summer and

mpire
vinter

ke, to keep watch over the fert

vallev to the South: and I

that for centuries this bleak outpost
had protected the grandeur that
was Rome against rava tres a

barbaric foe

T are other things on s

Roman "Maginot Line" besides the
Wall, So far as the com-

position of the ground made it

possible,

"mile-castles," were
tances of a Roman

rers
i

or

at dis-

1,600 yds.

is

These were quad-
rangular buildings, some 50 ft. to

60 ft. in breadth and 65 it, to 75 ft,

in length, and each was designed for

the accommodation of about 50
men. Usually they were placed im~

within the Wail itself.

that structure serving as their north
. There is a particularly fine

example to be seen west of the
camp at

One must not confuse these watch-
towers with the forts that served as

permanent quarters for the
garrisoned at the Wall, and of which
several examples may be seen. In
his

*

the late Collingwood Bruce tells us:
«XT"„,__

all the forts

Handbook of Ike Roman Wall

the standard Roman

rounded

inner

or more,

angular in form, though
i corners, and sur-

stone wall with an
its

and ditches, normally two
e it.

ii

Chollerford is the well

.

urpreserved camp of Chesters
nam), which was the largest on the
Wall and served as the headquarters

Another view of the Wall, with the cliff of the Whin
Sill* looking east

I

*

*
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of a cohort, or of

cavalry, The camp, which covers an

area of some 4J acres, is open to the

public, and there we can see the

rums of the various barrack rooms,

courtyards and colonnades, as well

as the regimental chapel from where
a stairway led down to the under-

gro

pay
g room in n

was- — .
kept

.

The com-

mandant's house, elaborately heated

by a hypocaust, can be readily

recognised, ancl beside the Tyne
stand the remains of the regimental

bath-house. On the opposite side of

e river is the abutment of the

Roman bridee that crossed at this

and after a spell of

weather three stone piers can often

be seen above the level of the water.

In the adjoining Clayton Memorial
seum is a hue collection of in-

scribed stones and jewellery, as well

as a reproduction of a bronze tablet

that served as the "discharge certifi-

cate" of a time-expired legionary.

About eight miles west of Choller-

ford is another finely preserved

camp. This is now known as House-
steads, the Roman Borcoviciiim, and
is under the care of the National

icium was the head-
quarters of the First Cohort of the

Tungnans, who came from Tungres,

the remains of the

hich

m Belgium; and
long narrow in w
thousand soldiers were

,

can still be seen. There are, of course,

other relics of buildings used for

domestic military pur
poses, as well as the foundations of

two granaries, the floors of which
were raised in order to keep the grain

of the most interestin (7

features of Housesteads is the south

gateway, where actua 1

holes of the gates are still in

and in the centre is the stone
-

which the doors closed.

side of s stone are grooves worn
out of the solid rock by the Roman
vehicles, 1,700 or 1,800 years ago
A little to the w the

itself is the site of the underground
temple of Mithras, and when ex-

cavation work was being carried out

in this vicinity some years ago

a man a woman
were found under the floor of a

ing. Between the man's ribs

a broken sword and, as the

Roman laws forbade any burials

the camps themselves, it is

generally believed that the two
red here and theire were m e

bodies ludden away by the unknown
assassi n

.

are of course the remains

of several other forts to be seen
_

Roman
are

the most interesting.

So far I have dealt

Wall itself and its series

mile-castles, but

Romans succeeded
some of

in dislodging

of the

with

basalt; but if a study of the position

of the various wedge- is

are

features of importance,

it will be seen that the majority of

these were inserted in the thin veins

formed an integral part of the

general scheme of fortification. These

of quartz that intersect the native

rock. It is that wooden
wedges were driven into these holes,

two running
along both -the north and
sides of the Wall,

known as "Tt ie Ditch"

after which water was
them to make them
thus aid cleavage

on to

and

other as the "Vallum."
The Vallum, on the south side of

is a flat-bottomed

Except in places where
the stone

trench some ft. w and 7 ft.

Birdoswald, west gate of Roman camp on the Wall.

crags ma ice any artificial protection

the Ditch runs along

the north side of the

courses of masonry, and is a V-*

shaped cutting, about 35 ft. wide

deep, and once again the
excav
was Pi

unng its construction

up to form ramparts,
about 6 ft. high and 20 ft on
each side. Most authorities area

10 ft. deep. Even in places agreed that the Vallum was con-

where the Wall has disappeared,

particularly towards the eastern and
western extremities, the Ditch
mains, and when it crosses a

of Hat or ex
:.

structed before the
served

i tself. and
•

origin

concealed
as a k ind of

found that

country it will be
materials taken out

-route between a
series of frontier look-out posts and
minor stations.

of it were thrown up on its northern
in is con-
of the

if
Maginot Line" of

margin, so as to an extra Roman Britain, a piece of ancient
__ __ _

ion.

is interesting stretch

on
Bank

known as stone

no one should fail

to see for himself. The best way of

the Wall drops from
the heights of the Whin Sill

toward

if

s the

visiting the Roman Wall is to tramp
along the whole length from Green-

to Chollerford. For those who
ey of the Tyne.

Here the Pitch had to be cut out
w < ;1

of the solid rock, and some of the

masses lie on the brink.

r$ the
excav

still

wedge-holes where the diggers tried

in vain to split it.

to travel

out that

Newcastle highway runs within easy
distance of it for the greater portion

of the way, and it is easy enough to

e machine and

must wonder how the
of the masonry an

fensive ditches at one's convenience.
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By David Murphy

IS natural with a sea-

faring nation, we have grafted

on to our language a large number
in

use. Yet those use
them frequently do not always know
anything about their

object from
terms are derived. This is

or the

nautical

larly of the anchor, which in

the course of time has come to be
regarded as the symbol of

safety

)e

There are people who think that
an anchor is merely a ect

that is low over a ship's side in

the hope that it may hold if. As
far as they are concerned, it is just

a case of dropping the anchor and
hoping for the best. In
however, the

fact

,

con-
struction and use of anchors has
now become a science, and the story

of the anchor is the storv of

Britain's growth as £i sea

power
A little more than a

ecu ago, in 1838, a Mr.
Porter took out a patent for

an anchor that was to be the

ertinner of all modern
anchors. Prior to That time

>

every anchor was made solid

throughout, but Porter's
patent introduced a movable

the head that

grips the sea bed,

vention was timely. Larger
ships bein or

5 and
e solid anchor, w 1 1 i 1

ie

serving purpose, gave n< The anchor of the "Empress of Britain" in the hawstpipe.

Ljuaranter that it would hold when
lowered. It might take an immediate
grip, or it might

astern. This is an abnormal circum-

bed without any
rag along the sea

at all.

Now consider the modern anchor.

At the top of it is the

"shackle," to which the
anchor cable is attached.

Then comes the
"shank," that long mas-
sive rod with which
most of us are familiar;

at the end of the
shank is the
from which branch out

»

stance, however, against which the

prudent shipmaster \\

size and value
anchormodern gauged

from the fact that the sheet anchor
€ i

en Man*" weighs
at

"crown."

the two "arms" with

used on the

14 tons, and its cost is es

more than the sum expended on a
complete ship of Elizabethan days.

The sheet anchor is the largest of

several carried in every modern
rule it is

when the

) hold.

sheet

ship, and as a
used only in

cr

their pointed "flukes."

What ens when
an anchor is let go? As
soon as it touches the
sea bed, the crown sinks

into the mud and sand.

Then, as

awav. the anchor begins

hot-

flukes,

oth

That
anchor" has come to mean some-
thin

the last extremit

v

which we can rely in

In
''Queen

anchors,

Most ships

a
carries two

or the

weighing
also

,

carr}7
10

a spare

for

exam
which pivot freely from
the end of the shank,

t hemselves deepcr

ashore

tugs aval

moves ahead again,

s can be used

For
run

where
spare

anchor would be taken out in a boat
to the deep water astern, and when

would be used in attempts to

haul the vessel clear.

Attached to a vessel's bow anchors
are massive cables built to withstand

the cable pulls the

the anchor cable*

anchor out in the op-
a

It can
course happen that

the anchors will .drag

if a gale springs up and
begins to drive the ship

enormous pressure. In the largest

liners these cables are 165 fathoms,
Gi- ft, long. lin

"1

is about
2 ft. long and more than 4 in. thick,

and the steel from which such cables

are made is so tough that links will

( double without show-

»

m
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*

ing signs of fracture.

All kinds of awkward
can arise when dealing with anchors.

Many stories have been told about

In river or tid es

are strong it is the usual practice to

lower both bow anchors. When the

swings with the flood and ebb
the cables may begin to wind round
one another, and after a long stay at

unci erwatermen , as

specialise in recovering such objects

as anchors from river beds are

called. The craft they use for the job

She

are gev s in

nowadays their <

arrive on the scene

with the loss of all hands.

In former days anchors were
stowed on the fo'e'sle head, being

lifted or lowered over the side bv the

was because of

re the o

anchor in such conditions the cables

can become so entwined that they

One story of the
the ''stock," the bar fixed at right

angles to the shank. The modern
concerned an Vrwater- 1S as

man who managed to beat

almost inse The salvage vessel to it, honking a large

or very soon it had beensimplest way to deal with this is to

obtain the services of a tug to heave
the ship's stern round and round
until all the turns in the cables are with a temporary buoy, but during

ype, and it is hove up snu
the hawsepipe in the vessel's bows.
As a result there is little or none of

the man

out. But if no tu Cf IS

lookavailable, then the
forward to a long, back-breaking

ticklish

fathom lengths, and these

up by shackles. When two
cables have to be separated by hand,

one cable is eased off and the nearest

shackle is unscrewed. The shackle is

screwed up again when all the turns

have been taken out. That is a simple
J

of the process, which in

more com
and 'difficult owing to the weight of

the cables and other factors.

In old ships another problem can

arise, and of this the writer has had
bitter

in a g
depth of water, but when they came
to be hauled in, the ancient wheezing
windlass would not take the strain.

On that occasion one anchor and its

e hauled aboard
under the full b laze

of a tropical sun. It was a fob that

took the best part of a whole day.
anchor accidents are

—

rare in these modern days, they do
appen

.

came
cases,

w
cable

est link,

i there have been instances of

actual fracture in the anchor itself.

Some years ago, mail boat skippers
made a of dashing up a
harbour at high speed and relying on
the anchors to pull their ships up

a very short distance. ThisW]

went on for a consi

on one occasion, a
away and killed

e time
c carried

officer and ship's

the
carpenter m-

Tliis practice has been
abandoned ever since.

Now
nill e lost

again, , an
a cable carries

away in a river or tidal channel. To

the darkness a sailing ship skipper

reached the spot and dropped his
I \

that was an es-

sential feature of former life at sea,

and such things as capstan shanties

have now become relics

own small anchor to await the dawn.
When he tried to heave it up a few
hours later he soon realised that his

a past

that probably will never be recalled.

There are too many
anchors them to be

or was to somc

valuable.

j

here in full, but one of which little is

known is the mushroom or umbrella
; impression became a anchor, used for keeping buoys and
long after, when the lights in position. As its name

rwaterman came out and began
to abuse the skipper for "muscling
in" on

deal of

implies, it looks like a monster
mushroom or umbrella. Instead of

the ilukes at the end of the shank,

After a
the sailing ship skipper agreed to

part with the prize for a lump sum.

* •

is a >\ ) very
much like an open umbrella. When
lowered to the sea bed, this mush-

The three massive bow anchors of the former White Star liner "Majestic," with their huge cables

this to the anchor was
owners.delivered

Though the sailing ship had wasted
three daj's while haggling was in

her skipper no doubt felt

room works its way down and, in

course of time, becomes much more
embedded than an on

anchor would.
The anchor plays a more

lose a modern anchor means
of big money, and if a waterman or him. He did not live to get it, for the

^_ ^r ^^ ^

—

w ^m—

that the compensation would repay important part in safety at sea than
. * w TV ^ «>

'

« ., Ml _ ra 1 i" ^

lighterman is fortunate enough to

a find he can be sure

most people imagine. Small wonder
sai

of an

ship was no longer all oat

uate
when, about a week later,

owners o ior

the

the

that it has become,
Britain, the symbol of all that is

steadfast and sure.
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Your arp-Eye Friend

re
*

ristmas Parties

By Norman Hunter (From Maskelyne's Mysteries)

±-/iroi

way of a change this year I am
whichoOing

need
to

:tic

tricks
T

for their

<

er/nai

except the

articles to be found about the house.

off with, is a good
chorus" sort of trick.

CARD IS THIS?

You begin ' showing a pack of

cards, and anyone who wishes to do
so may examine it se it is quite

ordinary. You then go to various

ac r

s uppermost

members of the audience and ask
1 M m ft i 1 m jt

1

er

in turn to

into the somew FIG.4
You cut the pack at that point and
ask him to remember the card at

ich lie has
You now hand round to all the

people who e cards,

different kinds of noise makers. A
whistle to one, a little to

another, a rattle to a third, a gong to

yet another, a squeaker to someone
>
and so on until ut a dozen

people are armed with these articles.

"I am going to deal out the cards"
you say. "As soon as anyone sees the
card which he cut I want him (or of

course her) to blow his whistle, bang
his gong, twirl his rattle or otherwise
operate the musical instrument he
is holding."

*s

.

shown in Fig. 2. Ask the spectator

who made the choice to lift the top
the ion and

look at it.

When this has been done, replace

the half of the pack that is in your
hand, the other

This leaves the same card on top of

the pack. Repeat this move with
each person and they will of course

all cut the same card.

One word of warning. Be careful

out the to go to people as far away from each
one at a time, showing each other as possible and ask each person

one deliberately to the audience just to peep at the card and not let
^

Jl ^ JLl MA "1 r "^% m M 1

FIG.3
You commence to

before putting it down. At about the
fifth or card a sudden frantic

* T -* I D

row breaks out as single

person lets fly with his noise maker.
Everyone has cut at the same card!

The Secret. For a highly successful

the secret is beautifully simple.

When you offer the pack for someone
to put the tip of his finger between

anyone else see it. This prevents the

surprise finish at

someone seeing that more than one
person is cutting the same
Now for a new and easy way of

rming a very old favourite:
•

MAKING A CAKE IN A HAT

the cards, it in vour left

hand as shown in Fig. 1. When the
place has been indicated, press with
your fingers on top of the pack, then
lift off the cards above the spectator's
finger tip.

into the glass

s

the cards off with a-

g movement. As you do so the

pressure of the fingers of your left

hand will cause the top card to stay
behind on the lower portion as

You borrow a bowler hat, show it

empty and put a tray over it. On the

a glass tumbler and
various

ingredients. A little milk, some flour,

a few currants and, to add to the fun,
£

some pepper, mustard, castor oil and
"

s longo horrific comm
as you have some milk and a little

flour to thicken it, in the glass, the

rest of the ingredients can

«

-
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non-existent and you can get a lot of

fun by pretending to pour them from
namesge bags labelled wi

of the things

jars, also

g a

can die ,

you cook
e result

,

* over
lame

— •

or a
moment.

with you tug of war fashion to

test their strength. You then calmly

tie them round your neck, grasp the

loop and pull. To everyone's astonish
At

You stir up the mixture, take it off

the trav and pour it openlv into the

borrow-
ed hat.
Then,
lightin

the cords seem to pass right

through your neck and come away,
still tied in a loop.

You then seize on a member of the

» rop the loop of over
his head and invite him to try.

"Don't pull too hard at first," you
trickifwarn him,

doesn't come off, your
Of course your assistant finds

e to do the trick,himself quite

so you take a hand and repeat it with
uccess on him. "Now

**
9

owner of the hat is hidden in the cake, as shown in Vig.

you
to

undamaged/'

borrow someone else's headgear
had brought his Warden's
helmet for the job, you remove from
the hat a nice cake which you pro-

to cut up and serve to the

audience, returning i 1 1 e hat ab-

u undamaged.
The Secret.* The cake is genuine, A
small one of a fairh eep ape

will go e< into a hat is the thing

to use. Scoop a hole in the bottom
near one side and press into the

ow a large glass inkwell of the

uns
Fitr

kind, as shown in

3. Stand your on edge,

leaning against the candlestick and
put the cake behind it bottom
of the cake being against the back of

the tray, as shown in

a square

Fi& 4. Use

Having borrowed the

m it em f
1>1C

and
up the tray

quite casually and lay it over the

mouth of the hat. As you pick up the
' your lingers go behind and picl

the cake up with it. Keep the tray

upright to conceal the cake, bring it

down edgeways on to the front of the

hat 1 then sort of ge it down
In

in

backwards on to the hat.

way you can drop the

without being detected. The move is

and as nobody knowssim
is* going to happen the risk of

spot is very smc
Stand the covered hat crown

downwards on the table and put the

glass on the tray while you make up
the mixture. This gives you an
excuse for using the tray. When you

the mixture into the hat you
really pour it into the inkwell that is

FIG.6

finish,

the audience,
The Secret, Show the two cords one
in each hand, holding them by the
centre with the ends hanging down.

as long as you put only flour and As you place them together, loop the

he had let vou 5. Be careful not to splash. If any of
. • - .* m m * * ^ * i «*-4d«*l t ft

si inthe mixture falls

it will be absorbed by the cake and

milk into it this will not harm either centre of one cord round the centre of

shown 6. The
on a

the other,

looping
couple of inches of cord being taken
up. Now hold the two cords so that

your fingers hide the loop and invite

someone to pull at the cords with

you. Let them hold one end of the

cords while you hold the middle. Any
amount of tugging will then have no

round
your neck and tuck the looped part
into your collar at the back which
will keep it secure.

Tie the ends of the cords together
iL

in an ordinary double knot, keepin
the knot at the ends of the cords so

as to leave a large loop like a sort of

necklace round your neck. Now take

cross it

effect. Next place the

one
•

to the opposite side as shown in Fig.

7. It does not matter which cord you
take. If you now grasp the cords, two

the cake or those who eat if. Mix up
the liquid to about the consis

of thin cream, thin enough to pour
thick enough

much

.

Now go through the business of
shown both sides

cooking the cake over the candle

, taking care not to scorch the

hat, then produce cake. As the

glass well is at one side of the cake
you can cut a good many slices off

ie hidden secret.

Following this you can say "Hav-
ing done my best to kill off the

audience with my home-made cake I

will now give you all a by

STRANGLING MYSELF!
in each hand as indicated in Fig. 7

an d

For this apparently grim
fc^- away

purpose from your neck, theloop at the back

you show two lengths of cord, which will be pulled apart and the cords will
* • .* iw \u. * * im -a -* t ft

can exam in Placing slide round your neck, coming away
together vou invite someone to

1
-

at the front as a complete loop.

:
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When you drop the loop over your
assistant's head he is of course unable to do
the trick because the cords really go round

FIG.IO

, thus proving that the same card
has been restored.

The Secret. Well, of course, you can be
sure of one thing and that is that the same
card hasn't been restored. It is a duplicate,
______

T US is

lake a
you manage it.

say the ten of spades and
tear off one corner." Put the corner under an
ash trav and slip the damaged card under

.- -.-i "fi * mm 4 * * # * .

the ribbon that fastens the dog biscuits.

shown both sides

his neck. You then take them off his neck

and ask him if his head is fixed to his body
and when he says that it is, explain that to

be

The card is underneath both biscuits, not
between them at this stage. Have another
ten of spades on top of the pack.

1 I A

Start with the biscuits. Show the packet
and untie the ribbon. Open the biscuits

like a book and allow everyone to see there

is nothing between them (Fig. 8). Kow turn
over the top biscuit (A) and show the other

side of it. Next slide the card from under
biscuit (B) under (A) that you have just

shown (Fig. 9). You can then turn the

biscuit B over (Fig. 10). Finally put the

biscuit A which now has the card under it,

do the trick properly the head
_

fixed to the neck. While saying this you can

easily loop the centres of the cords together

as before. Doing the trick again on your
assistant is simply a repetition of what you
did with the cords round your own neck.

THE SOFT WATCH
borrowing a watch you tell the

owner that it seems to be getting very soft

and vou proceed to bend it shout.

FIG.II

ISCUI

slid under
and vou proceed to bend it about. A L . , til *

The secret. To do this you take the watch, A bringing card between
any ordinary watch, not a special trick one,

between your hands, holding it with the tips

of fingers in front and the thumbs
behind. Now move the finger tips forward

and back several times, imitating the

movement of watch. is

rather waving motion of the hands and the

bright reflections from the watch produce

on top of the other biscuit which brings the

card between them. Tie up the ribbon and
put the packet on a plate (Fig. 11).

Now take the pack to another spectator

and ask him to mention a small number.

a perfect illusion of bending the w
THE DOG'S DINNER

An amusing card trick. You bring forward

two large dog biscuits tied together wi"
, untie them, show the biscuits on

the

both sides and tie them up again. You then
give them to a member of the audience to

on a
Next you ask someone to a

and tear it to pieces. This is to be the meat
for the sandwich and you explain that you

piece of card iswant it

given to the person who chose it, which he is

asked to keep. The remaining pieces arc

n cooked, or, in other words, burned.

The ashes are sprinkled over the dog

Suppose he says "seven" you count off

seven cards and show him appare
seventh. What vou reallv do is to count
cards oil by drawing them Off the pack one
at a time with your right hand. The top
card, which is the duplicate ten of spades,

comes off first. When you have counted
seven cards, turn the packet over. Of course

the top card, the card you want selected,

is always the one turned up whatever
a. •

number of cards is counted.
Have the card torn up while you fetch

the ashtray. Conceal the corner of the card
that is already between the biscuits, in your
hand. Receive the pieces of torn card on
the tray and pretend to pick up one piece.

you bring into view the piece

concealed in your hand and give this to the

person who took the card. As this is the

piece you tore from the card which will

later be found between the dog biscuits,

the piece is bound to fit.

Finally here is a puzzling tittle trick.

GREENGAGE SOUP

You begin by showing a soup plate on
sides, also a piece of newspaper.

You put the plate upside down on the

newspaper.
"In that position," you say, "the plate

Concealed card being

; soup wcannot be
you think.
tilings which can't be done, so here goes.

The Secret. Apart from the fact that you
need two handkerchiefs exactly alike, there
are no requirements. Take one
handkerchief, bunch it up and place it

under the edge of the newspaper. Put the
to hold it down. Have the

other handkerchief over the back of a
e on

chair.

Pick up the paper with your right hand
and the plate with your . The ers

pright hand grip the btmched-uj
the paper. Show

both sides of the plate and put it, bottom
handkerchief

intowards audience, into your right

front of the paper. Kow draw the news^
paper away as shown in Fig. 12. This

es you the handkerchief
under the plate. Show both sides o i

the paper, lay it on the table and drop
the plate casually on it. The hand kerchief
is

trouser

introduced under
plate ready for the end of the trick.

To vanish the handkerchief from your
pocket you can employ either of two
methods. You can tuck it into your

and secretly push it up
corner of the pocket. The

pocket lining can then be drawn out
and the handkerchief will remain con-

cealed. The other method is to show the
inside pocket of your coat to be empty,
then put the handkerchief
into it. Actually you tuck the handkerchief
well down in the top pocket of your waist-

coat but as you keep your right side

turned to the audience as you do so
it looks as if the handkerchief is Lfo-ini;

inside pocket.
course

Don't
tricks

before
o ver

the
you r own

them
attempt

icnce.

easiest trick

rehearsed a few times in private
before being shown to even the

and every trick needs
to be presented in an entertaining manner.
In order to divert the attention of

ience

conjurors love to do
« 4 1 ,*. )#

asse rom BioA
Vou introduce the greengage soup,

biscuits and when these are untied the card,

restored exce for one is found
between them. Strangely enough the piece

held by the exactly fits

audience at critical moments in the per-
formaucc of a trick a few jokes and witty

_ ..._ .,_
sayings should be selected and memorised.

which turns out to be a°green silk hand- Even when the greatest care is taken it is

always possible for some little thing to go
wrong during a trick, and if the conjurer
can keep on talking there is a much better
chance of remedying the* mistake without
anybody in the audience noticing that
anything amiss has occurred.

tuck the handkerchief
into your pocket, wave a spoon oyer
the inverted plate, turn the pocket inside

out and show that the handkerchief has

vanished. Vou then lift the plate and
there is the "greengage sou

t*,

<•
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KOP-FORGING to-dav
a vital

Present-dav

ays

ere*

rr

a demand

lncenng
have
mass-

production of parts, very often of

intricate wh i
.
c 1

1

uire a

minimum of machining, In addition
thev have excellent

physical properties that engineers
and designers can with confidence
subject of m uch
dimensions to much greater stresses

than was ever possible with hand
forgings.

used for drop-Most of s

t ( )reing is proc in

anc;

ace. The steel is cast into ingots,

and rolled intoare

section, and cut off to

long bars or billets of the required

length
for the forging operations,

principle of drop-forging is

the displacement of metal, rendered
plastic by heat, and forced by blows
or pressure dies formed the

the making
made from

It follows therefore

important are is

of the dies. These are

rget 1 of special

varying in tensile strengt

h

from 65 to 95 tons per sq. in. Before

incutting or sinking the
the dies, careful thought is given to
the 1 1

1

the finished article.

and the manufacturing procedure is

•

rqinq

so arranged as to en-

sure a grain

that will give maxi-
mum resistance on
the
forging

the

be most
hiehlv stressed; Can*
must be taken that
in the actual forging

the dis-

accment of

is not too free in anv
one direction

>
and

also that there are

no
the

corners in

impression, as

these are ant to spoil

Th e design or

shape is mai
on the die blocks,

and these then pass
the various

stares^
>

milling,

ling, and
final sinking by a die fitter. Hot lead
*

is t poured into the impression,
when set is checked for dimen-

sioris, radii, etc.

The manufacture of drop-forgings
a wide area that it iscovers

v possible to deal with it bri hV

Heat Treatment Furnace.

Our cover illustration shows an
electrically-driven hammer with the
top die only movable.
The actual manufacture is govern-

design of the article. In

the simpler parts the bar or billet is

ed bv

When the dies have been made and
of

heated, laid in the dies, and
number of blows is formed to

r a

e
sain s ceil, the size and weight

billet can be decided, and
weight of d

hammer" rehired.
When talking of the
wei

shape. In more intricate

designs, however, it is necessary to

pre- ore
«-» the bar or et to some-

of a drop

thing approaching the desired shape
before commencing the actual drop-

furthermore it is often'gmg
hammer it is in

to

that this is not the

weight of the whole
unit, but of the top
die holder or tup as

it is known in the

necessary to pass the forging through
three or

taking it nearer to

On the completion

sets of dies, each set

the final shape.

the drop-

trade. In the ma-
jority of drop ham-

forging
-1 rei

strength,

and

ons the articles are

give the requisite

removed,
are finally examined in

is

mers the tup onlv
JF I

gauges, jigs, etc., before despatch.

Most drop-forgings must also be

» and isis movj
driven

steam, air or elcc-

to, meet the conditions of

er the specification
j

all stampings

tricitv. In

are passed under a Brine! 1 machine
some that the

. -
ncss

cases, however, the

bottom die moves
meet the top

has been obtained.

There
to

die

are many stages

gings

1 and 7i IS
-

known as a
i . * a 1

o

action hammer
am is

15-lon Hammer with Top and Bottom Dies movable. The illustrations to this
article are reproduced by courtesy of English Steel Corporation Limited.

to

drive this type, and
the dies are fasten-

ed in by steel bands.

of manufacture before the
reach their finished state, but it is

bevond the scone of this article

to*

For the information in this article

and for the photograph on which
our cover is based we are

to English Steel Corporation Limited.
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British Racing Driver's Fine

Five of the chief motoring records in this

country are now held bv Raymond Mays,
the " British racing driver, who is

shown in action in this year's Crystal
Palace Cup Race in the lower illustration

this page,
fastest times for the

Producer Gas for Firing Furnaces
|

The illustration on the right shows a
large plant designed for producing gas for

firing forge and other industrial

on These records include the
Walsh I IiU

•

Climb, the Preseott Hill Climb and thew
-I

Brook lands Mountain. Course. Mays also
_ _ _ _ **

The plant is one of a range of various types
manufactured by The Wellman Smith
Owen Engineering Corporation
London, and installed in numerous
dustries in Great

Ltd.,
m

m-

holds the Crystal Palace lap record with a
time of 1 miii. 58.2 sec, and the Camp
Circuit record with a time of 1 min, 44.91
sec. The previous record for this course was
held by A. Dobson, who set up a time of

1 min. 47.46 sec. Mays believes that he is

tries. Some of these plants
er num.
uce

from bituminous coals, but that shown in

the illustration is designed for use with

tirst driver to
" i

at one time.
all the

•

rec

either anthracite or coke, which is fed into
the upper cylinder at the top of the plant
by means of a conveyor elevator oper-
ating inside the girder framework seen on
tin- j'i^ht in the illustration, cation

A New Traffic Control System

A new system of automatic signals for
the control" of fast-moving traffic has been
installed in the south of England at the

where the Winchester by-pass road
up with the Portsmouth road.

takes place in the lower part of the plant,
the gas finally being led off through the
horizontal pip« shown on the left.

A New Motor Fuel

A
fuel known as "liquid coal

by means of duplicated
vehicle detector pads sunk in the road at a
considerable distance from the traffic lights.

ic demonstration of a new motor
« . .

" was given in

the Lnitcd States recently bv Dr. Francis
W. Godwin, of the Armour Institute of
Technology, who drove through Chicago
streets a car the engine of which was

It Mays in action during the Crystal Palace Cup Race this year, A brief account of the tea
driver is given on this page. Photograph reproduced by courtesy of L. Kkmantaski,

ords held by thi

London S.W.I
3

The time taken by vehicles to reach the
junction after passing over the
pads allows fast traffic to go through the
cross-roads almost
speed

,

su ied with it.

out slackening
I'lie system is the first of its kind

Liquid coal is a dark coloured fluid
i per cent, of

am ount
containing light oils with 30

sed coal and a small

that has been put into operation.

of a
secret substance. The car was started with

. . .

and as soon as the endue reached

A large plant
Photograph by

En

for making gas from coal or coke.
courtesy of The Wellman Smith Owen

Corporation Ltd., London.

driving heat the petrol supply was cut off

and liquid coal from an auxiliary tank
was fed into the carburetter, which was of
standard type. It is claimed that the new
fuel gives a run of from 10 to 15 m.p.g.

Improved Driving Cab for Motor Lorries

\ new type of c;il> that will enable
drivers of motor lorries to an
unrestricted view when reversing, and vet
allow them to keep both feet on the controls
and hands on the steering wheel, has been
designed and built by the Great Western
Railway Company. The new caB extends
to the full width of the vehicle on the
right-hand side, thus differing from the
usual type of vehicle in which
often protrudes by about a foot beyond
the cab on both sides, blocking the driver's

view to the rear and making it necessary
for him to lean out, often through an
open door, with consequent partial loss of

control. Tin* new cab overcomes these
difficulties as the vehicle can be driven
from the extreme right-hand side. The cab
has sliding doors.

Magnesium to be Extracted from Sea Water

Sea water is a possible source of certain

chemicals, which are present in large
quantities, but usually such small
portions that they cannot be
profitably. Magnesium chloride is an
exception, and a plant to extract it from
the waters around the Ligurian coast
is to be established in Italy.

The magnesium chloride recovered will

be used for the manufacture of metallic

nmagnesium. A factorv is

to produce about 1,200 tons of the
designed

per year, but provision is being made to
extend its capacity to 3,000 tons annually
when conditions ad low.

-v * I *

the
A 10,501) t«»n electric ship, to be called

rfi'r* ji* * » a. . • __ ••_
Trud," is now under construction in

the U.S.S.H. It will be fitted with two
Diesel engines of 3,400 h.p. driving two
2,260 kW electric motors, and will have a
speed of 13,3 knots.

*

*
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Machine for Making Blue Prints
m miles at full W

1

ithout

The on this page
shows an electrically-operated photo-copy-
in^T machine, designed for producing blue
prints of engineering drawing and similar

photographic copying work. The
is one of a range manufactured

The crew number seven, and 15 people can
be taken on board in rough weather.
The new Rhyl life-boat has been built

out of a legacy from the late Mr. H. B. G.
Warren, Liverpool, and will be named

line
* i

Gordon Warren > *

boat she has re-

II aMen and Co. Ltd., Manchester.
The blue prints are produced from

tracings

two are

>laced is an interesting one. She was the
ast -of the tubular e of ing and. __j — _ — —_.

sailing life-boat, which had a double hull,

sensitive t<» light. The
Contact and fed

consisting of two tloats meeting at each
a

conveyor band into the machine, where
they pass round the curved surface of a
sheet of glass bent into the form of half a
cylinder. Light for

lamps

exposure
by either one or two travelling arc
which move along the axis of the

1

end with a grating deck in between
designer was a Welshman, and
has had life-boats of this type since
Another new life-boat built for the

Royal National Life-boat Institution's
w

station at Port Erin, Isle of Man, arrived
at her post after a Voyage of eight

in the course of which
C ills were made at

Weymouth, Brixham,
Fowev, Penzance,
Padstow

,
Fishguard

and Holyhead, This
vessel is of the Watson
type, 41 ft. long,
weighing 15 tons. She

d risenis o
35 h.p. petrol engines,

which give her a speed
of over 8 knots, and
she can travel Il<>

miles at full speed
without ref uelling.

She carries a crew of
eight, and has ac-
commodation for 50
pen pie.

October of this year
was a numth

it>r_the life-boat set

vice. In it boats were
launched 100 times,

the
ever recorded in

October, an
tl

more

A modern elccLricalLy-opcrated machine designed for producing biue-piinte and
similar copying work. It is one of a range manufactured by J. Haldcn and Co. Ltd.,

Manchester, to whom we are indebted for our photograph.

lan twice as manv
"IF

as in October of last

half cylinder, and the speed can be varied
as required by means of patent infinitely

which enables anv speed
of the

variable gearin if

K'!l

attained up to the
ular machine employed. This may be

or 2i\ ft. per minute. The controls are
in front <>f the operator on

The number of

lives saved was
and 132 persons who had been on ships
in distress were landed. Since the war
started life-boats have been launched
149 times, and have saved or landed a
total of 424 people, an average of se
persons a day.
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A Glass Pump Manufacture

Chemical manufacture on a commercial
scale entails the use of apparatus specially

to withstand the action of corrosivedesig
and sometimes highly inflammable s

stances and the high and tem-
peratures involved in certain processes.

One of the developments in is

direction is a special centrifugal pump
that
Glass

been produced at the Corning
in the United States, for

handling acids. The pump is mode entirely
from glass. Its casing, impeller and all

other parts exposed to contact with liquid

when the pump is in action, are of clear
transparent heat and shock resisting

The pump has a capacity of 6,000 gallons
per hour, handles liquids at
up to 150 deg. ¥., and is designed to run
at high speeds without vibration.

>eratures

An Electrical Furnace Charger

The lower illustration on this page shows
an electrically-operated furnace charger
made by The Incandescent Heat Co. Ltd.,

Sinethwick, Birmingham. It & used for

introducing metals into furnaces to receive
heat treatment, and for removing them at
the end of the process
The machine runs on rails

front of a battery
along

frame built up of
furnaces. It

the
a

channel girders
forming runners for the wheels of two
charging' forks, which consist of rectangular

mild steel bars firmly braced and
have a reachwelded together. The

of 12 ft, (» in., and are designed to handle
loads up to 3 tons. At their front ends they
move over rollers fixed to a crosshead that
is mounted on the ram of a hydraulic jack,

and by raising or lowering this the forks

can he set at the correct level for loading
and unloading any particular furnace.
At the rear the forks end in a shaft carrying
a travelling wheel they are moved
backward and forward hv a chain driven
by an electric motor

All the switches and
are on a1
are within easy reach of

Electro-magnetic brakes are

single panel, and thus

the
handled can
position in

and other materials
laced in 'their correct

urnace, and the forks
withdrawn, with the greatest

a control board.
The machine is made in both single ami

double patterns, the latter having two half

cylinders, as in the illustration

till rVpage
•

New Life-boats for Rhyl and Port Erin

A new motor built at Cowes
for the Royal National Life-boat Insti-

tution station at Rhyl is now in service.

of the surf type, the
Institution's fleet. She is

n ewThe
lightest

32 ft. s just over and
has two 12 h.p. engines.
The boat has no propellers. Instead

1 JL

is Gill jet propulsion, a
method much used in ferry boats in
Scandinavia. In the bottom of the boat
on side is a tube shaped like an
inverted capital U, and open at each end
to the sea. A propeller at the top of each
tube sucks water up the forward arm
of the tube and drives it out of the after
arm, the reaction giving the boat a forward
movement. A trratintr in the after arm
can be set to drive the stream of water
astern or sideways to
manoeuvring power

give the necessary
ofThe the

boat is 64 knots, and she can travel nearly
An electricaliy-operatt'd char

Photograph
machine for loading metals into furnaces and retrieving them after heal treatment
uced by courtesy of The Incandescent Heat Co, Ltd., Birmingham.
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British rcra Firm

Fine Recor o A. V. Roe an o. Ltd

fields at Lea Marshes in north-east London.
There he brought a tractor triplane that
he had built in the stable of his brother's

se at Putney, and with it he in

many successful (lights. At first these
flights were short and low, and the nick-
name nRoe the was proba bty

well deserved. After many mishaps his

hops gradually lengthened, however, until

he was able to cover a distance of 300 yds.
at a height of from 6" ft. to 10 ft.

An amusing story is told of a young
woman who went down to commit suicide
in the river Lea, but went home again
when she saw the aeroplane. She had only

I -'

changed her mind with regard to the
manner of her suicide, however, for ~^~
wrote to Roe urging htm to let her take
his place in the
would be Siived

so that his life

hers.

Sir Alliott Verdon-Roe

expense of
He tactfully promised that lie would allow

N the 36 years since Orville Wright made
i

'

rf*% * % «
* i a _

her to fly the machine
fected it, thus

he had per-

to

the first ht in a power-driven heavier-
which she could look forward I

Roe removed from Lea Marshes to Wemb-
than-air machine, the aeroplane has been lev Park, where he made constant flights
developed from a crude structure of un- with increasing success. Shortly afterwaifls
certain ability into a fast, streamlined, and he returned to Brooklands, and in partner-

ship with his brother produced a 35 h.p.
tractor triplane that attracted a great

of the air, capable ofwell-equipped
long flight with a heavy load of passengers.
freight, or military equipment. British
aircraft firms have played an
art in this development, and one of the
ioremost of these firms is A. V. Roe and
Co. Ltd., of Manchester, in I9m>
by the pioneer of aviation whose name it

bears, and formed into a limited com nanv
in 1913.

Mr. now Sir, Alliott Ver-
don-Roe * was one of
earliest British aircraft en-
thusiasts, and from 1906 he
devoted his time and savings
to making the aeroplane a
practical success, His first

deal of attention. This machine had two
upper wings of equal span and very
and a third and much shorter wing below

The wings were kept in position by
pairs of vertical bracing

wires, and the bottom one was secured to

equa lly-spa<

the nndersid. the fuselage frameworl

step was to build in a shed
at Brooklands a full-size

biplane in which he made1

to use aarrangements
24 h.p. 8-cylinder Antoinette
engine. While awaiting the
engme he in several
flights, in which he started
oflE with the aid of tows
from motor cars. But these
ended i n
towers would
long in their

The engine
in the spring of 1908

the
g on too

excitement!
readied

»

proved to be so superior to that of the
triplane that production of the latter type
was stopped. This biplane was extensively

in the Avro school at Brooklands

ane
.luring 1911.

In 1912 appeared the Avro 500, a
type destined to become worlcl-lamous,

and the first of the company's
be known by a

general design of the Avro 500 was one of

the most advanced of that time, and in it

a re

reduce head resistance. The fuselage was
allv serious attempt was made to

COY towards both the
nose and the stern. It was large enough

accommodate the ensrine and the crew
f
for whom
A curved

control was pro-

was fixed centra 11v
to the leaf-spring axle of the two-wheeled
undercarriage. The good rrnanee of

new biplane resulted in orders beingthe
received for 12 machines of this type
the War Office and Admiralty, and these

orders were the real beginning of the
manufacturing side of the company's
business. Some of the 12 aircraft were used
at the Central Flying School of the Royal
lying Corps, and gave good service.

The Avro company made aviation history

in 1912 by constructing a monoplane in

which the crew occupied an enclosed cabin.

This was the first totally enclosed aeroplane
in the world. An Avro cabin biplane also

wa * and wi this machine a

British duration record of 7 hr, 31 min.
was achieved.

With each new type of aircraft produced
the Avro designers grew in

knowledge and experience,

and the Avro 504 biplane
introduced in 1913 reflected

their progress. It differed

from the 500 type in having
wings with a pronounced

of I >etter con-
were also of

greater span and chord than
those of the earlier biplane.

The original Avro 504 was
tested at 'Brooklands in

I

July 1913, and later took
part in several sportin,

.

events. Karlv in. 1914 it was
bought by tho"Daily Mail"
for use with a Bit riot

monophine to give llying

demonstrations- in different

The Avro "Tutor/* a training biplane that inherited the wing stagger ol earlier Avro types*

parts of England, Wales
and Ireland. Tlie purchasers

and on 8th June of that year lie accom-
plished the first fl ight ever made in

covering about 60 yds. at a height of some
2 ft, from the ground.
At this point Roe's troubles

of alt lie received notice to quit

which was sometimes flown without wait-
required it to be to

mg to

wheeled
be covered after a snias

take off from either land or sea, and the

undercarriage was
four- Avro had to design for it an

an. First

triplane could carry a passenger and a pilot.

and Roe demonstrated its

interchangeable twin
At the "Daily Mail" demonstrations the

it the Avro
s

ewhere he had never been popular with th
management, who seemed to have fore-

gave

ings of the track being covered with
the wreckage of aeroplanes. Then the War
Q(Kce refused him leave to erect his shed
alongside that of Cody at Laffan's Plain.
Finally he succeeded in renting a couple

Blackpool aviation meeting of 1910.

The performance of this machine
rise to a controversy as to the relative
merits of the triplane and the. biplane.
This was ended by practical test when the
Avro company built a single-engined biplane

a skeleton fuselage exact lv like that

ane was flown
well-known airman of that

Kaynham, a
and at

many of the places visited the people had
never seen an aero ne ore . The

w
m f

railwa\ near some lar^e open
of the triplane. and winKS of same
total area. The performance of the biplane

machine finally crashed at Shoreham,
engine failure causing it to make a forced
landing on the ground while fitted with the

undercarriage.
the middle of 1914 orders were

received for 12 Avro 504 biplanes for the
Mm

-

J

t
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f

War Office and one for the Admiralty, and
several had been delivered to the War
Office by the time war broke out-

demand for military aircraft followed, and
" rt

4s were used extensively in France. The
only armament they bad was a
carried by the pilot, and in some cases a
rifle used by the observer. Later several of

the machines were equipped with a Lewis
tin.

great
iricln

A vro were em
on a variety

w i th
les

reconnaissance, gun-spotting,

photographic work, and light bombin
In time it became evident that tlicv were
not fast enough to deal

aeroplanes, and
new

were with-
drawn from France about the end of 1915.

In England the 504 was found to be an
ideal trainer, and in 191.7 the Avro 504 j,

a modified version of the original machine,
was adopted as the standard training
aeroplane for the Royal 1 'lying Corps and

Koval Naval Air Service, In 1918 these
V

two branches of the Services were merged
and became the Royal Air Force. The 504
trainer also found favour abroad, and even
to-day, 2rt years

created,

the Avro 504 was
s its

descendants are Still in une all over
world. It is claimed that more airmen have
learned to fly in Avro 504 biplanes than in

any other tvpe oi training aircraft.

nee to all the many types of

military and civil aircraft designed and
produced by the Avro company won Id make
this article into a catalogue, and therefore
only certain outstanding or specially

interesting types will be mentioned.
Ihe nd for Avro 504s and

later modi lied versions caused the company
1. mi

to rent part of a large engineering wo
in Manchester, for additional working space.
Trod net ion there reached a peak of 70
aeroplanes a week, and companies all over
the country with wood -working experience

"ucing parts, and in

by the time it was

were set to work
some cases complete aircraft. In the mean-
time construction of a large new
was commence<1

,

completed early in 1919 the war was over.

In this new factory the company stored
scores of Avro 504K aeroplanes which had
been produced in excess of Government
requirements. Then a use was found for

some of them . 1 In nd red s of pilots had
released the R.A.F, without

flying

ie or inclination for anv
*1 ** M I

but
The Avro company engaged the

services of a large number of them,
them with 504 K aeroplanes

modified to carry pilot

and s

two passenge rs
p

them,
together with tcclwica 1

and clerical starts, at
chief seaside

to
r

flights/'

give joy
Passenger

flights became popular
among the holiday-
makers, and more than
200,000 people were
carried without acci-

ruonev

dent. After a w
many of the pilots

saved enough
to buy their aeroplanes
and formed their own
organisations for
giving joy flights, and
gradually the Avro
company gave up thi>

kind of work.
One of the com-

pany's early post-war
types the Avrowas

;" originally de-
signed and built as a
single-seater and
developed as a two-
seater. The wing

M * * lit
of this

only 9 >
ane was

lb.;

80
m. p. h., and d i s -

gro^s weight
it

The '"Anson" coastal reconnaissance aeroplane. Photograph courtesy of "Flight/ 1

tinguished itself in sporting events. An
is first Avro

cooled Green
identical 35 h.p. water

by the late Sir Ernest Shacklcton to

construct a special seaplane to be carried

on

lit ted in A.
engine

V. Roe's
t hat 1 iai 1

1.91 y the late Squadron
H inkier, familiarly known as

UM0 triplane.
< _

became nious

ion ship "The Quest" to the
Antarctic. This seaplane was a development
of the Avro
and

Baby, with special wings

his reeo
v

who
flights in

small, light aircraft, won the Aerial Derby
Handicap in a "Baby'* biplane, and in the
1920 Handicap machines of this tvpe
" * " * " " second. In Mav 1920
1 1 inkier

an
an Avro "Baby" non-stop

from Croydon to Turin, about 700 m
in 9-i hrs,, and in the following year this

Australian airman Mew the same machine
non-stop from Sydney to I.undaberK, his

birthplace, a distance of about 800 miles,

1 with an HO h.p. Le Rhone engine.
The external bracing of the main planes
was so arranged that these could be easily

dismantled, and no rigging was necessary.
Sir Ernest Shacklcton died at sea during
the voyage south, and the aeroplane w
never used for its original purpose. Eventu-

ancl used for seal-spotting
1

it was
m iNewfoundland.

9 hrs in flying an vro
Kinkier won the Groovenor

Challenge Cup in 1923. About this time he
the Avro company as a test pilot,

and he remained with them seven years.

In 1921 the company were commission d

The partial re-equipment of the greatly
depleted post-war Royal Air Force gave
t lie Avro company an opportunity to put
forward a new military aeroplane, and the
"Aklershot" single-engined bomber was
designed and built experimentally. It was
the first Avro aeroplane to Save a metal
fuselage. was fitted with a 650 h.p.

Koll^-Royce engine. It had a top speed of
108 m.p.h. when carrying a crew of three,

1,735 lb, of bombs and armament, and
enough fuel for 6 hrs. flying. The machine
proved >mh a snece>> that i he Air Mii#tr>
ordered
"Aldershot** was

a large number. In 1922 the
experimentally with

a 1,000 h.p. Napier "Cub" engine, and then
most powerful single-engined

Am

aeroplane in the world.
Ano successful Avro military biplane

of that period was the "Bison," designed
lor fleet gti ii nerv spotting. It had a 450 h.p.

Napier engine and could attain a top *peet\

of 108 m.p.h., with a crew of four.

were fitted on the undercarriage axle to

facilitate landing on the decks of aircraft-

Many of theseearryin
were supplied to the Fleet Air Arm.
The Avro "Avian" biplane, which first

appeared in ) 92H, became one of the best

>'

A model of the Avro biplane of 1911. Note the skeleton fuselage, ex
wings and tall unit. Photograph by courtesy of the Director and

engine, and extensive bracing of the
, Science Museum, London.

own light touring machines, and was
produced in large quantities during the
succeeding five years. At first "Avians
were built entirely of wood, but later the
tvpe was re-de«igned with a
fuselage. In 1928 H inkier Hew an "Avian"
from England t<> (Continued on page 718)

. i
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A L.N.E.R. "Green Arrow" 2-6-2. An engine of this class recently
. hauled a train weighing 721 tons, as explained

in the note by R. A. H. Weight on this page.

Giant Wartime resses

direction of the Railway Executive
Committee which, for the duration of the
war, co
of the Minister of

the British systems on behalf
drastically

reduced and decelerate* 1 in services
we re need on 11th Seotember over

might be
1 l i

ndhug am
emergency eventuality. The combining
of several normal services into one semi-fast
train resulted in new records being attained
in the way of passenger train weights, even
upon the East Coast Route, which in recent

a rs had become famous for vast loading.
express trains weighing up to
mo re

the G.N

tons or
upon a

particular K • »u

The absolute record of iMM tons tare
that was attained some years ago by a

arrival at King's Cross, hauled by
Palatine," one of the original

* t

i i

ay
Prin ce
A

I

was certainly not expected
to be surpassed in a hurry, if ever. The
present emergency, however, has produced
an ordinary express over the same south-
bound route weighing no less than 7<)(> toils

empty, or fully 750 tons Several
others were made up to 19 to 21 corridors,

1 .H * -m

plus a van or two, which turned the scale
at round about 650 to 725 tons full,

being "Pacifies/* of all three
Arrow" 2-6-2s. Even( '* roe;n

engines
classes, or
these gargan
the other day when a
of troops and equipment weighed no less
than 721 tons tare! This was heavier than

figures were surpassed
spec!

many fast freight trains, and constituted a
decided new record for British passenger

The locomotive cheerfullyt ra i n load in g,

tackling this was 2-6-2 No. 4816,
manned and stationed at King's Cross.

Generally speaking, after the services
were gradually amplified in October average
loads became a little mere reasonable, with
trams '

'* 'more com
piatfarm
s s

w maximum
Average start to stop

majority of cases ve
for the time being been reduced to about
45-50 m.p.h.

R. A. H. Weight

%m

Traffic Working in Wartime

Since 3rd September 1939 traffic con-
ditions on British railways have undergone
a very complete from the hectic,

-

spy circumstances of the late summer

I

all main line?, in order that the companies freight
— . ._ : t - A, ___ . 1 i~ I ta I &

holiday season
services by day

movements

skeleton passenger
yet furtive

black-out.
Among special traffic occasioned by the
war first and foremost, both in magnitude

m
rtance, was the transport of the

British Expeditionary Force to the ports
of embarkation. Unlike the corresponding
movement of the war of 1914 18, this
involved an enormous amount of goods

.evidence of which was atrail ic, the o
sustained nimble o| heavy trains passing in

the dead of night. Then again severe and
frequent air raids were expected in

•s of the war. Passenger train
services therefore were cut to the
minimum to lessen the dislocation

ea

would result
1 jdamage to

from
and

on the L.M.S. and L.N.E.R., were "rested,"
and the wartime long-distance trains, which
could scar be called "expresses," were
entrusted to less powerful, or mixed traffic

engines. The "Green Arrow" class

on the L.N.E.R, have done yeoman work,
on the L.MS, the "Royal Scots"w

seem to *e borne the brunt of the main
line passenger workings. Pacifies were for a
time distinctly rare even at King's Cross,
and those that did appear were mainly the
_ i i _ _ . i - * i
older non-streamlined examples.

s have become settled,

more trains have been put on and restaurant
cars have been rest< >

enormous amount of

view of the
traffic being

carried, however, it is doubtful whether any
furt her improvements or speeding up will be
possible. Around the big industrial centres
the railways would seem to be worked
almost to their full capacity at times

tl

It is not only on the operational side that

i

he British railways are carrying on. Manv
rnportant engineering projects, sanctioned

"K before war broke out are

pushed forward. Every scheme of develop-
ment that will assist in etting
through is of vital importance now, and in

.©'very case the aheadengineers are going
,\s in the war of 1914-18, it is probable

e number ot British locomotivesa
will be sent overseas for use with the B.E.F.
As it is likely that the majority of these
will be of the 2-8-0 type specially successful
on the previous occasion, it will be interest-
ing to see how the increased freight

traffic at home is hauled,
locomotive stocks somewhat depleted.
There are many passenger types that
can, if need be, give an excellent account
of themselves on the lighter and faster

)ds services, and the actual working
will be particularly interesting to observe.

••:

S. Nock.
r. * *

The Illinois Central Railroad is to place
orders for new equipment including 1,500
coal cars, 1 box cars and 10 Diesel-

electric shunting locomotives. The Diesel-
electric locomotives will be used instead
of steam locomotives at the Chicago
terminal station.

At the end of this year it is antici
some 60,0(10 new freight cars will be
in service in America.

to reduce the chances
of heavy casualties.

The revised
ssenger ser-

ifvices

about widespread
changes in locomotive
workings. The
maximum start to
stop Speeds booked
are about 45 m.p.h.,
so that maximum

rarelv exceed
a mile a minute. At
the same time all

restaurant cars were
rawn, though

these have now been
restored on the
majority of trains
and train loads in the
first few weeks of the
\yar were not unduly
he a v V In con-
sequence a number
of the crack express
passenger loco-
motives,

• • Engine with wings/' L.M.S. 4-6-2 No. 6220 "Coronation" with streamlined casing
and smoke-box door open to allow inspection of smoke-box.

.
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i

of

G.W.R. Train Control Scheme

TheG.W.K .announce that with the fitting

at
the installation of

niontli

control

the main line routes betw
ant I 1 enhance,

was completed. Even
r these 2.852 miles <>f

Fishguard and
erv train run-

1er the con of
If *

mvisi and
1

1

ich r s throughout 24 hours
of every day ding trains to their

in with tli st

possible delav.

The G.VV.K.
system, which was invented b\

~
'

" engineof the staff, gives

audible warning
of each
?assed

.

f a signal is at

automatic train control
members

driver anthe
cab of the posit inn

to be
is clear, a bell

utioi

warned the note of a

rings

the driver

siren and the
is

brakes are automatically applied througl

the Tests have proved at
HO rn.p.h, a train can be brought smoothly
and automatically to a standstill in 900

4 i

s,, or
" si"

x ch th

A Shock for the Fireman! A new L.N.E.R. "J39" 6-0 receiving one of its many coats of paint before being passed into service.

A recent issue of the "Railway Gazette
„••

s an amusing of the blackout.
i h -a

On a dark night at a certain locomotive

and Knighton (Radnorshire). First prizes

have been won by Alcester, Berkeley
~ —-

Reddish.

depot the fireman of an engine that was
being coaled was startled by a sudden loud

roar. then discovered that his

loaded with

Road. Charlie Id, Gisburn, I

St, Asaph and Wallhamstow.

Time Recovery with 630 Tons on the
w

was being loaded witn large iron pipes

from the chute above it! In the darkness
the men in charge of the coal stage had not
noticed that among the wagons of engine
coal was one loaded with pipes.

a b
20

L.N.E.R.

Sunday last

,

p.m.
King's Cross was
streamlined "Pacific

sum th er the
from Newcastle to

through
4488 a

L.M.S. Gardens
load was al>

Although with the announcement of thi>

the L.M.S. Railway's station

is being sus

South Africa" in charge of Driver Fergu

of Gateshead shed
normal,
Doncaste

>/

S COIlltti-

"for the duration," the company is urging
their staffs to continue to do their best,

consistent with wartime conditions, to

Harrogate

all found, as far as

when
and

e gmented
por

were there attached, the train beeam a

huge one of 18 cars, weighing f.i

than 630 tons! It was a fine effort such

The "Cornish Riviera Expics*" alongside No* 1 platform at Paddington Just btiore departure time. This train now
makes the longest regular non-stop run in Great Britain.

maintain the neatness and tidiness of
level.

gardens

a load to the 17.4 miles on to
stations, at the

This year's L.M.S.
competition

station w
a record entry

of 489 English and Welsh stations, and
the four premier awards of "special"

in

cover
2(H min. s

_

53 to 50 m.p.h. on
speed

A

>rizes have been allotted to
. . .

.Visage r

(Cheshire), Buckingham, Llanfairfechan,

Pipers Wood rise and being sustained at

68 to 70 m.p.h. on the slight descent
beyond Bawtry.
The schedule on to London allows 155

min. for 138.6 miles non-stop, so that there

was some recovery margin, though in the

circumstances it was hardly to be expected

that the efforts in this direction woul< 1 be so

outstanding. On getting away from Retford,

15 min. late, 43 m.p.h. was attained up the

I'in I incline. Speed rose to 77 m.p h

down Weston bank, which is mostly at 1 in

, and was maintained at 68 m.p.h.

Newark after entering the

nsui
— - — — m.

g stretch towards Stoke. From a slight

to 55 m.p.h. No. 4488 reco J

m.p.h. before

raduallv fell to a minimum of 51 m.p.h. at
and then

i

easditfe. The engine accelerated to 58

m.p.h. througli Grantham, and topped
Stoke summit after the final 5£ miles at 1 in

198 at 45 rn.p.h., having averaged 54 m.p.h.

the 15 rising miles from Clay pole.

During a fast descent of Stoke bank 88 to

89 £ m.p.h. was the maximum sustained.

Then Peterborough was passed at the usual

crawl, the
mins.

62£ miu. for 62.2 miles;

Bad signal delays later supervened at the

foot of the two principal climbs,

Ripton and Stevenage banks, from which
good recoveries were made uphill with this

630-ton train. The average of 72.2 m.p.h.

from Retford, where 8

A

already been recovered, being

maintained over the 22 slightly undulating

m between Huntingdon a Arlesey

was particularly notable and so was the

minimum of 60 m.p.h. at Potters Bar.

h. before

Hatfield and 78 m.p.h. near Itfew South-
separating maxima of 75 m.p

The actual time into the terminus

following another signal delay was 1 50 min.,

5 mm. under schedule, but as the signal

slowings had cost 13 to 14 min- the speed

from Retford had averaged all but 61 m.p.h.

If there had been no check the whole of the

start woidd have been re-15 min.
cove re R. A. 11, Weight.

New L.M.S. Electric Trains

Last month t he lust of the new electric

I rains for the Liverpool—Southport service

were placed in traffic. Compared with the

old trains forhave been running
many years, the new trains are luxurious.

approximate closely to those running
on the Wirral Section of the L.M.S. and
among other refinements they have auto-

matie sliding doors. It will be some time
before the line is completely equipped
with these trains
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THINGS ARE MADE

ASK friend what he knows
collapsible tubes, r ! he

wi answi-r: "T used one
when I squeezed out my tooth

morning. That probably is the
sum total of popular knowledge,
yet many thousand workers are
employed in these tubes
and almost countless millions enjoy
the boon they provide.

"Collapsible

century old.

are nea a
were invented in

-

upland in 1841, and except for an
ace iden t might well have dis-

appeared in .the limbo of forgotten.

thin its. The inventor was an artist

Rand, and his

paints

them in closed metal ves

iect

t

was

interesting to record

confining

It is

fterthat ;i

nearly 100 years a better method
lias vet to be evolved.

Early tubes were crude and were
manufactured in two pieces, the

"vessel" or bo<Jya and the top, which
was made by pressing. The two
were afterwards joined together by
solder, and this method might have

had not some
workman produced a set of "sloppy
fitti n tnnh

»

as inefficient. The
were discarded

more

By E. Cur
w

unate than the workman, .for

might see if

they were kept, and one
one thought
could be
fitted

in to

and

some-
a job

them. They were
piece of metal was fed

collapsible

was applied. The
ductile metal shot up the tool, and in

a trice someone stumbled to fortune,

for the first almost complete collaps-

ible tube was made.
re is

j i ,v. nee>

that artists' colour manufacturers
s prior to :>, but

m-
wcre using

apart from this

formation of their earlv application

is available.

Decorating I he tubes by a printing process. Photograph
by courtesy of Timsons Ltd., Kettering and London.

it is, however,
that a kind of perfume was packed

articles. The consum
ure for America, where tubes are

in this manner
»

and th c

fairly well exploited, is quote
half a billion annual! v.

as

came verv popular at fairs, where
were tilled with
a
Ladies' Tormentors

»»

and
and

other names! Dunlops were among
users, for they put up a

Much has happened to collapsible

within our lifetime. Almost
turn of the century any

tu be of

sticking patches, and the packing of

until ._..__ __ .

printing on them was hand sten-

cilled, and it was not until 1912 that

c

The
method was developed.

has wn
gate's Dental am in tubes from half a gross per hour to 18 gross

goes 50 years. It is estimated in the same period. Complete me-
that more than 120 articles of food

in collapsible con

sution in ure has

now
tainers, as well as an almost endless

variety of cosmetics and pharma-

been rece achieved in one
which is claimed to bring the

time cycle to just under an hour,

instead of from two to four da vs.

n collapsible tube passes

a considerable number of

ready to

and there

em
t hro u g 1

1

esses

receive

are about GO "standard" sizes, as

well as ons in neck
n openings, caps, cap mat
and bottom . It is produced
from lead, tin-coated lead, tin alloy-

ed with a small proportion of copper
or siuta sti and
aluminium. Tin tubes are intended

• 1

for ; in \ to be taken in

ternally or used on the body, as the

metal is chemically inert. Aluminium
serves similar purposes and has the

additional advantage of light weight,

but requires certain research to

absolutely sure that it is

suitable for any product,

one containing alkalies. Lead, known
as lead alloy, is used for tubes where
the contents are not intended for

personal application, and tin-coated

Producing collapsible lubes
For Ibis mmii-aijon and

from circular blanks. Each tube is formed at one stroke of a press in a fraction
that on the nnposite page we are indebted to John Dale Metal Containers Ltd,,

of a second.
London.

tubes, ave a lead alloy base

with a thin covering of tin, mav be

t
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*>

r

used in substitution

the others.

any of

The first process in making a tube

is to roll a metal ingot into strip.

Some rolling mills are capable of

id sheets, in

which case the tin is rolled out first

to a thickness of about .003 in.

foil

plating tin on

discs,ows blanking, in w
frequently called "dumps," are

punched the strip as this

advances through dies. An auto-

matic feed ensures regular travel so

that all the blanks, which

g as a

a re

eroughly as

identical in size. The gauge of strip

used is determined by the length and
wall desired. and
dump sizes have to allow for clear-

ance and free working in the tools.

The hole that appears in the top
of the finished tube is then made in

the dump, and the next stage is to

the tube
extrusion
a pressure of

presses
im p<

exerting
:«J to 300 tons, or

ev more, according
IK

e size

made. The
press shown in the lower illustration

on the previous page is one of several

hori-

zontal or vertical, and the essentials

to stand

pes, for the design may

are strength and n
the severe stresses imposed at

moment of impact.

ed
stroke of

one

in the die,

regis

on

is prod uc

press on a cold dump
mm m m mm m mi •«

)

m
a pin

s.

in a snlitoperation is

second as the press ram reaches the

of the

squirting up between the ram and
the die, flowing lar too speedily for

the eye to follow. The heat generated

both in the extruded part and in the

tools does not permit

article with bare hands at

the com oletion of the

Two methods of stripping

from the tool are commonly
oved

.

--

air is used for

with sealed endcon
alternative is the

metal
ranged that the}

the

the

tube
Impact extrusion is entirely differ

ent from the process usually call

on, in which

drawings for depth
successive

or continuous

pressures are employed. Impact
extrusion produces a virtually

ed job. The ve to be ex-

theception ally

surfaces that come into contact with

metal receive a mirror polish so as

not to retard free metal How, The

of the is drying. Girls acquire such

exactly to the form of the

wall thickness is con-

e punch pressing edge
internal diameter

in pr ing as many as 40 tubes

can be printed in a minute.
The printing machine shown in

o illustration is a m
die.

The next oper in the work
type, but there

which oi

I! -Spill

one or

cycle is trimming to length, as it is

impossible to extrude to an
measurement; and as a further

operation the projection intended to

a cap i^ threaded externally.

The illustration on this page shows
the trimming and threading process.

in

are

employed, as well as plant for

mechanical handling that takes the

tubes through the coating, printin

:ind drying o rati without
-B '

human labour. The conveyor system
is then emnloved for moving tubes

The tubes on a mandrel by
hand, the operations are completed
automatically, and the attendant

one operation to the next.

Sometimes tubes are varnished as a

and certain tubes

be

final opera
particularly aluminium,

•

Trimming the tubes to length and threading the projection an which the cap is to be fitted.

removes the finished tube coated inside with a suitable lacquer

The two ow i n g are to prevent the contents from attack-

known as decorating. The first is to

the metal coat or "paint" the collapsible tubes

with enamel, a semi-automatic pro-

cess in which the mixture is applied

ing the metal.

While these various processes are

1 I M I

all round the tube:

a ma

s. For
are hand
and

removed
then

coating. They are

vertical
I J .ma

arranged on a tray that one
will not touch another.

Tubes that are to be

s so

>e

in-coated are dried. Others are

ready for prin

enamel
*

of

s rea<

as

proper sta

The printing process

may be in from one to four colours,

going on,

may be of metal, in which case tliev
mj ' */

are pressed; or of a plastic material,

when thev are moulded. Plastic caps

are in the majority to-day. These' are

produced in practically all colours,

and are made round, hexagonal, or
m\ * "*•-*

in

they are supplied with cork or similar

liners to meet special se:

lems.
- A calibrated collapsible tube that

permits dosage measurement has

been produced recently in America.

This interesting

and the press performs this

delicate operation is shown in the

upper illustration on the

will be seen that

semi-mechanical operation.

promises ui^i^u6
merits; and "one shot" tubes, con

mm r * *m-

on
r-

taining enough material for

one occasion, are finding cons

able favour.

The tubes are loaded on to a re-

volving turret, which advances each

. Collapsible tubes are usually de-

livered to the user with the caps

a fiixed, and ready for tilling. They
tube

,
prop

printing station, and imme
afterwards the tubes are removed to

pegged trays, and finallv stoved for

are idled from the bottom, and the

base is secured by a clipless closure,

or by a
commodity.

ng to the
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A striking photograph of a Sfearman PT-13A training biplane in flight. This type is extensively used by the United
Stales Army Air Corps* Photograph reproduced hy courtesy of the Boeing Aircraft Company, U.S. A.

Air

More Trainers for United States Army
Air Corps

The Stearman Aircraft Division of the

Boeing Aircraft Company have received

an order for PT-13A primary training

biplanes that is said to be the largest ever
placed by the United States Ckjvernment
for a single type of aircraft. The new
machines are for the Army Air Corps, in

which the type is already standard equip-

ment. One of these very efficient PT-13A
trainers is shown in

service oegan in Augi.

two months that it o
were made,
Imperial Airways

Cabot"

illustration on

and during the
16 flight-

in each direction- The
/ing boats

and "Caribou" were used, and on the
last westward trip of the season

""**

set up a new record for a flight between
Foynes, in Eire, and Hotwood, in New-
foundland, by accomplishing the ocean
crossing in 13 hrs. 2 min. This is 20 min.
less titan the previous record, made

, 1938 by the seaplane "Aleycttrv,"

upper component of the Mayo composite
this page.
Ano type of

1 1as

the United States

Ryan YPT-16,

marv trainer that
mini bers

on

eminent is tin

version of the

aircraft.

The total freight

westwan 1 ilights was about 6,0<)Q lb.,

on the eastward, or return, flights

mately 7,000 lb. Mid-air refuelling of

Ryan S-'f single-engimed low wing mono-
The military type has two open

cockpits arranged in tandem. The contract

flying boats after taking-off from Foynes
necessary

resulted from the outstanding performance
_. __ _ - _ _-_... . - . - _*

and Botwood
-

on every flight,

out it was s

not
but whenever carried

ctory.

of the machine at a flight competition of

rimary training aircraft held at Wright
ield. Daytona.
In addition to designing and constructing

ie Ryan Aeronautical Comp

i
Flying the Lockheed

l_ockheed Aircraft Corporation,
i,Yun test flying the

1

1

nnv
-

run a School of Aeronautics at San Diego,

California, and this organisation is one
of nine that have been

of California, have
first Lockheed "Lodes
mercial air liner designed specially to

a new com-

satisfactorvvery
formanee of

The "

upon the per-

me
twin-engined all-

monoplane arranged to carry two
stewardess, and 14 passengers.
can be carried in the underside

the fuselage, ahead of the wing inter-
section, and in three smaller compart
merits below the cabin floor. T

speed of the air liner is 236 m.p.h.,
and the range is 1.150 miles at a cruising

of 218 m.p.h.

The French Atlantic "Weather Ship

The French steamer

I*

*

r France-Tra nsatlantique, wh 1 eh
of

_

IS

specially equipped to act as a "weather
acrossto the French pilots

Atlantic by the Azores route, has
returned home after a second spell of dutv
m her position between the Azores a
Portugal.
When the ship is at her station small

pilotless balloons, to which special instru-

radio transmitters
of

me
i -

are attached, are sent up to a

60, 0(H) ft. As each balloon ascends the
transmitter at intervals sends down to
the ship
concerning the
other conditions

signals that i*ive information
nnetrk
ie tipper air

and

Television Aids Air Reconnaissance

Experiments carried out in Italy with
reconnaissance aircraft

.

ed with tele-

vision transmitters are stated
beeii successful. The idea is

have
trans-

mitters should the crew of a re-

connoitring aeroplane to send out instant
pictorial reports of the work accomplished,A A IT *

so that Field Headquarters do not have to
wait until the aeroplane returns, and then

todevelop the photographs
obtain the desired information.

Pan American Airways Order more Flying
Boat

Pan American Airways have
_c

six more 41 -ton Boeing 314 4 4c )ers.
f i

will be similar to the six hoeing
delivered this year, four of

across the Atlantic

flying

which are opera
and two across the Pacific. The additional
fleet will enable I 'an American Airways
to increase their transatlantic service

two to four round trips a week.
It will make possible also the use of
all-Boeing equipment on
trans-Pacific service to China, and on a
proposed weekly service to New Zealand*
Other aircraft

South American
are shorter.

used on the
which flights

High Flying Across the South Atlantic

A flight across the South " A1
-?—__

which is claimed to be the first ever made
over that ocean at a height of more than
20,000 ft.,

Farman aircraft. This was flown
France to Rio dc

been accomplished

aneiro, with halts
at Dakar, in French West Africa, and
Natal, in il, and the ocean crossing
took 12 hrs. The greatest height reached
was 29,500 ft.. average

for tin

flying training of members of the

United States Army Air Corps.

The British Transatlantic Air Service

for the flight was 24,600 ft. The aircraft

requirements^ of American air had a specially equipped cabin and oxygen-
- _ Ti_ __ ... 1 _____ U_* rt ^._ U _..__ **.-_••___ _-._4 * -_.___ -.^—^....l - ______ _____

take

The antic air mail and
service ceased at the end of

September last until next' summer. The
passenger

<ttl,Vn_> *,_, «<t_ WIVC1I Up
time by Marshall Headle,

the company's chief test pilot, who was
accompanied by a flight research technician.

This preliminary flight lasted about 1 hr.,

during which the aeroplane circled over

San Fernando Valley, near the Lock-
heed factory, and afterward the pilot gave a

ng apparatus, and carried a crew of
four, consisting of two pilots, radio operator,
and mechanic.

* -
; * *

The Maharajah of Jaipur, India, has
Eleetra" monoplane.ordered a

The Maharajahs of Jodhpur and Kashmir
also have Lockheed machines.

a
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The Stlnson "105 if
3-sealer cabin monoplane. It has special wing slots built into the leading

Photograph reproduced by courtesy of the Stinson Aircraft Division, U-S,A.
of the wings,

MonthsLight Aeroplanes Boom in

The great demand in the United States

for light civil type aeroplanes continues,
and during the first eight months of this

year the er Aircraft Corporation of

tha t Countrv 1 ,000 « ubpro
aircraft, some of which have been

trainers, and others of the
coupe type.

J. - f

Seven "'jCub
'

' Coupes have been nought
by the Uni States Civil Aeronautics
Authority- Five of the machines are to be
used by representatives of the Private

forFlying Division of the
getting about the country to promote
p r i vate tiyi ng.

More Aircraft for Royal Dutch Airlines

The large fleet of aircraft maintained
by Royal Dutch Airlines consists entirely

of Douglas types, and 20 of the machines
are Douglas DC-3s, The Netherlands

* « --

Government have agreed to advance the
the sum of £400,000 fo i thecompany

purchase of additional aircraft.

It is reported that the company have
now become interested in Fokkcr aircraft,

and that the Fokker >any have de-
signed for them a 5-engined air transport
aeroplane equipped for day and night Hying

Koyal Hutch Airlines reached
20th anniversary on 7th October last.

normal times they operate a thrice-weekly

service between Amsterdam and the
Dutch East Indies. The full trip takes 5k
davs in summer and a day longer in winter.

Russian Airmen make New Speed Record

m.p.h. has been achieved
I
of 251.615
two Soviet

v "

pilots Shabannv ;ri<l Matveyer, living

-stop over a closed triangular course
beginning and
ed a Stat -7 air

h.p. engines,

"op

totalling 3,149

liner, fitted witli

and were accompanied by
med Baikuzov, but did not carry any

passengers or freight. 1 he previous record
in this class was 249.051 m.p.h., set up on
8th June 1938 by the well-known French
airman Rossi, with an A 370 twin
engined pla

s

A fine new airport for New York Citv

I

opened b\
October !

Guai
It is at No Beach,

Long Island, and in part
reclaimed from
and Flushing Bay. The longest of the
runways extends for 6,000 ft. and is 200 ft.

ide. and is 3,532 ft.

ft. wide. The airport has
gars, fitted

1 and
with
dooT

op

long
large

rated

or
b.

>ors that are raised in

and swung inward when entrance
is desired. The three-storev main

£ passeng
freight facilities, pilots" quarters,

onice and a restaurant, and on the top floor

booking and
a post

the
A flying

and
base

Of the airport has

eather bu
ie western
admin istri

1

building and hangar. There is

equipment for hauling seaplanes out
the water and up a ramp to the hangar.

Washington also is to have a large new
airport, and this is

mainly on land reclaimed from the Potomac
River at Gravelly Point. It will be 742
acres in extent, almost two-thirds of which
will form the landing ground. The two
main runways will be 6,875 ft. and 5,300 ft.

long respectively and 220 ft. wide,

"Air Uncles" in Sweden

In most countries there are many younj-

men eager to learn to fly but who cannot
afford the cost of tuition. The Aero Club of
Sweden has introduced a novel scheme to
help such enthusiasts, in which every
person who undertakes to pay for the

training of a prospective voung airman is

given the title of "Air Vncle" ~ " A:~or Air
Aunt." The idea has proved attractive to

the public, in Sweden the
cost of training a voung man for his "A"
licence is about /7u,

sum have been made to the Club.
over 100 rs of this

Civil Aviation in New Zealand

The annual Report on Civil Aviation in

New Zealand was published recently. It

covers the year iitcled 31st March last, and
that both commercial and private

11 \ trig in New Zealand continue to increase,

A total of 1,574,395 mites were flown by
scheduled aircraft, as compared with
1.331,109 miles during the previous year,

and 53,039 passengers were
increase of nearly 10,000. Freight trans-
ported by air totalled 166.278 lb-, or just

over double the previous annual figure.

The number of aircraft registered in New
Zealand on 3 1st March last was 107, three

of which were four engined machines, 15
twin-engined, and the remainder light,

single-engined aircraft.

date mentioned there were 55
-

aerodromes in New Zealand, at 15
of which radio stations were. in operation.

Aero clubs in the country totalled 14, and
the total of 3,690 members included 554
who held "A" *iw>

or "B
* *

Ucetl a new
much better

An American firm have
fabric that is claimed to
than silk for making parac

* * *

The first Lithuanian air service was
inaugurated recently. It operates between

, the capital of that
and Riga, in Latvia. At
trips every week are being made.

*

This unusual "head-on" view of a D.H. "Flamingo*1 air liner in the air shows that the pilot has a very wide, clear view from his cabin. Photograph reproduced by courtesy of
de Havilland Aircraft to, Ltd,
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Kendall, D.Sc, &R*S«

This is a book in which

Discoveries*
. 7/6 net)
pM.'* readers

will revel. To begin with it is the reproduc-
tion in book form of one of the fascinating
series tures given Christinas

Rvmill.

_
rhu has eight excellently-

chosen illustrations and eight mans

Royal Institution, lectures
profoundly Interesting and are illustrated

y experiments of an exciting and spec-
In the second place the

Here we review hooks of interest .ami vf use to readers

of the "M.M:*' We mm supply -copies of these hooks
to readers who cannot ohtain them through the usual
channels. Order from Book DepLw Meccano Limited,
Himis Rocid^ Liverpool 13, adding J/- for postage to the

prwe* Postage on different hooks varies, but any balance
rema\ning will be refunded.

MWings in the Sun'
author announces w seems to a

(E.
By L. HiHiii Newman

J. Arnold and Son Ltd. I/- post free)

fli

This is a delightful little book on butter
. Newman has com-•-—"•-- c nias

I

i iPolar ion
rt

By Andrew* Croft. (A- and C. Btairk. 7 6 net)

boys are eager to read of the ad

of his subject, as readers of his hue articles

well know, and it is de-in the

remarkable discovery— that it is young
men who have been responsible for most
of the great, discoveries. His accounts of the

struggles of many of his heroes; and
the astonishing results of their experiments,
in some cases carried out with home-made

.AL

ventures by sea. on land and in the air by
which the Arctic and Antarctic have been
explored, and they cannot do better than
turn to this splendid book. The author has
been a member of two

litfhtful to read these stories, in which he
explains where butter! lies come from and
how they live, and tells us how to hatch

m as nets in the

apparatus, show the i lie is right. His stories
are brilliantly told. They hold our interest.

we ve a true

them out and keep
garden or indoors. Mauv readWs will beJ

to learn also that bu ies

ex-
peditions that wintered in the Arctic, and
has worked among both Eskimos and Laps.
lie is therefore an authority
on his subject.

The book is divided into

two sections, dealing with
the Arctic and the Antarctic
regions respectively. In the
first we
journeys of Franklin, Ross,

Nansen and others, and the

conquest of the North Pole

by Peary. Then we read of

incredible hardships endured
in the inhospitable regions

of northern -Greenland by
Danish explorers, and of the

expeditions in

Arctic Canadaof Stefannson,
who lived on the animal life

of the Arctic itself. Next we

are great travellers, and there are countless
other interesting revelations in Mr.
Newman's book, such as the success with

and after reading
picture of his heroes.

The first of Professor Kendall's young
mists provides an outstanding illus-

tration of the brilliance and originalitv of
i

youth. He is Humphry Davy, who was
so voiniLr when he became c** *rs'ssor of

mistrv at the Roval Institution in

I so l t hat he was not allowed

to the exploration
unknown parts of Green
and Spitsbergen in recent

years by youthful explorers,

whose travels have been rich

in scientific results. * allv

we have stirring accounts of

Arctic nights, from Andree's
el fort to reach the

to use ina i n ore
room. Davy was a splendid

original experimenter,
and was
of age

28
he

years

himself "the first chemist
of his time." It has been
said that his greatest dis-

coverv yas Michael Faraday,
young chemist;

of this book. Faraday was
only 40 when he discovered
the principle of the dynamo,

that time he had
r made a great repu-

tation as a chemist.
After this splendid

we
dealing

m u nge
with

into chapters
ftgures

t »ole

those in

balloon to

Russian airmen set u
i

I

world recoit Is hv flying from Moscow to

the United States over the topof the world.
When we turn to the Antarctic we find

to

Greenland boats. From *
'Polar Exploration/ 1 reviewed an this page

which buttertlies hide themselves, owiri"

•»*' V- p ^UiT

such as Pasteur; Moseley,
the famous English physicist
who was only 26 years old
when he was killed in

action in the Dardenelles;
the Curies, who discovered

ium, and youthful Ameri-
can geniuses such as Hall,

h

to their remarkable protective colourin ir

and the stray lye places m which1 some

ring story

icy regions round the South Pole

that there is an equa
tell, although efforts to penetrate into the

bega ti

much later than exploration in the North.
The expeditions led by Scott and Shackle-
ton, both of which were productive of heroic

effort, arc well described, as is Amundsen's
famous dog team dash southward that gave
him the honour of being the first to reach
the South Pole, Mawson's stay in Adelie

of them pass the winter.
Mr. Newman also tells us about very

rare I-utternies and encourages us to

who showed us how to
manufacture aluminium, and Langmuir,
the man who halved the world's
light bill by introducing the gas-filled lamp.
Another famous chemist whose storv we

keep a look out for them, finally explain in

how to take up such hobbies as
and paint in

ing them.
ft

it

drawing
ies and photograph

are told is Perk in, the young Englishman
who was only 23 years of age when he

the first coal-tar dye, and so
founded one of the greatest of our modern
industries.

in

There are many excellent photographs
of buttertlies in the book, which will be

K i

Every page of the book is packed full

of interest for all readers, whether they
are students of chemistry or not, and

hfy enjoyed by all boys—and its attractions ire increased bv the many
who are in nature studv splendid illustrations it contains.
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"Scale Railway Modelling To-day t *

By Edwakd BeAt. (A. aiwi G . 7/6 net)

The author is well known as an authority
or small-scale miniature railway practice,

and his latest work is a review of the

"Storms on the Labrador"
By Hipiii-rn 1>ixwoq»ib. [Harrap. 5/- Ret)

This is a fine tale of adventure, hardship

<«
Hello, the Boat"

craft as it is to-day. It is no mere catalogue,
however. It covers practically the whole
field of small-scale railway modelling in an
attract ive readable

and excitement in Labrador. The
figure is Steve McCoy, the boss of a lumber
mill in the winter and of a fishing station in

the summer, and there is also Fin ley
Holloway, a boy of 13 years of age who in

yllis Crawford. (Harrap* 6/- net)

Stories have been written of the
vemcnt westward of the pioneers

the United

English

manrh r, and can be de-
scribed as an effort to bring

the very latest develop-
ments to the notice of minta-
ture railway enthusiasts.

The book beurns with a
general survey of model
railways in Great Britain

andand the United
then passes to a description
of the workshop equipment
that is required by those
who take railway
modelling seriously. Then
we have chapters dealing

_
in a way

then in detail, with layout
schemes for the passenger,
freight and locomotive de-
partments of a system . Sand-

een this sec-c in

one Covering

who explored
States, Here is one that deals with a part
of this movement with which
readers are not so familiar. It describes a

voyage down the Ohio River
about 120 years ago in a
boat that carried hardware.
clothing and other goods for

sale. Settlers along the banks
of the river stopped the
floating store by the call of

1 lello, the boat and
boarded it to make their

purchases in its cabin, or to
exchange their Own pro-
duce for anything useful the
storekeeper had to offer.

Then- are no heroics in the
story, which is that ol
Doaks, the everyday
who lived in the store boat.
It tells how the people of

tlv >se days worked and
played/ and with
aggerated yarns and stirrin

e episodes of frontier

days it contains it makes up
a simple yet absorbing storytensible layouts and an

attractive dockside terminal
plan is a useful chapter on
the construction of the base-
board needed for a per- The East Greenland coasi from the Ice-cap. Fiom "Polar Exploration," reviewed on the opposite page. coming of the Steamboat on
manent line.

Many readers of the "M.M."
will find its chief interest in

its foreshadowing of the

track itself in its various forms is

and then come schemes
and

next
for building
tracks, tunnels.

his company learns to and sail and

high-level

bridges. viaducts
buildings of various kinds. Here Mr. 3:Jeaf

swim. We follow these and other figures in

their adventures in the
country, first in the lumber mill, and then
out at the fishing stations.

American
date of the story is

were still

tilings

strange threatening
in which rivermen had no faith

and we are introduced to7" -

the

ex displaying com knowledge
not only of the principles of the art but also

of the practical details. .Motive power next
claims attention, and those who go in for

the building of their own locomotives will

nnd much to interest them. A

The climax of the story comes when
Finley with two companions is marooned
en an island in a violent storm. He and his

companions nearly perish in the snow, but
are rescued by Steve after a perilous and

chapter is devoted to Hornby-Dublo loco-

motives. Mr. Beal has slipped in describing
the 0-6-0 Tank

exhausting journey across raging waters in

danger

gines of the Series as

finished in black for all groups—the S.R.
are in greenand G.W.R. mo

otherwise he has done full justice to
Hornby-Dublo locomotives.

Freight stock in immense variety,

own

but

mm re

which he was in imminent
destruction. With all this excitement there
is real fun in the interchanges between the
various characters of the story, and running
through the book is the story of Cracky, a
small and intelligent Indian dog.

Older readers in particular will be thrilled

by this very line yarn.

one of
pioneers, who had brought his steamboat
after a dangerous voyage into Cincinatti.
the town where the voyage of the trading
boat ends. The Doaks were keen steamboat
enthusiasts, and were delighted when the
head of the family was offered the manager-
ship of a new factory established in

Cincinnati for the purpose of making
steamship engines and

wo
The illustrations to the book are

They
well-known pain

.

are fine c 1raw ings

of American scenes.
and are lively in themselves and
accurate pictures Of scene's on the Ohio
River more than 100 years ago.

equipment
are then dealt with, and then
follow useful chapters on painting
and lettering, power supply for

ctric railways, points and signal

both mechanical and
electrical. The book concludes
with a chapter on scenery, popu-
lation and road traffic.

There are some 350 illustrations

in line and half-tone.

"Gay Company"
Bv Catherine Scales

{The -Children's Hook Club.

Younger readers of the '

16)

M.M.n

will enjoy these gay and amusin
stories. them concern

who started

life down a rabbit bole, George is

adventurous in spirit, • hi a
journey down a long, white road he
meets with the strangest and most
whimsical adventures.. Then we
have the adventures of Mr.Nugger,
a foo 1 ish dachshund.

that are full of fun...

absu rrfities. The many illustra-

tions are in keeping with the stories.

Industrial scenery from the background of a model railway formed with posters and paper strip by the author of "Scale Railway
Modelling To-day," reviewed on this page.
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from barges lashed together. Photograph
by G. P. Crabb, Torquay.

Art of Pile*drivin

Last summer
of seei rig the

the
pile-driver

shown in action in the accompanying
photograph, and gleaned a good deal

of interesting information by watch
i 11- it. Two barges were securely

lashed together and on

across them were a donkey
engi:

semi

1 a struct

gear
i re-

were
t boile

ng pit

te weights on each side of tl

to maintain stability.

le first p
i-

of tl operati

consisted in placing the pile itself in

position. This was made of wood and
had a steel point, and it was swung
out from shore by a large crane that

is not seen on the photograph. A
rope from the donkey engine to the

pile-driving plant was secured to the

pile to it to be ered into

position. Then t he rope was attac

to the pile-driver, which was lowered

top of the pile, and st i.nul

pressure was suppl from the

bo thro~b th pipe seen in

the illus lull.

commei to

pile-dri

i.muter tl

down
Wli

the b

fully until, it was d
P

to e re

this progi

^

the pile

carrying the equipment
dy anc
d manoeuvring them

was a tasl th called

for great skill. Instruments were

employed when the position of the

pile m as being fixed

( i. P. Crabb (Torquay)

\\

Our Readers
//

These pages are resefvtA for articles from our readers. Contributions not exceMing 500 words in length are invited on any
subject of which the writer has special kmwledg? or experience. Th+se should be written neatly on one side of the paper
otdy f and should he accompanied if passible by original photographs for use as illustrations. 'Articles published will be
paid fok Statements in art iflex submitted are accepted as being sent in good faith, hut the Editor takes no responsibility

for their accuracy.

Sydney's New Pilot Steamer

The grace vess shown

vessel is the third

bearing the name "
4 1

steamer
a in Cook"

The first was commissioned in 187/
one ol the illustrations on
is the new

s
I

i and is still in service at Brisbane,

mer
in

n
ney Harbour pilot

Captain Cook"
ney and launc

was
inbuilt

December of last vear. In her trials

Oueensland. The second vwis built

Sydney and placed in service in

ain Cook
1

* accom pi ished

when .

was

a

speed of 121 knots over the measured
mile, and on their completion she
was officially handed over to the
authorities who control the Port

up-to-date
in the World.

K. N. Allen (Oatlcy, Australia).

Birds of the Fame
.

Sydney, She is stationed permanent-
at Watson's Bay, Port

The new pilot

One line

sum we
morning

1s set

earlvJ
rom

this

the

at the wanTime
is 165 ft.

and
reentered tonnage is 524. She has

Ilent accommodation for a crew

Northumberland coast to the Fame
_

Islands. Our first stop was in a >mall
cove lying -cen two th-

of 18 men and 12 pilots, and is

well equipped throughout. A loud-

speaking telephone service is fitted

io installation is of

high standard. The foremost of

the two pole masts carries a signal-

van I and

islands. There the cliffs are low
access is not unduly difficult. As we

pT

approached hundreds of puffins

could be seen on the cliffs, and the
Pinnacles, two rocks rising sheer out
of the sea, were seen to be literally

covered with guillemots.

whicl

signalling

from the

In

-•

spring and summer bird

means a se

watchers live on the Island, and one
of these men came over to meet us.

are two
l,000w. marine searchlights.

The clipper bow is adorned by a
ze figurehead of Captain

was named.

a smallHe pointed

roseate terns and showed
nest of an eider duck. Kittiwakes
were nesting

•

The -great explorer is shown with his

telescope tucked under his left arm

and
a contrast

the gulls.

in

ere a
_

to the

new Sydney pilot steamer "Captain Cook." This vessel has accommodation for 12
Photograph by K. N. Allen, Oatley, Australia,

, with a crew of 18

While he gazes seaward,
eyes with his right hand,
hgurehead was fitted on the

ing his

Phis

We
another i slant

crossed a so to

boat's predecessor.
Jl

he pr

(
passing close to a

cormorant colony on the way. On
landing we were welcomed noisily by

y
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/

Arctic terns, nest on the

beach there in large numbers. The
air seemed

10
i

of New York
quite gay with streams of

•w as a

bright

of their graceful

forms, with their red legs and beaks
and their black caps setting off their

snowy plumage wonderfully. A soli-

ow and orange s mingling
ong

of the
many

celebrations,

interesting ex-

with the rest of the traffic. Transport
and for nic * or

hibits were boats, sledges and sedan
r

chairs, examples of means of trans-

t

one can travel as far as

pair of ringed plover;->

nesting among om
were
e to

wishes by
car, subway or bus

railway, street

time terns could be seen taking over

incubation duties or

morsels for the

The greater part of my holiday

before the coming of

railwavs. Most of the exhibits con-

ccrned the iron road itself, however.
Various types of rail were to be
seen, models of engines

ei

birds,

duck too were very numerous
it was almost e

stroke them as they sat on their

nests. On the higher west side of this

and we saw the uncommon Fulmar
petrel.

The sky then began to on a

threatening

leave

coast again

we had to

reached the

>ppy crossing.

1\ Mills (Compton. Greenfield)

A in States

the

I spent mv holiday last summer in
. . .

m iff *

T "T w j 1 % — 1 * T

United States, making ie

crossing in the "Queen Marv." 1 shall

et my first glimpse of the

A typical farmhouse in New Jersey, in the United States, Photograph hy G. N. May, Croydon.

never -

magnificent skyline of New York as

up tin- Harbourwe
and

I spent on a farm in Sussex, New
Jersey, near the Kittatinny or Blue
Mountains. There are many (me

trains of various showed
the wonderful and continuous de

e K iver to the lakes around this district, and
the countryside is

heavily wooded.
7

*

host indly

velopment that has taken place

in the 100 years from 1839 to 1939.

In this development electric trains

have been introduced, and exhibits

at were always surrounded
*

took me about in

his car, and 1

interested

cab
were

was able to visit

ofm anv places

interest,

of the gigantic steam
locomotive and those of a modern
streamlined electric train.

e greatest

High Point,

which is the high-

Probably
of all was the replica of

J

-

first train, drawn by a reconstruction

of one of the two first locomotives,
which ran round the grounds and

An eider duck on its nest built in the angle of a wall on one of the Fame islands.

Photograph by P. Mills, Compton, Greenfield.

M o h a w k
,

largest private
of water in

ew Jersey.
Hundreds of cot-

tages surround the

which is the

centre of what is

pro vie trips for visitors

thoroughly enjoyed
in the

Bv wav
cars

who
journeys
le train.

contrast there was a
reproduction of a modern station

atform. On one e

a
on the

Cunard White Star berth.
4

had a days in New
York itself, One of the first things I

did was to ascend the Empire State

Building,

rises to a

considered the finest holiday
playground in the Kastern States. the

Wherever I went in the States

met with nothing but ki

this

•fie train,

er was an up-to-date
train, consisting of one

engines of the Nether-

This immense structure

of 1,250 ft. and
and was when m\

nds Railwavs and modern coac
of various types, including a new
sleeping coach from France. Visitors

ight holiday came to an end. As a

covers an area of about two acres. final thrill I returned in the new
through trains, w

In it there are seven miles of lift

shafts, and the express lifts take one

up at the rate of 1,000 ft. a minute.

4 1 Manrdunia tt

G. N. Blay (Croydon).

Visitors who like high are

to learn that the buildim
A Railway in

if

has 6,400 windows, and that 10

million and 200,000 cu tt.

of stone were used in its construction.

The view from the 1 02nd iloor, high

the is magnificent.

I was greatly interested in the

articles on the centenary of railways

appeared in the

"MM.;* as I visited the
Fair held in Amsterdam

looked really splendid
and inside.

interesting features ot railway
working were demonstrated for the
benefit of visitors to the Fair. One of

these showed why it is necessary to

sc the outer

Another consisted of

on
a

curves.

signal
1

the levers of which
moved real points and signals

C. DONKER
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JUNCTION SIGNAL
Electrically Operated "Home" (as illustrated) or
"Distant." Price 7/3

ted)

POINTS ELECTRICALLY OPERATED
Designed to work off a Dublo Transformer or
D,C. Converter. The same Transformer or Con-
vertcr chat supplies current to the trains can be

Electrically Op
Electrically

ted Points, Right-hand
Points* Left-hand

pair

17/-

SWITCH D
Specially designed to control the Hornby-Dublo
Electrically Operated Signals and Points.

Price, each 2/4

The
ISOLATING RAIL

centre rail is divided into two sep.i

sections, each connected to the terminal

vided for wiring up to Switch D2.
isolating Ralls. Price, each 1/9

pro

SWITCH D2 (For Isolating Rail)

For connecting to the terminals of the Isolating

Rail to make an isolated section of track "alive"
Price, each 2/-or

.,
dead** as required.

ENGINE SHED
The Shed will accommodate two Hornby-Dublo
express Locomotives and their Tenders-

Price 1 1/6

/

Y
i

1 1vv 1 V
P^^^^H^ft ^^^^^C a

I

'

1

r v It^Er ;
1 1

J

«
™ \ 1

1
1

1

»'

K-

ous
When the Hornby-Dublo System was introduced, we promised to develop
it by the addition of Electrically Operated Points and Signals. These are
now ready. By means of a special Switch, Points and Signals can be
controlled just as on real railways. The two arms of the Double-arm and
Junction Signals

manner.
be operated independently in the most realistic

An even

44
alive

1 t

or

fun can be had

same time. All

reater development is the introduction of Isolating Rails and
means of which different

di __ ___ I *

ead as require
ii

contro

out
J every movement

ions of track can be made
these Rails and Switches endless

ing two or more trains independently at the

can be carriedo? fascinating

made as on an actual railway.

The Hornby-Dublo track is now completed
Radius Curved Rails which, used
rails, form a perfect double

the introduction of Large
n conjunction with the standard Dublo

Anoth ew featu is h D.C, Converter, you horn has D
Current this Converter will enable you to run your Hornby-Dublo Trains
from the mains just as easily and
Transformer from Alternating Current Mains
provides sufficient current to run two trains at the
on a separate track.

as

C
a

same m h

CITY STATION OUTFIT D2
TMs Outfit has been specialty designed for building either of two splendid city stations.The Terminal Station illustrated above is an imposing model in the modern style, with three platformscovered by an arched roof span in celluloid.

p ° 5

The Through Station seen in the railway on the right is an equally effective model, built up from the samecomponents and ideal for through running on a large layout. p rlc
*

28 6

blo brightens kout nights

%*^S*

h

-
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must have

attractive new
now avai

particulars

giving com

Hornby-Ditbh

Railway System. Get a copy from

dealer write

MECCANO LTD., DEPT. DF, BINNS RD., LIVERPOOL 13
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Hornby-Du Dev

Th Perfect Railway Becomes Super-Perfect

IT! IS month is a notable one to all

Hornby- IHiblo railway owners,

for it marks the introduction of new
features of

The Isolating consists of a

interest that

add enormously to the already great

possibilities of this popular system.

First of all there are the Isolating

short piece of track, the centre rail

of which is divided into two sections

by an insulating gap. Each section is

wired to a terminal at the side of the

track, and these terminals are con-

Rails Switches * means ol

nected to a

for instance,

2 Switch. If

which different sections of track can
I * 1 * *

Isolating is

be made "alive" or
i <d M

as

placed at the entrance end of a
siding, this siding can be made either

The "Terminal** Station constructed from the new City Station Outfit. The new Engine Shed is in the background.

req u i This means i fiat e
'

fun can be had by controlling two or

more trains

same time.

"alive" or
"

a can
at anv moment,

therun

at

of fascinating

can be carried

siding, and the siding section then
switched out so that the train can
be while 'o

out, every movement being made as

on real railways. possibilities

carried out on the main line or
-

elsewhere. One Isolating Kail is

opened out by the Isolating Rails are

tremendous. Even where there is

o
run

one a in can

sufficient to make a dead-end siding

electrically separate from the main

others are standing at

stations or in sidings. With
more Controllers

done

two Isolating Rails are re-

a loop line, one at
ro or

can be
end of the loop.

Th e special Switch for con-

ently of move-
out on the main line.

trolling the
the Isolating Rail is a self-contained

.

f *

unit of the

on-off"
en-
in a

eliteBa
There

are termin-
als for wir-

the
correspond-
ing termin-

ing to

als of the

A "Dl" Switch and Electrically Operated Points.

Isolating
Rail, and at

A *"'bank" of Switches secured by Grouping Rods

the base of the Switch case are

pierced with holes to take screws for

fixing the Switch to a baseboard
.control panel. le

is at the top of the Switch case.

Witl i the Isolating* are
fpacked full instructions ior wiring

and operation. In future articles we
shall show how these Rails can be
used to the best advantage in

layouts of various types.

Next we come to the Electrically

Operated Points and Signals. These
accessories were promised when the

svsteni was first in-

troduced, and judging by the wide-
spread demands
mad
one of the most popular features of

the system. As to their fascination
1

there

have been
e for them they should prove

is no
The Signals

doubt,
which are of the

est upper quadrant

electrical

two arms

type, are

their

perfect. The
Double Arm and

junction Signals can be contro
independently in

manner. Tin nice

most realistic

of the
signals is contained inside the base,

is thus com-
pletely

ectri

Operated Points
are of the standard
right-hand and

type, the me-
chanism being ac-

commodated inside

a neat casing placed

along e e Points
in a similar manner
to the arrangement
of points

machines
railways. These
electrical Points
work smoothly and
with great
certainty.

ED3
Electrically Operated

Junction Signal.

Electrically Oper-
s and Signals is obtained

from the same Dublo Transformer or

I).C. erter that is \ for

current to the
is by inrans of a specially

4
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\

*

I
I

n
Dl. It should be

that two Switches arc required

each Double Arm and 1 unction

The number of

Points and Signals that can i)e conn
from one Switch is four,

which is sufficient for all ordinary
requirements. There is no limit to

of Signals and Points
that can be operated from a single

Transformer or Converter, but not
more four of t accessories

should he operated at the same time.

In most layouts the Electrically

Operated accessories would be con-

trolled by individual Switches, and
best results are obtained bv

iupin

thus
board

.

{

ucing
Switches in "banks/*

a realistic switch-

grouping is carried out
by means of Switch Grouping Rods,

which are threaded through es

provided in the Bakclite cases of the

Switches, The Dl and 1)2 Switches
referred to are similar in

size and shape, and may be grouped
together

previous
as illustrated on the

. They are easily dis-

tinguishable by the simple factjthat

the Dl Switch has a red case, and
the 1)2 lias a black case.

A "D2" Switch and Isolating Rail.

When several Switches are group-

cd together it is necessary to

one with some
Points, Signal or Isolating Rail, and

a white label for this purpose is in-

Switch. This label

as required, and
ieluded with

can be
slipped over the i oper

The Hornby-Dublo track is nowT

completed ie i

-argc Radius
s have a radius of 17i in.,

ntroduction of

Rails. These
and

used in conjunction with the stand-

15 in. radius curves provide a

perfect double track. The increased

ibilities provided

must
are surprising

ex peri

reali s

n s av an important pa
_

in anv lavout, and they often make
the difference between a really

striking railway and one whic
though
appearance The

a dull

two-road building in modern s

with windows
Hornbv-Dublo glazed with celluloid, and t>vo

I ne '"imuugn" Malum constructed trom tnc city Station uutnt

system ha attractive sta- bavs e with smoke vent. The shed
7tions; to these are now added a Cit\

Station Outfit, specially designed

for building either of two large and
attractive station designs. One of

will take }y ) 1o sen-

ger engines and their tenders.

now for wonderful news for

readers who have Direct Main-

these is a terminal station in

modern style, with
covered by an arched roof span in

. The front of the station,

i its steps, awning and clock

Current in their homes, and who for

so long have been i

envy of their fellow readers who
Alternating Current Mainshave

and been able run theii

tower, is remat

other is a
r

through
useful

stic. The
station of a

>v- o through a

which is

running on a large layout. As we all

have our own ideas about stations,

transformer. The introduction of

the D.C. Converter makes it possible

for

•

is to know the

-Dublo train owners who
e D.C. current to run their

trains from the mains just as easily,

safely and successfully

component parts of this City Station

Set are available separately, so that

if desired quite extensive alterations

can be made. For instance, the

covered section of the station can be

extended to cover a larger portion of

the platform area, and the platforms

themselves can be lengthens 1 as

Transformers
More than

as with
Mains,A.C.

new Converter
has two outputs of 10VA at 12r

i

prov sum-
run two trains at

the same time, each on a separate

track. To do this two No. 1 Con-
trollers are needed, but only one

— m

The new Hornby-Dublo two-road Engine Shed built in the modern style.

sired without the slightest difficulty.

Another accessory for which there

a great demand is the

Engine Shed. This is an attractive

is required for one train.

The standard winding of the D.C.
Converter is for 210-240 volts, but
it can be wound for other voltages.
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The outstanding advantage of theo

to Begin Horn
Hornby 20-volt system is that it

provides all that is necessary for the

development of a perfect miniature

Chapter Use Hints

railway with
operator's

2D-volt

trains the

magnificent

be

5
reversing

controlled

loco

stopped,

speed and reversed

*C VERY boy has an unconquerable
J. _ f I I J 2E«i esire to "play trains,

_ _ _

at r IS

this time of the vear manv
waiting patiently for their first train

set. Now is the time to give Fathers

In homes where the electric mains
alternating current (A.C)

current (D.C.),

railway is one of the
run from the mains

entirely from the side of the track,

without any handling of cab levers.

not
This is a decided advantage.

-

Ail the

and Mothers Aunts and Uncles
broad hint as to

would be most
One of the greatest attractions of

a model railway is that

ideal

20-volt

through

Train

a Tran

Sets from the No. HI 20 Special Sets

upward are supplied with Hornby
.

e Transformer reduces the

commenced on a .com pa

Th
voltage mains current to low-voltage
current safe and suitable

railway. There are no

engines d with 20-volt o-

rcversing motors. Also the
splendid models of

41
Eton

1

1

a nd
''Princess Elizabeth" are fitted with
these m i > 1 20-volt

small scale, it can be -extended as its

arrangements necessary for working electric train sets are not

owner more and
a layout. T h e

F r a n s l: o i"m e r is

moretries to make his

and more like those carried out on
With this in mind, a

- 1 1 n connected
to any convenient
lighting or power

in regard to the
choice of a Hornby railway will no

*

e useful. This article

been written with this in view.

Hr<t dI all there is the qurstion oi

re power the

between electricity and clock-

work. Some boys, and many parents

also, are
Jr

an electric railway is

and

ier the impression that
''" -'* "e a coin-

tois di

and the
cur-

is led to the
traek bv means of

the specialT* T "rf^"* ~'M

erminalConnect-
packed

with every
Hornby Electric

Train Set.

to

run, that it involves a certain

cost

of running such
amount of danger to those an etne rail-

IL& it. This is entirely wrong. way, tins varies

Hornby electric railway is simple to

install and is very easy to run; and
there is not the slightest risk of shock

to the operator, because at no point

contact with

slightly, but
gen

The splendid automatic reversing Hornby E220 Special L.M.Si Compound
Locomotive,

is the track in

the mains.supplv

it may be said to be about as much
as that of an ordinary
60-watt or about 15 hours

7 for the cost of one unit

with automatic reversing engines,

but these engines can be reversed by
hand by means of a lever in the cab,

so that it is still possible to carry out
sticons in a re

manner.
* homes the mains supply

is direct current (D.C.), which must
e used for running a Hornbynever

Gauge railway; and in ers

there is no mains supply at all; but
lese unfortunate circumstances do

preve installation of

e accumulators; The 20-volt

Hornby electric railway, for Hornby
Electric Trains can be run from
sui

trains require an accumulator supply
of 14 volts only. There is also the
6-voIt Hornby system requiring a
6-volt accumulator as the source of

power. A good quality accumulator
with a capacity of 20 ampere hours
should be employed, and this can be
recharged as necessary b.y any
electrician at a reasonable charge. It

A G.W,R. suburban train hauled by an E120 Special Tank Engine passing a "distant" signal. This is allowable,

but the train must be slowed down to pull up at the "home" signal if this is at danger.

IS to ve two accumu
lators, so one is always available to

S

•
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carry on o ions

is recharged.

rile the other that the new enthusiast can represent manner. All boys appreci

Where alternating
r b

IS

available, man) o->> ^ pre

railway in miniature
s devote their attention

» chief passenger trains

of real practice

and their

dnction in minia-

distinction that fittings of this kind
give to a miniature train.

The goods traffic side of miniature
working is

fascinating.

an
'

variety

can
. A splendid

selection of train*

e obtained is

of

s

can be rim on a

ornby layout
with the correct

stock,

any
traffic can be dealt with on
Hornby Railwray. Coal and niinei

trains can be run, and livestock and
perishable trains can

satisfactorily. General mer-
it is. great

plan and
to

a service

meet the require*
1

meats of the
centres that

machinery,
dangerous

bulkv freights *i

petrol and even

gunpow< 1 er traffic,

have their appropriate "wagons

all

With each Train Set are
are

serv

sufficient rails to make a
circular or roughly oval in

shape. Splendid fun can be had with
track, but soon owner

Elizabeth," the pride of the Hornby range. This powerful model
locomotive is capable of hauling heavy express loads.

Pullman Coaches,
for instance, which

-

so closely follow

want to

layout. This can
and

sun

clockwork as the motive power. The
Hornbv vo r k system has been

can be
•

trains

e

ght rails that will

evclop his

quite

ra

the

improved over a period of manj
years to a remarkable degree

jtion, and the locomotives are

fastest, and best

s in the world.

..

istics

Pullman
thrill in

complete
re all the character-

-known peacetime
There is a definit

length or breadth of the layout. The
next move is to add points, and with

1

the splendid variety m
e H or

now
pull in

Clockwork as power

such trains in

ure, especially if one is familiar
with the real tiling and has watched

e

many
out designs.

it is possible to

and interesting lay-

IS

railways on
th

specially suitable

which it is intended to develop the

e departure arrival or, better
As the track is developed, sidings

must be added to

:ascnu

working.

CT
b pastime of t im ( e

When the question of motive
power has been finally decided, the
only important point that remains

is whether the

still, has travelled on the particular
train that is being reproduced.
Hornby Corridor Coaches, too, for

the less specialised services, allow
splendid standard main line trains

Sidings are

ordinary Right-hand

i line

wi 1 1

1

or J.eft-hand
Points, and they are terminated by
Hornby Buffer Stops, of which there
are different types

c < )n

railway should be made up with 2 ft.

or 1 ft. radius curved and
points. If a reasonable amount
space is available, there

hesitation in choosing the 2 ft

be no
ius

c
t
for on this track it is possible

to rim all the locomotives and
rolling stock in the Hornby System.
On the other hand, 1 ft. radius track
limits its possessor to the smaller
locomotives and four-wheeled rolling

stock, and in particular makes it

impossible for him to use the 20-volt

automatic reversing motives
course, space limita-

tions will make it necessary to use
the smaller radius track. In order to

ermine this pom it should e

borne in mind that a circle of a 2 ft.

radius track
1

r •

uires an overall

space of not less than 4 ft 6 in.

No layout Is complete without a Hornby Engine Shed for housing locomotives when not in use. In this illustration
"The Bramham Moor" is seen oulsitk the shed taking water bect'ore commencing work.

square. A 1 ft. radius circle requires
a space of at least 2 ft, 6 in. square
With few exceptions Hornby loco-

motives and rolling stock are" avail-

to be
Coac

up, A o

in the correct styles and coloxirs
tap

of the four British railway groups, so

and also of the Pullman
Gars just referred to, is that they are
provided with
so that

corridor conne
a complete train can be

in the correct

very layout should have at least

one station. In the Hornby System
there are four stations available, the
simple No. 3 type, the No. 4 and the
No. 4E—the last being electrically-

lit and the Island Platform.
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the m" Signals, very simple, but still

realistic in appearance. The Hornby No. 1

and No. 2 Signals of the "distant" type are

of improved construction, and have more
. and the No/ 2 Signals have trans-

parent "spectacles'* mounted in a frame of

correct design. Then there are the No, 2E
signals which, like the No. 2E "home"
signals are equi
lighting

for real elect lie

The purpose of a "distant" signal is to

give the driver of a train warning of what
_»»

lie may expect when the "home
comes in view. It is therefore placed ahead

nal with which it is
_ **

^8
The distance between the two

pi

signals of each pair, comprising "distant
1

and •'home," will depend on the size of the

layout, but whevever there is room for a

51 nal in conjunction with a"distant"
"home" signal it should be brought in,

and use made of it to control trains,

Signals with two arms on one post, or

s which have two posts one

A Hornby S.R. express passing underneath the imposing Hornby Signal Gantry.

taller than the other and each carrying an
ami look very railwaylike when they are

^

iqna on

VERY Hornby Railway enthusiast

wants to include signals in his layout,

because he knows that without them he
cannot carry on operations in real railway

style. Quite apart from this necessity, it is

really good fun to operate the signals and
run the trains in obedience to them.
The owner of a Hornbv Kailway will

have no difficulty in realising this scheme,

for all the signals that he will require are

included in the Hornby Series, There is no
mystery about the different types, as this

article will show. The most important of
"hume"<me that is called theall is

signal. This is the one that has a semaphore
arm with a square end. The driver of a train

must not pass such a signal when the arm is

in the normal horizontal position. He can
only do this when the signal is lowered or

raised, so that the arm slopes up or down.
are of the type in whichHornby

the arm moves downward.
In the Hornby Series there are "home

signals of four different types, ranging from
the simple "M" Signals to the Nos.
Signals, whi

1
•_»

more detail. For
instance, No. 2 Signal has a dummy lamp

to the post and a ladder for the

use of the man who looks after the lamps.

In addition to these there are the No. 2E
signals, which are fitted for electric lighting.

The first position that will be thought of

for "home" signals is at the departure ends
of the platforms of stations, so that they can
be properly lowered when trains are due to

start. Junctions and
places where "home

crossings are

can well be

used. The semaphore arm must point to the

left of the track over which the train con-

erned is approaching. On the side that thenc

cm the train as it gomes ahum the arm is

painted red, with a vertical white stripe at

a short distance from its outer end.

Another help in correct placing is the

ition of the lamp. At night a red lights

is displayed when the arm is in the "danger
position, and a green light tells the driver

that the line is clear. The signals therefore

must be so placed that the lamps on them,
or real, will w these

included in a Hornby layout,
1 ram owner want

every
for

use in special positions. Let us consider

first the Hornby Double-Arm Signal. This

carries a "home" semaphore at the top of

the post, with a "distant" arm below it.

>

It is intended for use where the section of

by separate "home''track controlled

"distant"

and

it approaches,

signal:s is so short these

indications to the train

and not as it runs away!
A miniature railway can

"home
_

is greatly increased when "distant"
also are used, as on real railways.

differ from "home" signals in having

would be too close together. The "distant

ii»nal then is mounted on the same
J 1 ' f

I*

well with sig

run quite
s, but the fun

as the "home" signal of the
section. Thus the

really

nicse

previous
Icirnby Double Ann

o in one—the "home"
one ion and the "distant"

i cut in

* signal of the next.

t en<

and the side facing an approaching train is

painted yellow, with a black stripe parallel

to the fishtailed end. Another difference is

that at night they display an orange light,

Hornby Junction Signal, with its

two posts of unequal height, is even more
interesting. It should be placed where a
branch leaves the main line. The semaphore
on the taller of the two posts is lowered to

llornty singtc aim and junction signals. The tall signal gives the all clear for the main line.

'

and not a red one, for caution.

The 1 lornby ran«e of "distant" signals is

the main line is clear, and that on the
, -

shorter post to give this indication for the
o^ to suit all es of miniature branch. Both "home and distant**

railway- For the smallest layouts there are Junction Signals are available.

.

-

^
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HORNBY
Join the Hornby Rail-

Company and
eligible for

way
become
the competitions an*

nouttced on this page

the
f
etitors entering for contests on this fagc should note thai there are two

Senior contest is open to mett&ers who are 12 years of age cmJ over,

Junht Section contest, or vice vena. Railway Jokes anl Stories

Name Building Contest

Join theHornhv Rail-
way Company ami
become eligible for
the competitions an-
mmnced on this page.

main contests, one for the Senior Section members of the ILR.C. and the other for Junior Section members,

the Junior contest to members under 12 years. On no account must members of the Senior Section enter the

which is also announced on tins pane is open to till H.R.C. members irrespective of sections.

FINE PRIZES IN CHRISTMAS CONTESTS

ard" Contest

(Senior Section) (Junior Section)
Prizes for Railway Jokes

and Stories

For ie senior this

month we are combining the Christ-
j uniors s month we have

mas m
with an easy and interestst ing

competition. The letters in the panel

are to be used hv competitors in

selected an entirely new type
contest. All will have seen plenty of

most of them
very few <>!

Mure jokes and "tall stories" are told,

around the fireside or elsewhere, at Christ-

mas time than at any season of the

the mak of as many

Christmas cards,

may have noticed

these show a railway scene. For this

year. I remember one Christmas party at

which I first heard the story of the furious

passenger who leaned out of his compart-
ment as his train was moving out of the

station and shouted a

locomotive mi as

The ru covering

con
very

are quite simple.

in

up each name
must be contained in the

•

accompanying m essage.

Any letter that appears

'ice in ieting may
be used twice in forming

a locomotive name, but

in no case must a letter

be included more often

porter: Why didn't you put
my luggage in tfie train, as I

told you?
1 The porter replied:

t i \ * * f _lJ| ty o itr gage is not such a

fool as yourself. You're in the

wrong trainT' I want as manv
good stories of this kind as I

can get, and therefore am
offering good prizes to mem-

in a Kai
Contest.

Entries in

Jokes

must w r i

s t

.n. on one

than in the words in the

panel. Only the names of

locomotives at present

run bv the four main line

companies are admissible.

With each name, the number of reason we are asking them to submit

of the paper only, and
member may send in as many
jokes as he likes—the more
the merrier. There will be two
sections, for Home and Over-
seas members respectively,

and prises to the value of

21/ ' 15/ an < 1 i /G are
1 1 ie

tions pn

the locomotive represented must be

g 1 ven and for convenience the
a Railway Christmas Card. There is

to include any wording; as

hould It.

names should be grouped according

to the railways to \\ engi

no
all that is required is an actual cover

design, and the drawing itself may
bearing them belong, and to their

classes. On the back of

must appear the name, address

be in pencil or In order

offered to the senders
best railway jokes in

left. A number of consola-
™ *

will also be awarded.
Envelopes containing entries s

ressed to "ILR.C. Railway Jokes Con-
" Meccano Ltd., Binns Koad, Liver-

pool 13. Every member entering the
competition should be careful to write on
the back of each sheet his name, H.R.C.

to give every member a good chance
the prizes will be awarded for the

membership
- a

address. The
petition are; Home Section, 30th I hvember,

and t u 1

1

dates for com -

1 1, K.C. membership number of the originality of the design, so that Overseas Section, 30th March 1 940.

competitor, also the com or s lack of

age. It should be remembered
drawing skill need

from

this contest is for Senior members
is, all H.R.C. membersonly,

of 12 years and over. The
will be divided into the usual Home
and Overseas Sections, and prizes

pr

entering.

The competition is divided into

usual Home and •erseas

consisting of

H.R.C.

COMPETITION RESULTS
HOME

September "Drawing Contest" (Junior Section),
MclsTYRK.1. (3 1 78 1

. J

,

any Meccano products to the value

consisting of

1 byurec

products manti-

Ltd. to the

of 1&s 10/6 ,"> will be

value of

will

and o
/

re

• twar m in

awarded in each section. A number
consolation prizes will also lie

addition there will be several con-

sol at ion prizes.

Envelopes containing entries must
be marked "ILR.C. Christmas Names
Contest," Meccano Ltd., Binns Road,

Liverpool 13. The closing date for

the Home Section is 30th December;

H.R.C. me i

and full

Envelopes s

have
,>er,

hould
"H.R.C. istmas
.Meccano Ltd., Binns

addressed
Contest"

Liver

com
13, The closing date for Home

is 30th December, in

that for Overseas is

1940.

Overseas Section it is 30 th

1940.

Paisley, Scotland.
Second; G. HiitfST (58620), St.'Hftons, Lanes. Third:
A, M. Lever (J59736), Connor, Portsmouth. Con*
solation Pmes: D. JOjcBs (<v->b31), Jillesmere, Shrops,;
M. C. Niale (57*18}. Radclifle-on-Treiit, Notts.;

M, K. Maxwell (93313), L< kerhie, Scotland.
September "Photo Contest No. 6.' f—First: D.

Tiiokns (48560), Booth?, Liverpool 20. Second:
E. Oldham (4339(1 ), Hyde, Cheshire. Third; J.

Turley (18853), Ttmbridge Wells, Kent. Consola-
tion Prizes: B. Millkk (47648), Liversedge, Yorks.j
B. SACKVILLE (60299), Wellington, Shr-.pshite; F.
Mu.LS (31), Kearslev, Nr. Bolton; C. H. S. Owen

$77), Hale. Cheshire; R. F. Stepiievs (65845,
Keston, Kent; T. Fletcher (6057), Perry Harr,
Birmingham 20.

OVERSEAS
June "Marshalling Contest."—First: L> Haughton*

(7783) ,
Johanrusburg f

South Africa* Second; E. W.
Ronsos (60774), Auckland, SAV.i

f New
Third: D. Pmck (63525), Auckland, New Zealand.
(.:otisfikiti*>n Prkesr J. K. Rim,WAV (51742), Johannes-
burg, South Africa; D, Murison (37642), Buenos
Aires, South America,
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Bedford School.
has been
laid down

fecial attention

given t rack

.

was Cabinet Minister Visits

meetings and put in

order in readiness for the running of both
clockwork
m oney in

electric trains, All the
was devoted to track

Edinburgh Branch

In the illustration on this
B - 1

Kt , 1 1 n n . Ernest Brown i\i.

age

Loughton.—Members became very busy
during October, doing repairs and oiling

rolling stock in readiness for track meetings..
There has been a good increase in member-

*

•mr

improvements in order to secure

running. Simple timetables are in 6
at present, and these are gradually being

Minister of Labour, is seen watchm
1

oper

ship,

alth
the art- bright.

augh a certain number of old friends
have been to

ations on the layout of the Schoolboy Model
tern

|
orarily owing

evacuation and other causes arisinc from

more complicated as members
become more efficient . Secretary: F. E. B.

Webb. 59, Rosamond Road, Bedford.
.orthampton.—Evening meetings have

a nd
to

i lub i Kdinburtfti) I tram Is

members of the Branch were
welcome their distinguished visitor* and our
photograph leaves no doubt of his

the war. Recruiting is being speeded up,
in aeroplanes,mbers are iuteres

and plans are al reach being made for

interest in what he saw. r. Brown was
but afternoon meetings

are being arranged in order to keep mem-
bers together. The limited programme is

very d i sa ppoin t i n

g

cordial in his approval of the splendid work
of the Branch, of winch Sir Nigel Douglas-
Hamilton. A.F.C., is

a model aeroplane section next summer.
Secretary; G. W. RuSell; 10, Elmhurst Way.
Avondale Drive, Loughton, Essex.

Proposed Branches

as Branch liad

a verv in-

summer
w i t h

teresting

session,
splendid cricket and
tennis, and members

for-were looking

ward to good times

during the prese

winter session
Secretary: D.
Rushton. 40, The
Vale, Northampton.
Denvi Lift Model

R ailway Club
(Havant). — The
Branch has now
taken possession of

new Headquarters
are more con-

thoseveuient i

andformerly in use,

an excellent

has been laid down.
This consists of three

circles with a llyover

junction to join the
innermost track to

the one on the out-

side. Good attemI-

The following new
branches of the

Railway
Company are at pres-
ent in

formation,
boys who are in-

terested should com-
with the

-

promoters, whose
names and addresses
are given below.

Bebingto n—D.
Woodward

' 1 7-1

,

Higher Bebington
Road,
Wirral.

Bournemouth
\. Mee, Ken-

r

rose, 9, Bright-
Avenue.

Soul h bourne.
lands

,AK HEX UEN
Duncan,
Dim,'"

» <

W.
Helen

Cardenden
glassie *

«

GlLMNoIiAM
Fife.

-F.
The

Kendalls, Gilling-

ham, Dorset.

ances are registered

at meetings,
at which both
electric and clock-

work locomotives

The Rt. Hon. Ernest Brown, M.C., M.P., Minister of Labour, enjoying Hornby Train operations with officials of the

Schoolboy Model Club (Edinburgh* Branch, No. 272, Leader, Mr. R. Croall. VV. Wallace, secretary, is on the left of our
photograph with T. Ingles, his assistant, and on the right are D. Begg and J. L. Samuel, Railway Leaders. The Branch
has nearly 300 members and its extensive track, 200 ft, in length, is generously provided with accessories and scenery,

*ing an airpor

Liverpool T. H.
Hughes, 34, South
Drive, Victoria
Pa rk , I J verpool
15.

are used. The layout is to be extended to

represent the S.R. line from Waterloo to
-

"i. A Library has been formed

N o i : i ii British Model Society
Many members are engaged in

sm<
and on the first two books were lo

to members. Secretary: L. S. Adkin,

(Dundee).
the Services or in A.R.P. work, and special

efforts are

various kinds

*

those who are
end gifts of

«

'Myrt le
Havant. Hants.

4th renue, Denville, SpL-ciat regulations to b ye

away in

observed

RoSEDALB (BlRM INGHAM) . Acti VltieS

have been continued as far as possible, in

snite of war difficulties. One meeting was

during the war period have been drawn up,

and it has been decided to give more

spite of war difficulties

devoted to trial running in preparation for

ular timetable work, and members have

attention to amusement and pastimes.

Scenic displays are being prepared, and one
idea is to build a model of a" town in A.R.P.

London—M. Procter, 280. Wickham Lane
Abbey Wood, London S.E.2.

London S/VV.l 1-K. Maycock, St.
VicaTage, Lavender Gardens,
Common

.

Loughborough—M, L. Squires, 19,
ford Street, Loughborough.

New Zealand—B. Paton, 193, Clvdc Road,
Fendalton, Chrtstchurch, N.Z.

'

u-

down to track open
Secretary: A. H- Hamblin, 19, Katherine

Koad, Bearwood. Birmingham.

Petersfield
Road

.

B. Boniface, 2. Oaklands

ions. Work is on
oor

continuing
and outdoor sections of the

TYI'OdL
nts.

track. T. A. 12 f King
Road, Pontypool, Mon

Wa l l i \ t ;ton—B . Tatfon 1

flic Usk

j #

Street. Dundee, Angus. Ingleby Way. Wallington.
Hillside," 20

*
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an o er Fine

Enter your Latest Model in this Contest Prities fo r Model Castles and Houses

,

i

This month we announce another of the popular general
competitions in which Meccano models of all kinds may

Hiere are no testri in regard to size, every
reader who is building a Meccano model of any kind should
fail to enter it in this contest. Readers who have models already
built up may submit these if they wish, but no models that have

won prizes in previous "M.M," competitions are eligible.

It should be the aim of every Meccano boy to take part in each
111 the MM.of the model-building competitions

for they afford a valuable opportunity of measuring his model-
building wit ii T 1 1 : fc l oi his fellow Mirrenno buys, and the
practice gained by working in competition with others will help

contest, in which con l pe
provides an excellent oppor-

necessary in order to enter a model in this com-

to improve his skill. The present
are allowed free choice of
tunity for new readers to make a start.

All that is

petition is to have it photographed, or make a drawing of it,

and then send the photograph or drawing to " Winter" Modet-
Building Contest, Meccano Ltd-, Bin us Road, Liverpool 13. The
competitor's age, name and address should be written on the back
of each photograph or drawing submitted.

Readers whose models incorporate special features not clearly

shown in the photographs or drawings should write a short
description that will make everything clear to the judges, and

>riefenclose tins with their entries. The description should be as I

concise as and there is ii to e: in ev
detail of the model.

Readers of all ages are eligible to enter this competition, and
if they wish may send in more than one entry, provided all are
enclosed in the same envelope. No competitor will be
m nit- one prize, -er; if several models are sent thev will

be grouped together and judged on their joint merits.
Entries will be divided into two sections, A, for competitors

over 14 years of age; B, for competitors under 14. A separate
set of prizes as follows will be awarded in each section for the
models that the judges consider to be the most original and
best built: 1st, Cheque for £3/3/- 2nd, Meccano or Hornby

A model of a destroyer that won a prize for A. M. Messenger, Rochester, in a recent
*'M.M." competition.

products value £1/%/-. 3rd, products value £1/1/-% There will

.

be also five prizes of products value HI (i and a number of con-
solation awards in each section.

Readers who are successful in winning prizes will be allowed
to make their own selections of products to the value of their
awards from current Meccano and I lornby Train price lists.

Competitors should post their entries in lime to reach Liverpool
before 28th February 1940. Any entries received utter that date

• ivd lurwill be
announced.

It should be noted that

in the next suitable competition

lotographs or drawings of

winning
unsu

models become the property of Meccano Ltd.,

will

addressed envelope of the necessarv size is

for that purpose.

urned to senders if a stamped
with an en

In this competition competitors are asked to submit
or any other architectural

very
uses, castles, monum

structures. Previous competitions of this kind
popular and numerous readers have written asking us to organise

further similar contests. The building of architectural models
provides an interesting change from the construction of mechanical
models, and Meccano parts are just as well suited for making
castles, monuments, churches and houses as they are for building

bridges, cranes, motorcars, ships, and other engineering structures.

A fine example of the kind of models suitable for entry in this

contest is the splendid model villa illustrated on this page. It

must not be thought that became the model >hown is large that

a big Outfit is necessary for success in the contest. This is not the

ease, and small well-built models will have just as good a chance
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A line model villa built by E. D, Clements, Farnborough.

as the most elaborate
be familiar with

#

ures Every reader will

structure that he can reproduce, and
illustrations of suitable architectural subjects for models are easv
to obtain. Photographs of many hue ings would be
excellent for reproduction have appeared from time to time in

M.M."
The competition is open to readers of all ages and there will

con-be one section only. A competitor's age will be taken in

sideration, however, in judging his work. Meccano parts should

be used wherever possible in the ion of models, but

com use cardboard or other materials for filling in

roofs if they do not possess sufficient Meccano

If only

>

wall spaces an
parts for this purpose.

Competitors should choose their subject very care

a small Outfit is available the best selection will be a monument
of simple type, or a small building such as a summerhouse or a

sports pavilion. Any size of Outfit may be used in building models
but models built from small Outfits, providing they are neat and
well built, will receive just the same consideration as

models.
Competitors should note that actual models must not be sent.

A good photograph or drawing is all that is necessary. If possible

it is best to send a photograph, as this will give the judges a

better idea of the appearance of the model than is obtainable

from a drawing, unless the latter is very well prepared.

Each competitor should write his age, name and full address

on the back of cat h photograph or drawing submitted and should
address his entry to Model-Bit i!ding

Ltd., Binns Road, Liverpool 13. The competition will

remain open until 28th February 1940,

A First Prize of Meccano or Hornby products value £3/3/
will be awarded for the best built interesting model
received. There wili be also a Second Prize of products value

£2/2/- and a Third Prize of products value £1/1/-. In addition

there will be live prizes of products value 10 6.
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Building eccano Dynamo

An Easily-Constructed Working Mo e

LAST month we described various s

electric motors that can be constructed

easily from a few Meccano parts and one
of the fine cobalt steel permanent magnets

and illustrated on page xvii of

this issue. Many readers who have built

up these motors have written to tell us

how pleased they are with them. ^Ye are

now describing the construction of a small

care must be taken to see that
all ie coils are wound in a

dynamo that can be built up in an eqiu

easv manner from the same materials.

This is capable of generating sufficient

current to light one or two 2. 5-volt bulbs.

The model also works excellently as a

motor, and develops remarkable power for

its size when it is connected to the terminals

of a Meccano Transformer- Rectiher or a
6-volt aceurn

clockwise direction. The wire to
use is No, 30 gauge double
cotton-covered copper, and about
250 turns of this is to be laid on
each pole. Alternatively No, 26
gauge S.C.C. Copper Wire, Elektron
Part No. 158(1, can be used.

Reference to Figs. 1 and 2 will show
how winding is carried out. The first

two coils are wound in the slots marked
1 and 3 in Fig. 2, and the last pair in slots

2 and 4. wire be wound as

Two of the
magnets that can be

obtained only from Meccano Ltd. are used

neatly and carefully as possible, otherwise
difficulty may be experienced in getting

the required number of turns in the slots.

It may be found that the last few turns of

each coil project above the slots, especially

model, and their

the secret of
in this

employment
its efficiency.

The first Step in the con-
struction of the dynamo
is to build up the arma-
ture, which is shown in

if No. 26 gauge wire
thev should be

3

shown
the

It consists of

each 1 1" in

as
and

fixed in

position on a Kod by
means of Seccotine.
The slots are j* wide by

-&* deep, and the Discs can be

and if so

down with
the wooden haft of a hammer
until they are flush with the
surface of the metal. The
edges of the insulating

glued in

can becut singly or
clamped on a Screwed Rod so
that the slots of all of them may

mm

be cut out together. The best

way is to use a hacksaw to cut

the Discs

Fig, 2, This diagram shows
the arrangement of the
armature slots and com-
mutator segments of the

Meccano dvnamo.

paper can then be folded
windings and

place
them from damage.
The next step is to

build up the commutator,
which can be seen in

Fig. 3. First a Coupling
is wrapped in two turns of

brown paper, the paper being
glued in place. Then a strip of

copper {}

*

and 1^" long is cut into
sheet tin. brass or
wide
four pieces of equal size to form
the segments* The pieces are

the required depth on each
side of the slots, and the unwanted material

is then removed with a chisel, or a screw -

the Coupling
bent around the circumference of

that theirin

driver and hammer. The sides of the slots

should be smoothed off with a

hie, and care should be
all sharp edges are removed.
The next step after fixin

ten to 1 1 1 a I

the on
the Rod is to insulate the slots with thin

brown paper. A disc of paper is first glued

over

edges do not touch each other, a small

gap of about -fa" being left between each
pair of segments. They are secured in p"

by a few turns of cotton, sufficient space

being left at the rear end to fix the ends
of the armature windings in place. The
commutator should now be fixed on the

so that the positions of

of the assembly of Discs,

and then strips folded into pieces of I -

armature
the segments in relation to the armature
poles are as shown in Fig. 2.

The connections can now be made, and

Fig. 3, The armature and commutator of the Meccano dynamo, showing the arrangement of the windings.

section are fitted in the slots and glued in

place. The strips must be of such a length
that they overhang the ends of the arma-
ture and they must also project from the
tops of the slots by about £ in.

Winding can now be commenced and

the wires can be either soldered to the

commutator or bound in posit ion with
cot tori, The former method of course is

the best. The beginning of the coil wound
2, is connected to segmentin 1 Fi«*

A and the end of this coil to segment B.

Fig- 1. A dynamo built from Meccano parts and two
special permanent magnets*

The beginning of coil 2 is wired to segment
B its end to segment C. Similarly,

coil 3 is wired to segments C and D, while

and end of the last coil 4the
; 1 1

(

beginning
connected to the segments D and A

respectively. In picking out the ends of

the coils it is helpful to bear in mind that

the coils have been wound on in a clock-

wise direction.

The construction of the field magnet
housing and the remaining parts of the
dvnamo is straightforward. As shown in

Fig. 1, the base is a 5£* x 2V Flanged Plate,

to which two Boiler Ends 1 and 2 are

bolted after the armature has been placed

in position. AlTxf Double Amgle Strip 3

is used as a strengthening piece. A 3|*

Strip 4 is then bolted to the Boiler Ends,

one of the bolts holding also a I

Girder. The two permanent magnets are

now slipped into position by first passing

their open ends over the commutator.
After they have been adjusted to clear the

are then clamped
between the two \\" Angle Girders by the
2* Screwed Kod 5." Further 3J* Strips are

bolted at each
and the ends
com

the Boiler Ends,

Strips nearest the
in position by

insulated 6 B.A. Bolts fitted with Ter-

minals. The 6 B.A. Bolts hold also the

Commutator Co itact Brush*.-.. These are

Elektron Parts No. 1559, which are suitably

bent so as to make good contact with the
becommutator. Their positions

adjust 1 1 until the best results are ob-

tained, and this should be done while the

dynamo is actually being driven. If desired

tuo pocket lamp bulbs can be mount* d in

of

the 14* Angle Brackets securing the mag-
Lamp Holders (Part No. 183) on one
,i -, t it t Y_ -r*„__l _i_ '__

: iU„ .„

r v as the Fig. 1. The
Holders should be wired up to the

Terminals*
To give satisfactory results the dynamo

must be driven at a speed of about 4,

r.p.m. and the best forms of driving unit

an 7110 or a wa
Where neither of these sources of power

J

are available some simple form of hand-
driving with a step-up ratio can easily be
arranged by means of Meccano pulleys and
belts. The dynamo itself is driven through
a pulley consisting of two Flanged Pulleys

fixed face to face on the shaft.

It is important to see that the armature
rotates truly in the bores of the magnets.

_ • ~ *

point should be attended to carefully

when the nuts on the Screwed Rod 5

are being tightened up.

*
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With
A FINE MECCANO DOBBY LOOM

On this page is illustrated a fine Meccano model of a
dobby loom designed and built by Mr, J, Westhead,
Brinnington, Stockport. The essential feature of a
dobby loom is a long belt of MJagst

" which in actual
practice are bare of wood fitted with pegs. The positions

of the pegs an be altered at will, and the* lags are used
to actuate the heald frames in a predetermined sequence
and thus prodm e the required pattern in the material
bring woven. The number of lags in use at any time can
be varied, and many are needed for intricate patterns.

In the model illustrated there are 48 lags consisting of

r Strips, The pegs are bolts fitted in the holes at pre-
determined positions, the heads of the bolts acting as
cams that opi rate levers coupled to the heald frames*
The material woven has 60 warp threads and is

approximately 1|* wide. The model incorporates five

heald frames for pattern weaving and two for plain
weaving, and they are operated by levers set in action
by the mechanism seen at the top of the model on
the left-hand side.

We understand that Westhead is now working on
the construction of a model Jacquard type loom and
we hope to include an illustration ot this in due course.

-

MODIFICATION TO PIVOT BOLT
model -builders have suggested that the

plain shank of the Pivot Bolt should be lengthened to

§ in*, so that the part could be used to carry J* or j"

Pinions or I* Gears. At present it is usual to use a |"

Holt for this "urpoM-, nnd a Tvpn;i| inst;inn- A I hlB is

seen in the pre-seleetor epicyelic gear-box described in

"Suggestions Section" last month. In this model all

the planetary gears and Pinions are mounted on
|* Bolts-

As the Piti ions lit only loosely Ott the shanks of the
Bolts, a Pivot Bolt adapted as Suggested would be an
Improvement, but instead of modifying the existing
part we think it would be better to introduce an
entirely new Pivot Bolt as the existing one has many
uses that would be impaired by the suggested alter-

ation. For example, the Pivot Holt is designed for use
with the Pawls, and it also has many useful applications
in differential construction,

We are giving the idea careful consideration, and
shall be glad to learn the opinions of other model-
builders on the subject,

DINKY
Dinky Toys collectors will know the importance of

ng their miniatures in their appropriate boxes, for
although the enamel in which these famous Toy* are
finished is of the finest quality it is liable to become
Scratched if models are stored loosely in one box and
al lowed to knock against each other continually. J,
Lansdown, Coulsdon, tells us of the novel wajr in
which he keeps his Dinky Toys neatly in their original
boxes. He uses small elastic bands which he threads
through holes in the bottom of the box. In the case of

Dinky Toys sets such as "Ships of the British Navy"
and "Famous Liners/' the holes are already provided
in the cartons in which these sets are sold. *fhe ends of

the bands are threaded through the holes and are
tied together underneath the box. The Dinky Toys are

under the bands and are thus prevented
from moving about inside the box,

THE CORD ANCHORING SPRING
Newcomers to the Meccano hobby often write to us

for advice on the use of the Meccano Cord Anchoring
Spring. This Spring is designed specially for attaching
Cord to Meccano Rods in a neat and secure manner.
To fit the Spring, it is first pushed on the end of the
Rod and then "screwed'* along it, the Spring being
turned in such a direction that its coils tend to open.
If the Spring is turned in the opposite direction it will

"lock 11 on the Kod t and if force is used the Spring
will be damaged.

A MECCANO "JUMPING BEAN 1 *

Details of a novel Meccano •'jumping bean*
1

that will

cause much amusement and interest at a Christmas
MI

piece or tin

a Meccano Steel Ball.

party has been sent to us by S. Wick. Belfast. A
that is required to make the "bean" is a piece of tireq
foil, about 1| in. wide, and

l

Part No. 117. A piece of the foil used for wrapping
cigarettes and chocolates is suitable.
The foil is rolled around a piece of wood

j| in. in
diameter, about j$ in, of tin foil projecting over
one end of the wood. The projecting end is then
moulded over with the fingers so as to * lose the end
of the tube. The tin foil is then removed from the
wooden rod and a Meccano Steel Ball is dropped
inside, after which the open end of the tube is closed t

The "bean" should then be placed in a small box
and shaken up vigorously to smooth creases in the

foil When it is placed on a plate and the latter is

tilted slightly, the bean will "jump" about in a most
amusing manner and will greatly puzzle those who
are not an the secret. They will be sure that there
is something alive in the little packet, just as there is in
the well-known Mexican jumping bean, which twists
anil turns about in the same manner as Wick's device
when it is put in a warm place.

Builders

MECCANO LOCK-NUT MECHANISMS
Although nuts and bolts are the simplest of Meccano

parts, they are nevertheless the main components of
two very important lock-nutting systems. As some
young model- builders appear not to understand the
purpose and applications of these very effective
methods of pivoting Meccano parts* we arc including
a few notes on the subject here that we think will
make matters clear.

There are two distinct types of Meccano lock-nut
systems. One of these is employed when it is necessary
to pivot two or more Strips so that they can move
independently of each other. The pivot is assembled
by passing a bolt through the appropriate holes in
the Strips and securing two nuts on the end of its
Shuik. By means of two spanners, or one spanner
and a pair of pliers, the nuts arc then rotated in
opposite directions, until they lock together tightly.
Before the nuts are tightened up they should be
adjusted on the shank of the bolt so that the lower
one does not grip the Strips but allows them to move
freely.

The second method of lock -nutting is used when
it is necessary to pivot two parts together in such
a maimer that one can move
freely while the other is station-
ary. In this case the bolt form-
ing the pivot is passed through
the proper hole in the Strip
that is to be movable and a nut
is screwed on its shank. The
remaining portion of the shank
is then passed through the
fixed Strip, and a second nut
is placed on the shank of the
bolt. The two nuts are then
rotated in opposite directions
by means of spanners so thatit * * <• - *

The housing of the rear lamp measures 2 J in. x
\l in- x 1J in. and accommodates a second Headlamp
with a red Disc inserted in its rim. The wire from the
Tea Lamp is first wound around a wooden rod fixed

across the box and is then connected to leads running
from the battery of the front lamp. The rear lamp
also is lit ted with a watch glass*

We shall be pleased to hear from other readers
who have interesting ideas on this subject.

A SIMPLE STEERING MECHANISM
R. Shiicock, Cheltenham, South Australia, has sent

us details of a very simple steering mechanism he has
designed for a model car. li is based on the mechanism
shown in Fig. 1 on page 110 of the "MM" for
February last, but is of an even more simple nature.
The tie-bar is a 3|* Strip fitted with a Single Arm

at each end, by means of which connection is

made to the front wheel pivot* One end of the 34*
Strip is pivo tally connected by means of a 2$* Strip
to a Bush Wheel on the steering column.
The scheme is a good one and will appeal to model-

builders who do not possess sufficient parts to build
up the more elaborate forms of steering gear*

MODIFICATION TO SUGGESTION No, 442

In No, 442 of "Suggfstians Section" in the "MM."
for July last we described a useful remote controller
for a reversing electric motor, This was submitted to
us by A, A. I inlay, Skene. It has been built up by
many readers, and generally has been found quite
satisfactory, Imlay recently submitted a modification
to his original mechanism with the object of improving
its operation still further. He finds that in practice

they lock light

K

against the
that is to

boats

faces of the Strip
remain fixed*

It will be noticed that in

this system the pivoted parts
are spaced the thickness of a
nut away from each other,
while in "the tirst method the
parts are almost in line.

An important point to re-

member in assembling these
pivot mechanisms is to twist
the spanners very firmly in

opposite directions, so that a
good lock is obtained* The nuts
then will not work loose when
the model is in mot ion.

MOTORS FOR MODEL BOATS
Model -builders have written

to us from time to time regard-
ing the use of the Meccano
Clockwork and Electric Motors
for propelling model
The larger Meccano Clockwork
and Electric Motors are not
suitable for such ;i purpose,
but the El Motor (6-voltj

forms a compact driving unit
that may be used in cases
where there is sufficient space
in the hulk Reduction gearing
must be introduced between
the armature shaft and the
propeller shaft, and this must
have a ratio of about 12: 1*

The ue&rs can be arranged
to drive either a single shaft
or twin shafts.

Those who wish to use a clockwork motor in their

model boats will find the spring motor used in the

Hornbv No. 3 Speed Boat a good unit for the purpose-
Tins motor is very powerful for its size, and it is ideal

for driving lightly-constructed boats up to about
20 in. in length. The frame of the motor is provided
with two holes at the rear end so that the motor may
be bolted in position* The forward end of the motor
frame carries a lug, which should be inserted in a small
slotted bracket secured to the hulk A special three-

A fine model loom capable of weaving material in various patterns. It was built

blade propeller complete with shaft can be supplied
for use with this Motor.

TEL BICYCLE LAMPS FOR THE BLACK OUT

by J. Westhead, Stockport, and some of its main features are described on this page

the vibration set up when the Motor is in motion
tends to make the Motor switch move to the "off**

position- This can he prevented by his new scheme*
An Aeroplane Collar, Part No, P.52, is pushed into

each Elektron Magnet Coil so that it projects slightly

at the ends of the Coils nearest to I he Motor switch.

A 4* Rod carrying a Coupling is fastened loosely to

the switch arni'by a bolt passed through the arm into

a tapped hole in the Coupling, If this method is

adopted a longer travel is given to the switch arm, as

the f" Bolts used as "stops" in the original mechanism
can be removed. In the revised design the ends of the

Coupling strike the projecting Aeroplane Collars and
thus limit the travel of the switch.

The lighting
have set inventive

to design suit*

restrictions during
model builders

for

the black-out
racking their

ns to nesign simaoie lamps for their bicycles,

The most interesting idea we have yet heard of comes
from R. Parkerson, Great Yarmouth, who has found
a use in this respect for the Meccano Lighting Set.

The front lamp is made from a box measuring 5 J in.x
3imx2$in. and in this Is housed the battery and
switch. A hole is cut in the bottom of the box and a
Headlamp taken from the Lighting Set is clamped
in position behind it. The hole is fitted also with a
watch-glass of the same diameter as the headlamp,
this serving to prevent moisture entering the box,

IMPROVED SCREWDRIVER
The Meccano Spanners and Serewdri vets have been

the subjects of many different suggestions submitted
by readers in the past, and one of the ideas most
frequently put forward is that a square slot should
be cut in the end of the metal handle of the Meccano

s

Special Screwdriver, Part No, 36b, If the handle were
altered in this maimer it could be used as a "nut key11

in positions where the standard spanners could not

be handled conveniently. The idea is interesting, but

we do not think the increased cost of the Screwdriver
would be justified*
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Meccano Fun Christmas

Jolly Toys an Puzz

season offers a fi

d
pport unity model -buil to in

all

in the lighter kinds of Meo
on by using their Out) its to n
of mechanical toys and miz

Several simple examples of models of
type are described in this article, and t

will be found splendid for amusing: <

y un^er brothers and sisters and frien<

mas pa

forward. As it does so the Cord is gripped
,'een the coils of the upper Spring. On

releasing the tension of the Cord the legs
move u p under the influence of the lower
Spring, and are ready for the next move-
ment.

Parts required to build the Climbing Monkey;
2 of No. 3: 1 ot No. 4; 4 of No. 6; 3 of No. |0;-'4of No. 11;

. 22; 1 of N-». 22a; 1 of No. 23: 272 of No
Ml of No. 37b

the
All the models dealt
with are easy to build,

and their constructional

details are shown in the
accompanying illustra-

tions. Three of them.
the walking kangaroo,
the "Cum-Bak" and a

shown in

6 re-

were de-
scribed in the Magazine
several years ago, but

"

spectively,

are so interesting that
t>

they are repeated fur

the benefit of present-
day Meccano enthusi-

asts.

e first model,
shown in Fig. 1, is a

novel toy that was de-

signed by Mi LaPipparo,
M)]-m. It is a Small

that can be
made to climb vigorous-
ly up a piece of

The body of the monkey
consists of two 3
Strips joined by Double
Brackets

#
at 1 and 2.

bolts" that fix the
Double
position hold

1 in

of No. 37a;
8 of No. 38; 1 of No. All*, 2 of No. 43;

1 of No. 44: 2 of No. 82;

2 of No. 9d; 3 of No. Ill;
1 of No. lit a: 1 of No.
111...

An ingenious
always provides mu
good fun, and one made
entirely from Meccano
parts should be par-
ticularly popular. Saeb
a puzj

Fig.

is shown m
6. It is simple to

make, but the problem
it provides, which is to
remove the Strip 2
from the frame, is

no means easy to solve!

Cutting
undoing
not allowed.

string o r

the knot is

S( > the
& f 1. A Meccano mon

>

that climbs up a rope.

monkey's arms, and the lower Double
Bracket is held in position by the 1" Screw-
ed Rod 3. The nuts are left sufficiently

loose on the Rod to allow the legs to pivot
freely. The tegs are made from 2* Strips,

with feet consisting of Flat Brackets, and
they are connected at 4 by a 1" Screwed
Rod lock-nutted in position. The ends of

the Spring 5 are looped over the Screwed

The loop of string 1

attached to the end of

the 5£* Strip 2 should
be of such a length as

to reach half wav along
the Strip 2. to as-

semble the puzzle, first

pass the loop over the
points 3, 4 and 5, and
then slip it down to the
Trunnion 6, Next pass

$1* Strip 2 through
the space 7, and
the loop successively
over 5. 4 and 3. The

1 and Strip 2
frame as shown

now to

m the illustration.

will undoubtedly find the task

Rods 3 and 4, and the Holt <-> passes
through the loop so formed. Two J" Bolts
are pushed through the Flat Brackets
forming the feet and are fitted in place by
lock-nuts, one of the Holts carrying
six Washers, which serve as a

A friend should be asked to remove the
Strip 2 from the frame. It looks impossible,
and he
difficult.

Parts required to make the Puzzle: 3 of No. 2;
9 of No. 37; 4 of N«>. W, 1 of No, 126a.

Fig. 4 shows a very interesting Meccano
novelty that never fails to mystify anyone
"not in the know." We have called it the
Cum-Bak" and it takes the form of a small

drum built up from Meccano parts and is

ve when enclosed

I *

Disappearing
Meccanitian.

journey it n'ill som
mark, but aft

ov
+

p its

torv movements it will

practic
started, it will

on the spot from which it

surface.
work SIT

of

The mysterious antics of the
.k" depend entirely upon a shor

MCum

ml a suspended weight. 1
led and secured betw

ulley Wheels, from centre to centre
and a weight, consisting of any suitable
Meccano is attached to it in

middle of the drum. The weight illustrated
1* loose Pulley and two 1*CO ts f a

-

fast Pulleys mounted on a 1* Rod gripped
in the bosses of the fast Pulleys.
As the drum rolls along the weight tends

to remain in its original position and the
elastic therefore becomes twisted. The
resistance in the elastic retards the drum

tent and finally stops it.

elastic to return to itsThe effort of the
former state then causes the drum
the direction. By the time the

stic has regained its normal po
drum has g. a m< urn,

which

1

tarting
llv carries it a little wav pa

It soon returns, however,
few short rockincr movements

finally comes to rest practically at the spot
from which it journey

Parts required to buiUl the model "Cum-Bak":
1 of No. 1 8b; 2 of No. 19b; 1 of No. 20; 10 of No, 37a;
14 of No. 37b: 4 of No. 48b; * of No. 59; 1 of No. ISfia.

Another simple Meccano puzzle is shown
in Fig. 5. It consists of a Wheel Flange in

which are placed four Steel Balls, and the
object is to get all the

to centralise the cord.
\ back of the j is a 3*

Strip, which supports a Cranked
Bent Strip, The \" Bolt 7 carries a

*Y loose Pulley around which a
Spring is looped, the ends of the
Spring being anchored on the
Bolt 8.

The monkey is completed by joining the

s in the (our

small holes m the Wheel Flange without
owing any of them to drop through the

large hole in the centre. To assemble the
puzzle, four Flat Brackets are bolted to a
Builer Km! but are spaced fnun tt !>v the
thickness of a Washer. The Wheel Flange

of the arms with a Double Bracket and
fitting the in A piece
.Meccano Cord is now threaded through the
last-mentioned Double Bracket,
around the rearmost £" Bolt connecting th«

feet, and up over the second J* Bolt. The
Cord is fitted at each end with a V Pulley.
To make the monkey climb, the cord is

taut, thus causing the legs
straighten and move the body upward and

Fig. 3. A model walking
kangaroo that never
fails to cause
ment when

action.

is then placed in position
own, and the ends

of the Brackets are bent
over to hold it in place.

always return
starting point, although
no outside influence of

Tt will found that a
fair amount of skill and

steady hand
essarv

nee-
safely

( >u its ivtuni
in its hole, and it is a good idea to

assemble several

j
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and pass them around a group of friends.

Much amusement will be caused by each
one's effort to do the trick first.

ic. When the end of the rear Sector
Plate is depressed tlie lid opens sufficiently

fitted with a 1* Pulley at each end
A single 1

ft

Pulley forming the rear

to allow the figure to be draw n

Paris required to build the Ball Pn/./.le: 4 of No. 10;

4 Of No. 37a; 4 of No. 37b; 4 of No. 38; 4 of No. 117;
t of No. 137; 1 of No. 162a.

Another old favourite with Meccano
model-builders and one that never fails to

and then aaps back into place. A Cranked
Bent Strip is bolted at the
figure and rests

Sector Plate.

against the

to 1 uild the

cause amusement when seen m is

the "Walking Kangaroo" shown in Jig. 3.

ti placed on an incline the "kangaroo" will

commence to "walk 1
' with a quamt action,

as it

secret

and

and will continue to do so as
remains on the downward slope.

lies in the construction of the
provided the model is built

shown in the illustration the "ani
will perform without any hesitation.

The body of the kangaroo consists of
two 5£*x2|" Flanged Plates connected

by four Klat Brackets, and its

Strips

Parts required
Meccanitian: 8 of No. 2; 7 of No, 5; 1

No. 10; 4 of No. 12; 2 of No. 16; 1 of No,
22a; 24 of No. 37a; 24 of No. 37b; 1 of No.
44- « of No, 48a; 2 of No. 54a; 1 of No,
126a.

Our next model, which is

shown in Fig. 7, is of a rather
different type, as it incorporates

model Disappearing'
of

a tt&C Alutor t m^ans of

which it is set in. motion. It

comprises a boxer and a punch-
ing bag, and when in action the boxer
belabours t lie bag with surprising vu our!

together
is

It is best to commence construction

from four 5
H with the figure of boxer. His

bolted to the Plates as shown. The head is

com of 2r s spaced at

consists of two Flat Trunnions
*

together, the lower bolt 1 holding
lower ends only by a Double Bracket. Two
Flat Brackets represent the ears. The tail is

Angle Bracket. His legs are
a o

built up from further W -

at their outer ends a Doubb
Bracket. The positions of the various strips

in relation to the body should be reproduced

an
by
Strip, which are
lock-nutted bolts to Angle Brackets fixed

to the Trunnions. One of his arms is a

r Strip and a 'IV'xtf Double Angle
by

2±*xi* Double Angle Strip and the other
Curved Strip. A

to a

a 2\"

Puile>

B ra cke

t

is

1"

hi:s head.
The figure is fixed to the
5£" XW Flanged Plate that
forms the base.
The Trunnions 2 provide
bearings for a 2" Rod that

a Bush Wheel andcarries

a r Pulley, A 2¥ Curved
Strip 3 is pivoted by lock-

nutted bolts to the Bush

Fig. 4.

The Meccano "Cum-Bak." An
Fig. 5.

interesting Meccano puzzle.

as accurately as possible, for the successful

working of the model depends upon them
The of the animal rocks about a

short Rod secured between the cer

asframe, which does duty
frame consists of two 3i" Strips bolted

legs." This

Wheel and the 2\» Strip 4,

which is bolted to the
Angle Bracket at the back
of the boxer.
The Magic Motor is bolted

to the Flanged Plate as shown, and a
small Driving Band connects its driving
pulley to the 1* Pulley.

The punching bag can be made

at
their upper ends to Cranks in which th<

short Kod is secured and at their low* r ends

from a piece of cloth filled with sawdust,
a Meccano Loaded Sack (Partt *r from

No. 122), and is supported by wire from

to two 2k" large radius Curved Strips.

These Curved Strips are connected together
at their ends by \\" Strips bolted to
Angle Brackets, and thev are braced to the

3j

a 21 which is attached bv an
Angle Bracket to the 5|*xli# Flexible
Plate 5. latter is reinforced by a

vertical 5%" Strip. The bottom of the
Plate

Two
Strips by a pair of 2£* Strips.

pairs of 2£* Strips bolted to

Flanged Plates form stops to limit

movement of the body. When placed on a

the
the

forwardslope the "kangaroo swings
between the Strips and tilts on its front
4 I

s,
if thereby allowing the rocker frame

to swing directly under the model again,
when the action is repeated.

Parts required to build the Walking Kangaroo:
8 of No. 2; 2 of No. 3; 1 1 of No. 5; 2 of No. 6a; 8 of
No. 10; 2 of No. 11; 4 of No. 12; 42 of No. 37; 2 of
No. 52; 2 oi No. 62; 2 of No. 90.

is connected to the
hv a length of elastic.

Parts required to build the
model Hoxer: 1 of No. 2; 4 Ot
No. 5; 1 of No, 10; 7 of No, 12;
I of No. 17; 2 of No. 22; 1 of
No. 24; 29 of No. 37a; 24 of
No. 37b; 2 of No. 38; 2 of
No. 48a; 1 of No. 52; 2 of No.
90a; 2 of No. 111c; 2 of No.
12H; 2 of No. 126a; 2 of No.
189: 1 Magic Moior.

Readers who
No. 1. No.

All rea will be familiar with

possess
a JNo. 1, No. la or a
Nn, 2 i lockwurk Motor
can use it as the main

Fig, 6. A Meccano
puzzle that is easy
lo assemble but

to solve!

O

e
o

6

QH&J o o

wheel is carried on a 2" Axle Hod passed

through the lower end holes of the 2

Strips. The Pulley is driven from a similar

Pulley on the motor driving shaft.

A Trunnion forms the horse's head and

is provided with two Flat Brackets for

ears. A 2 k" Curved Strip bolted to the

brake lever of the Motor forms the

animal's tail.

Parts required: 6 of No. 5; 2 of No. 10; 3 of No, 12;

1 of No. 16; 1 of NO. 17; 4 of No, 22; 2 of No. 35:

14 of No. 37; 1 of No. 40; 1 of No. 48a; 1 of No. 90a;

2 of No. 126; 1 No. 1 Clockwork Motor.

Another Meccano toy ani that ill

amuse the younger people at a party is a

Bucking Broncho tf This consists of two
5V Strips pivotallv connected

1

edge

edge by means of a Flat and
through two holes in one end of

a 2\" Curved Strip. This Strip is bolted

at its upper end to a 21" Strip representin

the animal's neck. The horse's body is a
2|* Strip, and the hind legs are 2£* Strips

joined to the body by a lock-nutted

bolt.

The rider consists of a Flat Trunnion
Two further 2|" Strips

two 2|* Curved Strips

are lock-nutted to his
form
his arms,
body and to the horse's neck respectively.

I ly mov i ng the two 5£* Strips the horse-

can be made to perform all sorts of tricks

Parts required to build this modrl tire: 2 of No. 2;

6 of No. 5; 2 of No. 10; 1 of No. 23; I of No. 37; 9 of

No. 37a; 4 of No. 90a; 1 of No. Ulc; 1 of No. 126a.

" Jack-in -tlia-Box" toy, and an
built Meccano version of this is shown
Pig. 2, The bottom of the box-like portion
of this model consists of a 5£* x 2b" Flanged
Plate, and three 5%" Strips bolted to up-

Strips form each side, with three
k" X ¥ Double Angle Strips for the ends.

aire of an
toy

amusing
horse on wheels.

right 24 egs

The lid, which Is mounted pivotal]y on an
Axle Rod 2, consists of two Sector Plates

together, Elastic bands are tied

The .Motor forms the
body of the horse, and
to the lower corners of

its sideplates the I

and neck are bolted.

These are represented
and the

front legs are connected

«

24*

to the sides of these Plates, and are then
connected to a Rod 3 passed i hrough the

om of the box. The Meccanitian
is connected to this Rod bv nieces of

by Angle Brackets that
carry a 2\"xV Double
Angle Strip,

which passes a
Fig, 7. An amusing model of a boxer in action with a punching bag. It is operated

by a "Magic" Motor;
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Greetings

Once again the time has come for me to
wish all members of the Guild and of the
H.R.C. a merry Christmas. I do so this year
in unusual circumstances. The outbreak of

it.war has brought manv troubles w
That is all the more reason for exchanging
the heartiest good wishes at such a lime as
this, however, and so I hope that all

Meccano and Hornbv Train enthusiasts will

have a really jolly time, free from troubles
er

,
a reand trials of all kinds,

- - w

still meeting in club and Branch life, or are
serving in the Army, Navy and the Air
Force , in all of which, keen Meccano
enthusiasts are to be found.

For new members there must be special
greetings. This is the happiest time of the

in which to join the Guild or the
ll.K.G. To begin the great bobbies of
Meccano and Hornby Trains, as so many-
do at this time of the year, is a wonderful
thrill, and this is intensified bv the fun of•

Christmas time, especially for those who
or I.R.C.have joined Meccano clubs

I tranches. To newcomers I say therefore:

"Join the Guild or HJ1.C, and look outfor a
convenient club or Branch*'* I will help
members to join up with others to get the
best out of their common

ie Clubs in Wartime
I have now received news of proceedings

since the outbreak of war in more clubs,w

and ever the same
ation to go ahead, whatever the difficulties.

Even the loss of members owing to evacu-
ation and the calls of the Services has not

J in bringing the activities of any
club to an end. The Leader of one club, the

-

numbers of which have been sadly depleted,
writes that he is keeping the club room
open, in spite of the fact that at the moment
ie is the only one attending regular lv, in

order that his members may have a rallying
point whenever they return, even it for a
few days only- Another in similar circum-
stances writes "Send me more Guild appti-

oj new
ing

cation forms. I must go in

members." Both these ers are
the right spirit, and it is up to all Meccano
boys who are reading this to back up their
efforts, and those of all club officials, by
joining the nearest club at once. Write to
me for details if you are unable to find
a suitable club.

News of Absent Members
All absentees, whether they have been

taken out into the country for safety or are
who have joined the

Services, are still members of the Guild
and of their clubs, I want to ensure that

r
«

they are not allowed to feel that they are
forgotten. One way in which to ensure this

is for those who are left to write to them

mem

regularly. A correspondence scheme is not
difficult to arrange, and in every club there
should be one member responsible for
seeing absentees are kept in
with club proceedings.
Another fine scheme is to include news of

-

absent members in the club or Branch

Meccano Club aries

o. 5

1

E* Edworthy

E. Edworthy is the capable secretary of the
Exeter M.C Under Ihe energetic guidance of
Mr. M. C Hodder, Leader, this old-established
club Is carrying on its usual activities in spite
of war difficulties* Model-building continues
an a targe scale, games are p laved in the club
room, and four football teams are run. The
football clubs have earned a splendid repu-

tation for their sportsmanship.

magazine. The Edinburgh I lobbies Club
M.C. have started a special printed news-
letter with this in mind. This is published

every two months, and includes news
pf all members at liome and in the forces,

issue appeared in October, and
that the club already had a fine

activities of various mem-war record.

c

re is no
1escribed r way,

the newsletter will

help to maintain the friendliness between
members that is one of the most pleasant

istics of club life.

Brighter arid Better Programmes
There is just as much enthusiasm in clubs

that have not been hard hit by enforced
absences. They too have their difficulties.

due to the black-out and other restrictions,

but they are steadily widening their
act! es

mem
making sure that their

shall never sutler from lack of
some worthwhile occupation. The Hornsea
club is a case in point. Mr. Shooter, Leader
of the club, has always arrange
programmes, but since the beginning of the
present Winter Sessions all former records

activity and variety, appear to ve
been surpassed, as is shown by a glance at
the interesting report from this club that
appears <m the opposite page.

Merit Medallions
All nominations for Merit Medallions for

the present Session should be sent in to me
as soon as possible. This will give me time
in which to have the names of the re-

cipients en grave< I on the Medallions, and
to despatch these in time for presentation at
the Social Gatherings or Exhibitions that
are during the Christmas Season.

I want to remind the Leaders that any
kind of good work on behalf of a club is a
qualification for the award of a Merit
Medallion. Tt may be given for good model-
building, or for excelknee in some other
club pursuit, and members who have done
well in recruiting, or have helped in the
organisation of the club or have done

improve
are
programme can

bra also

ions

sim
and f urge all Leaders to make the greatest
use of the awards to showr members that

are appreciated.

Propo ciUDS
are id to ih

Meccano clubs in the following pi

OVS -interested mnumicate with
prom

are given helo
Hi km
Ro

Can a

X K 92. Richmond
dley, Birmingham.

Gordon, Box 220, Red Deer
Alberta. Canada

Coventry

D
Road, Stoke, Cov

K. M. Green. 52, Macdonuld

Road. De
I). O. Tebt 33

-

wn

D
Dro Nr

James. 3(5, Beech Av

Fli M A. Sil am • •

Road, i'lixton. Nr. Man- hest

1 1 ayes J*

H

Kumball 61

Avenue, Hayes dd lese

liu,

New Ollerton—R. Maddox, 33,
Road, Boughton, New Ollerton, Notts

M. |. Hum ford, J >ewlandsROTHERFl
Gate. Rotherfi

rf

'
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Breich MX.—Attendances at m$e tings have been
excellent; Members arr redecorating the club room*
Hie Woodwork Section is fliMiri&hiug. Several goud
Meccano models also are under construction, taclucling

a crane that is remarkable for its lifting power. In a
n^vel con ties 1 members showed their skill m emttoMng
the crane. Club rotfc 9. Secretary: M. Anderson, 36,
Breich Terrace, West Caider, Midlothian.

Folkestone M.C* The shed in which the club holds
its meetings is being overhauled and repaired* Hornby
Railway activity has continued, and a schema now in

contemplation is the making of a new model fishing

boat of the sailing type, which i& bring planned to

Stale. Club roll: 7, Secretary: A- J. Waller, 5, Jesmond
Street, Folkestone,

St. Oswalds MX-

—

'Good attendances are records! at
meetings* ah iough many of the members are now in

the country. CorresiHmdence is kept up with the
absent ones, who are enjoying themselves considerably.
Those left hove held Discussions and played Games.
Club Roll f 25. Secretary: J. F. Jaqucs, El Molino, 5

f

Ingram Road, Thornton Heath, Surrey,
Mount Senior School MX.—Successful Summer

Sessions were enjoyed by members of this club, who
then set out to make the Winter Sessions the most
successful yet experienced. A large increase in member-
ship was aimed at, and ambitious model-building
schemes phii r.-tl , Club roll: -4*. St\reiary: )». Ayt<u
18, North Gate, Newark, Notts.
Coloured Mission (Cardiff) MX.—Very successful

meetings are being held, and good mode! -build nig has
been. carried out during the present session. An
standing model was a giant hammerhead crane driven
by two clockwork motors. An interesting pursuit that
combines a gains with inodfl building has b -m
introduced. This resembles Contractor's Meetings. The
club is divided into sections or "firms," representing
various trades. For instance, one business represented
is that of the scrap merchant, who buys a large crane

Edinburgh Hobbies Club MX.—The club
excellent progress up to the outbreak of war, when its

me inhers mintbered about 250, Many were called up
for active service, however, and meetings were sus-ill t 'vim i * - * t 4 *

pended because of war dunculUes. Members are wing
kept in tout* by the "Ktlinhurgh Nuhhies Cftth Nm+s<
letter," which gives information about the activities of
various numbers. The position is being re-considered
with a view to arranging meetings* Club roll: 250.
LctuUr: Mr. C. S, Morrison, 28, Wellington Street,
Edinburgh,
Todmorden Road Central School (Burnley) MX.—

This is another club that has not been able to hold
meetings, owing to restrict foil of school hours* Contact
Witti Headquarters is being continued, and new
members are being enrolled in the » lub and the Guild*
Tt is hoped that a start with meetings will be made
shortly. Club roll: 12, Sgrrdary: J. I. Howarth, 7,

Cold ran Street, Burnley,
York MX.—Steady model -building work is being

carried on. One model completed was a splendid
monoplare driven by an electric motor. Other models in

prospect are the backsetting crane and the dragline,
I he practice in the club is for members to build large

models together, rather than to leave each to construct
small models of his own. and all who lake part are
becoming skilled in design and construction. Club
roll: 16. Secretary: G, Hodgson, 1, Silfuiyside, Heslington
Lane, Fulford, York.

Saltash Model Engineering Club.—This Hub has
been hard hit by the war, circumstances making it

necessary that the club room should be given up.
Meetings therefore came to an end for the time being
and the club material was removed, Further develop-
ments will be reported from time lo time, Club roll: 7.

Secretary: B. R. J* Braund, 9 t Homer Park, Saltash,
Cornwall.

Bexlcyhealh MX,—So far then* have been no
mtvtings since the outbreak of wan the school carrying

A fine group of members of the Petlit's Senior Boys School (Romford) MX., Leader, Mr. W. M. Richards, secretary,

A. Dawson. This club was affiliated in May of this year, and under Mr. Richard's able guidance progress has been
excellent. Model-building is the chief occupation at meetings, and a very successful Exhibition has already been held.

or bridge that is to be • !< nioUshed, breaks it up, and
sells the material to a manufacturer or contractor,
who builds something else with it. This in turn is sold
for demolition- There is a Transport Section that
carries all material away when demolition is complete,
and business is financed by a Bank Section. This game
is remarkably successful, and provides an excellent
means of curving interest from on** meeting to another.
Club roll: 14. Secretary: I>. H, Binstead," 37, Penhill
Road, Uandaflf liekls, Cardiff.

with reduced numbers,
made that will allow

gements are now
ir meet i oca to be

on
being
resumed in safe conditions, Members will appreciate
the return to active service. Uheir last great success
was the organisation of a Meccano and Hornby Train
Kxhibit at the school's Open Day, All members worked
hard in preparation for this, and the many visitors

wen- greatly attracted by the display. A member of
the club who has joined an Air Defence Cadet Unit has
written to say how useful he has found knowledge

th

gained at MedG&iiO club mi-stings. Club roll: 3*1, IjtatUr:

Mr. E. Duggani 0, Hcltford Close, Bexleyheath,
Istandmagee M.C—Since the blackout began some

of the younger mem tens have been unable to attend*
but apart from this attendance has been excellent*
I Officials and members alike are determined to keep
the club flag flying. Excellent model-binfid iiik has l.wen

carried out, and special interest has been taken m
« lubV Hornby Railway, The annual Hallowe'en Party
was very eujoyablc\ and th< secretary reports that for a

time nothing" con hi be heard but the crunching of
apples and the cracking of nuts. The club's magazine is

to be continued as far as possible. Club roll: 20. Secre-

tary: S. McCready, iiHillraouut l

" hiandiiiagcc,

Co. Antrim,
Exeter MX.—Intense activity continues, both in

the club room and on the football field. The club is now
ofwho form a sort

four football
run by a Wartime Committee,
inner cabinet, the Commtttt rs of the
teams being called upon to form tin- hill cabinet. In

the club room excellent model-building is carried on,

and a special model that aroused keen interest was an
excellent roundabout- The Corinthian Football league
continues to provide enjoyable evenings, and new
games are introduced from time to time. The dub's
football teams are proving very successful in

e football, and are upholding the reputation of

the club for sportsmanship. Club roll; 60; Secretary;

E. Edworthy, 23, Mav Street, Exett r.

Hornsea MX.— Good work umnues to be done by
all sections of the club. Both Junior Engineers and
Apprentices have enjoved Cinematograph Shows, and
films were a feature also of the Social Night of the.

Senior Engineers. Other interesting programme items

have included a Lecture on M Yorkshire" given by the

secretary to the Senior Engineers, a demonstration of

the telephone for Junior Hn^iucers, and a Lecture on
"Cathode Bays and X-rays," given to the Senior

Scientists bv A. lawn. The last of these Lectures was
ttlusUatftd 'bv experiments on electric discharges

through gases. The Woodwork Section is making
verv fine progress, and sev.-ral members have done
excellent work with small electrical outfits. Successful

"Radio Hornsea,"

the programmes from the "studio" Including news, a

m/.7.\e corner and a scientific talk, with records in

ntcrvals. Club roll: 17. Secretary: V, Richardson,

"Surnmerlt-igh," Esplanade N-, Hornsea.
West of England School for the Blind M.C- 1 his

club was fbrmed ami secured affiliation to the Guild as a

result of the interest taken in it by the Exeter M.C,
the Leader and members of which have paid several

visits to the School. Unfortunately the present con-

dition- make further visits impossible for the time.

Members of th- tub an- keen m< .del-builders and have
, All

broadeast evenings are given bv

been doiiiR some excellent rx mst.ru i t iona I w
are keen and good prepress is expected- Lem&f: Mr.

Stanley G. Prince, West of 1- upland School tor the

Blind, St. Davids Hill* Exeter

AUSTRALIA
Maylands {Perth) M.C—On a special Pactions

Programme Evening songs were sung, leiinr.s given

and plavs presented. A Spelling Bee u\s*> was held.

Kivalrv was dose, the Red-BUtf Faction being awarded
36 points, the Green-Gold 35 points and the Blue-Gold

points. Eniovable visits have been exchanged with

the Maylands Scouts. Model- building Contests are being

continued, one of special interest calling tor rai in^ fats

driven by elastic bauds. A Blind-fold Model-building

Contest also has bv*n held, and in addition many
models have been Constructed and set in operation.

Darts Tournaments have been enjoyed, and other

games also have been played. Club roll: 25. Smetary;
W. Petersen, t, VVarne Street, Maylands. Perth,

W. Australia.

MALTA
The Lasallian M.C—G< lit

model

[Stella Maris College),

progress i% being marie and membership is Increasing*

Recent model-building has beet! devoted to the con-

struction of aeroplanes, which made a fine display

when assembled on the dub room tables. A
t-rmv-rn-th^lot machine for the sale of matches has

oecn <constructed. A fr^iwork outfit has been
A talk on "Stamps" was given by the

Football began wltai a match between * J

^Serewdriveirs," the fornier winning by a

Exhibition is to lie held this month and

secretary.
' and
. An

rr*

in
Secretarypreparations have been made. Club roll: 25.

a i^™*.*., "Floifii House," Victory Street, GziraA. Cantana r

Malta.

*
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Engineering Past
//

Contest
By

\\

Further Detail

full list of prize-winners in

the "Eiitii ileering of the Past*' Com-
petition was published in last

months "M.M.," together with

K. Masters, Bletchley, a prize-
winner in this contest.

brief descriptions of a few of the
successful models. The space avail-
;i then, ho vvever. did not permit

me to describe all the models worthy of meritxi and I am there
fore describing a further selection here.
Two of the best models among those awarded the smaller

prizes were realistic reproductions of Murdock's steam carriage,
which was illustrated on page 625 of last month's "M..M." One

i .• i * n _ «. i _ _

of the

shown
is the work of \V.

upper
was built bv R Stott

Finlayson, Edinburgh, and is

nitinn on other
Dune] as. Ont

page, while the
ario, Murdock's steam carriage

was a three wheeled vehicle having a single wheel at the front
by which it was steered. The rear wheel axle was in the form
of a crankshaft, the crank being connected to a beam that was
pivoted at its front end to a vertical pillar, and at its other end
to the piston rod. The cylinder and valve chest were built into
the boner unit.

The chassis of Finlayson's model is built up from Angle Girders
and is filled in with Plates, and the rear wheels are Circular
Girders spoked with Rods. The boiler is formed from 3J*x2J*
Flanged Plates, and between these are fixed a 2\" Cylinder and

st respectively,

f more simple
res

•

a Sleeve Piece" to form the cylinder and valve ches
Scott's model of this famous old-time vehich is o
construction, but nevertheless incorporates all the main
of the prototype. Artillery Wheels are used to good effect for
the driving wheels, and Strips form the beam and connecting rod.

It is interesting to note that W. Fmlayson's elder brother
Robert also was a prizewinner in this contest, his success
earned with an attractive and sturdy model of a "steeple" engine,
*'* the type lli.u was used in days gutir by for operating pumps
and other work on land. It differs from the marine type of steeple
engine described in last month's "M.JIL" as it is fitted with a
heavy ilywheei, and its crankshaft is at the top of the "steeple"
with the crosshead guides below. The steeple is built up
from Curved Strips and Strips to represent the ironwork of the
actual engine, and are used to form the masonry bed
and the side wall that supports the end of the crankshaft carrying
the flywheel. This sid- wall also provides a housing for a Clock-

e model is driven. The cylinder is awork
(3oil

by •hich th
er capped by a Face Plate and Rods form the crosshead

uides, piston rod and connecting rod. The model is complete
with valve gear, centrifugal governor and pump.

I think motli-1-builders will agree with me if 1 say that L.
Furmedge, Basingstoke, succeeded in getting wen away
the beaien track in this competition, for he chose Marconi's first

Spanner
//

This fine model of Stephenson's "Rocket/ 1 which was described last month, won
Third Prize for J. Matthews* Coventry, in the "Engineering of the Past" competition.

winning

Wirr itt

of his model! He desen
the subj

h
model will not

originality 1 Although the

n d the
ork ' it is very

f its

well thought
cars avc re

H. Sansome, Nottingham, whose
entry also won a good prize.

most popular subjects for models with compe
st, and the most outstanding entry of this kinc

model of the (SO

•elled nearlv
p. Napier in whn-li S, l\ Rdg

b
ork of K. Pritch

that one has to study tin*

4 hours, in June 1907, The model
Brook's Green, ant I it is so neatly

llv

A model of Murdock's steam carriage, built by W. Finlayson, Edinburgh,

realising that it is only a model. This car is a really good subject
for a model, as its square-cut are easy to reproduce in
detail. Pritchard has taken full advantage of this. The model is

fitted with an Electric Motor for the power unit, and this drives
the rear wheels through a complete transmission system.

L. Masters, Bletchley, built a splendid model
famous earlv 4 Incomotiv r that now forms i\

Lion," a
_ iece at

Lime Street, L.M.S. Station, Liverpool. The main frame of the
model is built up from Angle Girders, and the housing is realistic-

ally shaped with Flexible Plates of various sizes,

I was rather surprised to find that only a few model-builders
had chosen early aeroplanes as their subjects. One of the best
models of this type was built by
sents the monoplane in which

Williams, Dover. It repre^
Bieriot flew the English

in 1909, the first occasion on which tin Channel was
crossed bv an aeroplane. The mot is simp!-', and its chief title

to a prize lies in the very close resemblance of its external
appearance to that of the actual machine. I hope the additional
parts his prize will make available will encourage William to
continue his

2"Sharp Eyes" Contests Nos* 1 an
The following competitors in the es" Competitions

Xos. 1 and 2 submitted the most correct and neat entries and
have therefore n awarded prizes as indicated.

S

"Sharp Eyes" Contest No, 1 #

1st Prize, Meccano or Hornby products value £3/3/-: C, Bradshaw, Sheffield 9,

2nd, products value £2/2/-: C Wrayford, Bovey Traccy. 3rd, products value
£1/1/-: H. Brookes, Portsmouth.

Products value 5/-: E. Hooper, Exeter; H. Hussey, St. Helens; E. Tapper,
Perth, \V\ Australia; R. Woodrow, Toronto; D, 'Murison, Buenos Aires.

"Sharp Eyes" Contest No, 2,

1st Prize, Meccano or Hornby products value £3/3/-: C, Bradshaw, Sheffield 9.

2nd, products value £2/2/-: K. Costain, Bolton. 3rd
p
products value £1/1/-:

E* Hooper, Exeter.
Products value 5/-: H. Cordon Johnston, Southall; D, Roberts Walsall; C Wray-

l'-nl, Rovev Trac-v; \. Parker, South P-Tth, \\\ Australia; K. Tappt-r, South
Perth, West Australia.

i

*

<#
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Advertisement Jig-Saw Pu e
mr com Ibis month will give readers tlie

opportunity of showing how keenly observant they are. It

takes the form of an Advertisement Tiff-Saw Contest.

Similar competitions in the past have proved extremely
popular, and we have no doubt that every reader will

Tliere will be
value of 21/-
the senders

merit. In

prizes

15/-

of eccano Products to the
5/ res

accurate

be
solation prizes. If necessary

J

n

ness

con-

en t

real interest and
amusement in mg
the pu/> we

The illustration on
this consists of

gments that have
been cut from ad-

vertisements appear-
ing in this issue, and
we want readers to

these adveftise-

. Thismcut

easy in many cases,

but some fragments
are teasers that will

test the detective

ability of the keenest
competitor. At the
same time the con-

: and
and

with past experience

to

a
have.

our

and their nov
form will

nes
in

taken
into consideration in

deciding . between
those that

are of merit.

All entries must
be addressed to
1

*Jig-Sam Advert ise-

nt en t Contest/*
Meccano Magazine,
Binns Road, Liver-

pool 13. Those in the
Home section must
be forwarded to reach
this office not later

than Monday lStl i

December. This date
is earlier than is

for our monthly con-
tests, and has been
chosen so that we

advise winners
.

in

them to choose
efforts to battle keen-

eyed
.

prove unavailing once again
their prizes des

In their solutions competitors must irive the names
of the advertisers concerned, and as certain advertisers

are represented more than once in this issue, the page

patch to reach them on Christmas Day. In the Overseas
section, in which prizes of equal value will be awarded,

numbers of tl le vertisements also must be given

- T e is March 1940 us
readers living outside Great Britain
Ireland, Eire and Channel Islands.

December Drawing Contest Christmas Photographic Contest

In these days of highly sensitive films

photography is by no means only a summer
pursuit. The owner of a camera can

„ „.
find splendid openings for winter pictures

igible, but prizes will be awarded solely on outdoors, and indoor photography has been
developed to a remarkably high pitch of

u

This is the third of our Winter Drawing
Contests in which there are no restrictions

as to subject, size or treatment.
as well a in pencil or

A for readers aged 16 and over, B for those
er 16. Prizes of Meccano products or

raphic materials to the value of

in each
add ressed

L I

10/6 will be awart
fintries should be

ink are

21/
:

section.

Christmas Photographic Contest, Meccano
MS1 The

*tt

Magazine, Bin us \ Liver

drawing merit, so that those who for any
reason cannot submit coloured entries will

be at no
effic

etitors may
submit as many entries as they wish, but

be awarded one prize in

iency. No owner of a camera therefore

need be inactive at this time of the year, and

each can
any one con

Entries will be divided in

two sections, "A" for readers aged 16 and
us

over, and "B" for readers under 16, and
prizes of Meccano products to the value of
21/- and 10/6 respectively will be awarded
in each section. There will be .special sec-
tions, with the same age ings t for
Overseas readers, with prizes of the same
value as in the I Iome sections.

The entries in this month's contest must
be addressed "December Drawing Contest,

Meccano Magcuine, Binns Rami, Liverpool
13." Those submitted in the Home section

to encourage all photographers we are
offering handsome prizes in a special

Christmas Photographic Competition, Any
outdoor photograph of autumn or winter
interest is eligible, and indoor pictures of all

kinds, including tabletop photographs, also

can be submitted in this competition. It is

not necessary that the entrant shall have
developed and printed his own photographs.
This work may be done for him by a pro-
fessional

sing date in the Home section is 1

December, so that successful competitors
will receive their prizes as Christmas gifts,

and in the Overseas section the latest date
for receiving entries is 30th March 1940.

RESULTS
HOME

October Drawing Contest.—First Prfws: Section A.
E. J. Pearce {Portland, Dorset); Section- U, G. Q„
HatTON (Worcester Park). Second Prizes: Section A.
N* Dear iMaucliester)} Section B, M. P. Folhakd
(Broadstairs)* Consolation Prize: D. Bain (Penicuik).

October Sports Voting Contest.—1. H. A. Colkman

^ he must have made the
exposure himself. Competitors should re-

member that in certain areas photography
is forbidden, and m sure that no

must arrive not later than 30th December.
The Overseas closingdate is 30th March 1940.

photographs are taken of camps, aero-
dromes and fortifications, or generally of a
military character.

Entries will be divided into two sections,

(Lukes t<*r J. 2. J, D. Waters (Crow thorns), 3. Rv Mills
(Kcarskv), Consolation Prizes: W. £• Avoky (Loudon
W.IlJj ^* Forrester (Scarborough).

OVERSEAS
July Photo Contest.— First Prizes: Section A, L. W.

Hi'mm (Gr-rttldine, NX); Section B, G; O. Ekwensi
(Ibadan, W. Africa). Second Prizes: Section A, J. S. ue
Conti Manduca (51 i ina f Malta); Section B, K. R.
Casselt-s (Wtlliugton, N«35.|. Consolation Prizes:
R. My burgh (Ciaremont, S, Africa); T. Wade
(Joliaimrfl.urg),
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XMAS ROYAL CANADIAN VISIT PACKET i

YOU must get this FREE XMAS GIFT; it* mostly new
issues; pictorials and commemorative^; it's simply
too good to arias AND it is ABSOLUTELY FREE, it

includes famous Christmas Charity issues of
HOLLAND [Rembrandt's "Laughing Boy") and
SWITZERLAND trhe famous children's Pro juvcti-

tute] as well as JAPANESE New Year's Greetings
mp. Also included is the new NORTH RHODESIA

pictorial depicting Elephant and Giraffe; ITALIAN
SOMALILAND (Lighthouse): CANADA (1932 Ottawa
Conference); a .set of 4 large MOROCCO (Sultan's

Palace, Tangier and Aipidir); HUNGARY (Stephen];
new SOUTH RHODESIA [our Admiral Kin«); new
STRAITS issues from PERAK (Sultan Iskandar);

SELANGOR (Mosqucl and JOHORE (Sultan Sir

Ibrahim); high-valued BELGIUM [Ancient Engine];
picrorial GUATEMALA; FINLAND (Suomi)i LF.S.
(American Constitution); new NIGERIA and INDIA;
obsolete SINGHALESE issue and finally ITALY
(Mussolini)* Just send us 2d. stamp* and get this gift

ABSOLUTELY FREE together with *m approval
selection. WINDSOR STAMP CO.

Dicker. Hailsham. Sussex.

If you arc a stamp collector or intend to start collecting you should send for

this wonderful packet of 31 varieties. It includes the set of stamps featuring

our King and Queen and War Memorial at Ottawa, issued to commemorate
the historic royal visit to the American Continent* You will be proud to
own this set, and for this month it is free to Meccano Magazine*' readers.

Also included are stamps from Malta. Ceylon (new KXJ* issue), India, set

of Italian, New South Wales (old Q.VJ. Don't delay as supplies are very
limited. Just send 2d. for postage and request our famous approvals (known

all the world over for over a quarter of a century).
LISBURN & TOWNSEND LTD* (Dapt* M»M,1, LIVERPOOL 3.

Shopkeepers Wc are sole makers of the "Liver" shop packets. for particulars.

(Dept, Upper

fc

Wonderful 1939
20 New Issues and Novelties

new BELGIAN CONGO. CAYMAN ISLANDS (King George VI),

CEYLON (pictorial), KENYA (King George VI). MONACO (new design).

Set of DENMARK, SPAIN. STRAITS SETTLEMENTS (King George VI).

TURKEY, etc. I will send this collection absolutely free to all stamp

collectors sending 2d. postage (abroad 6d.)

G. P. KEEP, WILLINGDON, EASTBOURNE, ENGLAND.

contains 40 fine stamps, the majority TRIANGULARS and AIIPOST. The triangular* alone arc usually sold

at double the cost of the packet: HOLLAND Unsing-cl.THE TRI-AIR PACKET
ECUADOR air, a huge stamp printed in four colours, COSTA RICA triangular (fish) and 2

12 HUNGARY pictorials

issue air, 6
mciuotng

airpost and
airpost. U.S.A. (wings). 3 PALESTINE (pictorials). S

aeroplane design. 4 new FRENCH COLONIALS. COSTA

2 TANGANYIKA George VI pictorials.

other exhibition trianuulars. Set of

ct °« ^c^fc 5 "OUMANIA (surpoat). 2 GERMAN 1st

DSTA ^* RICA large air. GREEK Imap), air and

4t&*4

new issue (two queens). PrlM 4id. Postage 2d. Abroad 3d. extra. Purchasers of above asking for approvals

set

of

of 10 PERSIA FREE or
stamp-collecting friends

another triangular stamp different from those in et.

receive 6 POLAND FREE Bargains: LOCO vane ties

18 Georgia, lQd,

•

receive

In addition senders of addresses

3/1 L 100 British Colommle, 1/-,

WATKINS (MM. Dept.), Stamp Importer, GRANVILLE RD., BARNET

10 BRIT. EMPIRE COMMEMORATIVES
To all approval sheei applicants sending 2d postage we c

this amazino packet including scarce Australian, Newfoundland
1911 Coronation, Eire Constitution, Jamaica and other interesting

Pictorial stamps, also out list of sets and special bargain offers.

Offer is for 30 days, abroad 60 days.

Dept. 324, ERRINGTON & MARTIN,
South Hackney. London E.9. Established 1B80

tOO DIFFERENT STAMPS FREE to applicants for id.

approvals. Cox, 17, Stonelcigh Park Road, Ewell,

TO CANADA on issue tor A LIMITED PERIOD ONLY AND NOW SCARCE, together with
other COLONIAL COMMEMORATIVES. LARGE K.G.VI PICTORIALS, sec of

5 AIRMAIL, set of 4 LARGE KING CAROL OF R0UMANIA. SIAM. LATtST ISSUES from GREENLAND. BOLIVIA.
ABYSSINIA. RUANDA. GREECE (Large Charity), etc., etc. IN ALL

35 M CATALOGU 3'
to every GENUINE applicant enclosing 2d. [abroad 9cU for my WORLD-FAMOUS "VALUE" APPROVALS,
containing only perfect stamps at SUCH LOW PRICES which enable you to buy TWO stamps instead of one.

PHILIP COCKRILL, 13, MONTRELL ROAD, STREATHAM HILL, LONDON S.W.2.

lUTDftnllPlUn mY brand new range of Colonial
III I KUUUlflllU anii Foreign sheets—all ;i blaze

of colourl Stamps at id. and Id- each. All the com*
moncst eliminated. Value has to be seen to be

beJieved*

CAMPBELL, HALD0N AVENUE, TEIGNM0UTH.

A
Approvals.

.&N.

i leasure to look through our

id. each or 30 for V-,

30 DIFF. STAMPS FREE to approval applicants.
R. Smith, Highworth Road. Faringdon. Berks.

K.G.VI COLONIALS. 50di(f. t 2/-. 100 French Cols., I/-.

E, J. Barrett, 70, Lyndhurst Gardens, Finchlcy, N,3,

Postcard brings a fine selection on approval, priced
from id. G. Croft P 9 t Hanover St** Kildwkk, Kcighlcv*

REY i

9. ROSEMARY AVENUE,
HOtJNSLOW.

Bargain Approvals! Fine Collection Builders. Enclose
postage for free gift,

Southgatc, Barnsley,
J* Turner, 3, Grcnvillc Place.

THE FIRST STAMP EVER ISSUED
(British 1840 Penny Black) for P.O. 4/6! It is guaranteed
genuine in evety respect. Its companion stamp (1840

2d. blue) for a further 6/9 feat. 17/611 Other "Classics*'

which every collector should have are the Cape of Goad
Hope Triangulars: we offer Id. rose (cat. 40/-} for 12/6:
4d. blue (cat. 15/-) for 5/-; and 6d. pale lilac (cat, 40/-)

at 15/-. Superb approvals of any country against ap-

proved English References or a deposit. Full Lists Free.

N0RRIS & CO. (Dept. M). Somercotes. Derbyshire.

THE WONDER PACKET
50 different stamps, including 24 Great Britain from 1854. British

Colonials, French Colonials, etc. Free to applicants for my famous

ftd. and cheap sets. Without approvals 9d

S. H. FLEMING, 52, WHITCHURCH ROAD, CHESTER

HOSPITAL STAMPS
75 Ditlcrcnt Foreign and Colonial Stamps selected

from Collections presented to Hospital. Send 6d,
and addressed envelope to:

SECRETARY,

SET Seychelles Coronation on F.D. Cover, 3d. with
Bargain Apps. Dawes, 64, Colonial Av„ Whitton, Mdx,

FREE! Crete Set (cat. 1/3). To approval applicants,
1 Jd. stamp. Gnffi n, 93, Colindccp Lane. Hendott, N.W.9.

500 WORLD-WIDE STAMPS 3d.
100 DIFFERENT BRITISH COLONIALS ... 1/-

5/- BRITISH COLONIAL or SCARCE OLD BORNEO
FREE to GENUINE APPROVAL APPLICANTS en-

closing 2d. postaee.
WAY, MARPIE, CHESHIRE.

S.E.I 8Memorial Hospital Hall, Woolwich,

An approval sheet from our limited immfcer will be

sent on request.

BRITISH COLONIALS
King George VI and other modern issues. Also
fine selection of foreign picture stamps*

prices and generous discounts.

Send lid. stamp for 10-page approval book.

J, P. WHITM0RE, P.T.S. •

15. WALLBRIDGE. FR0ME, SOMERSET.

of satisfied customers all over the world during the

last 18 years have expressed satisfaction with the

"DIAMOND" PACKET, which contains approximately

1.000 UNS0RTED STAMPS Jrom Convents abroad,

1 pkt. 1i6, 3 okts. 3/9. 5 pkts. 6/-. All post tree

inland. (Abroad I/- per pkt. extra.! BEWARE OF
IMITATIONS. Send for free price list of sets and

packets.

0, NERUSH (Dept. A). 68, Turnpike Lane, London N.8.

TWIN PROBLEMS
BIRTHDAY AND XMAS PRESENTS

SOLVED

!

FREE GIFTS OF STAMPS-FREE
REQUEST APPROVALS FROM OUR QUALITY

APPROVAL SERVICE
A. & R. APPLEBY. 443. CANNOCK RD,. BIRMINGHAM

COMPLETE

T w

:

-rih'

VALUES
commemorating

the ROYAL
VISIT

CANADA
FOR POSTAGE 2d

Toall genuine approval applicants who request

selections of British Colonials, priced from
id. each, less 3d. in the I/- discount, 1 am
presenting free of charge 65 different stamps
including many old and new issues of the

British Colonies, Sent POST FREE.
ERIC J. WATTS.

184. Northampton Road, Wellingborough.

SPECIAL OFFERS!
500 DIFFERENT STAMPS 2/6:

1000 at 57-: 2.000 at 15/-: 3.000 at 40/-
30 CANADA 1/-.

50 GREAT BRITAIN 1/6.
100 BRITISH EMPIRE 2/-; 200 at 4/6,

12 U.S.A. COMMEMORATIVES 1/-.

15 ABYSSINIA 26.
50 CZECHOSLOVAKIA 9d.

50 GREECE 1i-.

Stamp Albums at 2/-. 2/6. 3/6. 5/-. 7/-,
9/-. 16/fi. 21/-, etc.

Write /or full illustrated Price Lists gratis*

SANRFRS tDept - 3 - Commercial Road,JHnULRO M) SOUTHAMPTON. ENGLAND
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Stamp History o War
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and Boy Scouts were employed in the
distribution of the mails. Those early
stamps were later overprinted with the
name of the
first President,
that form.

Masarvk, the
very rare in

The first portrait of President Masaryk
appeared on a 1920 issue, and there arc no
less than 10 portraits of him available
on Czechoslovak ian stamps- The portrait of
President Benes, who held office at the time
of the German invasion and is now in

London, is to be found on the May 1936
issue, illustrated on this page.

nanes are

.

nig
of the country from which

they are exiled. There were Czech legions in

the war of 1914-18 also, and two designs
showing legionaries are available

»

NE of the greatest attractions of stamp
collecting as a hobby is the way in

1935 issue, which shows an allegorical

design of a child rushing into her mother's
which it can be made to tell the story of
some event, or even of a nation,
instance, stamps may be used to trace the
origin and history of the p
is time to start a

war. Now
ion for this

arms. The stamp chosen for our illustration

and reproduced on tins page shows the
airport at Saarbriicken.
The first portrait of Hitler appears on a

1937 stamp issued to celebrate his 48th
birthday, but there is a better one on the
birthday issue of 1938, Another German

erstamp that must be included is the
Youth issue of January 1938, the fifth

anniversary of the Nazi rise to power. This
will serve to refer to the liold that

Fiihrer exercises on the youth of
Germany. There arc many other German
stamps that can usefully be included in our

history, and the number need be
subject only to the individual collector's

as to the detail that is to be

purpose, and in this article we shall see how
to set about this occupation.
Our stamp story can most conveniently

start with the rise of the Nazi party to

in eluded.

The next important development in the
coming of the war was the seizure '

of Austria, which is commonly
to as the

"
an

this German word
*

meaning

power in

therefore
Germany- The first illustration

should be the German issue
commemorating the opening of the Reich-
stag on 12th April 1933. This was note-

simply union. A stamp was issued

to commemorate the plebiscite

by which this was accomplished.
The date of the issue was 8th
April 1938, and the design shows
an Austrian and a German
marching with arms around each

for our collection. The first appeared on the
issue of June 1937, which marked the 20th
anniversary of the battle of Zhorov, The
other appeared in March 1938 to com-
memorate the part played by the legiom
in battles in France, Italy and Russia
in 1918.

The issm-d to

mark the "conquest" of Czechoslovakia and
those issued for use in the so-called pro-

Hu hernia andtectorates of

worthy for the first appearance on a stamp other's shoulders and supportin
nf t.hft XTa 7J cwskH Ira T hit; *-»mKlr»ni was itcorl V,A4-»i&an 4>1>a«% +'U«, XT«„; An*of the Nazi swastika. This emblem was used
as the watermark of the stamps, with a
portrait of Frederick the Great for the

it has been

o

of these may not be
acqu ire. Sm all s 1 1pplies

Moravia also should be included
in our collection, but specimens

to
had

reached Britain before the de-
claration of war, but since then
it has been impossible to import
them and stamp illustrations

story mayof
have to wait a while.

een

As our
Nazi tlag.

of of the

design. How often
commented that the Fiihrer has imagined
himself as a second Frederick! The stamp
seems to prove the point.

astory we have chosen a stamp
portrait of Doilfuss, Chancellor of Austria
from 1932 to 1934. It is the 24 gr. value
issued as a mourning stamp in October 1934.
A second stamp bearing a portrait of the

The scene of operations switch-

ed next to Memel and Danzig on
stamps from

included. The first

the Baltic,

these States mu
appearance of Danzig in the stamp world
came on 21st June 1923, when stamps of

the old Imperial German States were
overprinted "Danzig" and issued for use in

Die next stage of the story, the de- assassinated Chancellor appeared in 1936. the Free City. The first definitive stamps,
mmation of the Nazis to secure world Other useful contributions to the Austrian bearing the device of an armed merchanttermination of the Nazis to secure world
mination, can be traced with the aid of

bearing an armed mereliant

air P.the January
This showed a German eagle
with outspread wings covering
a terrestrial globe. Strangely
enough the swastika is partially
eclipsed by the globe, the only
parts of the world remaining
visible being North and South

Next comes the August 1934
issue, commemorating the Saar

. _ . _

.

e

open in

Incidentally,

of the war on the
western front can be touched

by illustrations drawn
the issues of the Saar

upon
from

part of the story can be found in the many ship, appeared at the end of January 1921
* 1 1 " f ft J_ __ ^^ * _^_ _1_1 l ^_^ ' - - '- 1 Ai «_*. JC ^J t 1 i"\' *m J- rf-fc f-, -i m- _rw 1 --. —_ fc " JJ

Since then upwards of 300 stamps have been
issued bv Danzig. Of these we have chosen
for illustration one of a set issued in

illustrations of

with which the countrv's issues
mf

abound. There are many views
of Vienna, the capital, and the
River Danube is shown on the
August 1935 issue. Various
illustrations of Austrian nation-

January of this

125th anni
to celebrate the
the first

includes various

al culture are found in issues

celebrating the country's musi-
here

designs, and one reproduced
carries an allegorical representation

cians, artists writers and
painters which have been re-

ferred to from time to time in
.

of the mi ion.

The war between Poland
was preceded by a "postal war," started oil

the German side by the sudden adoption

Valley. There are many excellent stamp
pictures of the industrial life of this rich
territory. Thus the 25 pf. value from the
1921 issue shows river traffic in Saar-
briicken itself, and the Nazi success in the

iscite is celebrated on the January

these pages. All of them seem
to speak of the country s desire

to be allowed to live in peace.
The next victim of Nazi

oppression wras Czechoslovakia. It will be
remembered that this country was formed
from certain of the former Austrian states
at the end of the 1914-18 war. The first

stamps of Czechoslovakia actually were
issued by revolutionaries in October 1918,

addressing letters

form.
znau

of the
Poland
Lwow became
Posen, and so on. This calculated insult

was a breach of international postal prac-
tice, which requires the use of official place

names except in cases where such names
have universalis-

such as Munich
recognised equivalents,

for Munchen, or Aix-la-
Chapelle for Aachen, {Continued on page 717)
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STANLEY GIBBONS
T APPROVALS

More essential than ever to all keen collectors this Christmas.
-

Wherever you may be, at home or away in the country, we
can send them to you bv post. They are the best in the world,

and, ifyou want a fine etion, be sure to get your stamps

from a Stanley Gibbons' Approval Sheet,

Remember, each sheet contains many stamps at only a penny

or a few pence each. The sheets are arranged in catalogue

order so that you can ask to see the countries in which you

are particularly interested.

E keen collector should make a of seeing a Stank

Gibbons' Approval Sheet this Christmas,

OTHER XMAS SUGGESTIONS
A brand-new 1940 Stamp Catalogue. There may

evening but that's no reasonbe
foryou to collect stamps "in the dark," without
the important information and help that only

an up-to-date Gibbons* Catalogue can give.

STANLEY GIBBONS' "SIMPLIFIED"

5/
CATALOGUE. 1208 pages. The
amazing new catalogue.

Postage extra, U.K. 6d., abroad 1/2

GIBBONS' CATALOGUE. Whole World
cEdition. Th

detailed guide

most
16/

Postage extra, U.K. jd. 3
abroad 1/5

How a um
A new stamp album is a fine Christmas
present To get the bust (and you will

no more) makt- cfertain it*s a
Gibbons/* There are S,G.

Albums at prices from 6rL u
one of whiirh is sure to be just right

for your collection.

m
We specially recommend:
Printed Albums -STRAND (5/-, 6/6
and 7 6). VICEROY (8/6 and 10/-),

and CENTURION (12/6 and 1 S/-J.
Blank Loose-Leaf Albums—SIMPLEX

rATOR(4/6 to 12/6). ACE (4/-) t

(6/6)., EXETER (8/6), and UTILE
(8/6 to 20/-).

To help you choose the best Xmas Stamp
ing Gifts, write NOW for our

FREE 108-page lists of Stamp Albums,
Wonderful
etc., etc.

Bargains, Catalogues,

W

Dept. S. f 391 STRAND, LONDON W.C.2

WAR
WONDERFUL VALUE J

Money returned if not satisfied.
Contains 1 LETTLAND, 2 ES-
THONIA. 2 POLAND (Gen. Ben
ck Field-Marshal Pilsudsky). Set 4

AND. LITHUANIA, Set 5 SOVIET RUSSIA (unused, etc.). UKRAINE,
2 DANZIG Ibi-coioured). Set 6 GERMANY (Air Bast, Hindenburg, officials, etc.}.

2 FRENCH [large pictorial and exhibition). Set of 3 GEORGIA (South Russia),

including hiuh value pictorial, PRICE 3d, only. Postage 2d. (abroad 3d. extra). All

askmg to see my approval sheets will be presenred with a UNIQUE Set or 10 POLAND
ters, Commemorative*, Official, View" and Pictorials) usually sold at lOd.

H, C. WATKINS (M. DEPT.), GRANVILLE ROAD, BARNET,

(Your own
choice)

To collectors applying (or out famous approvals mew series) as under and
sending lid. postage, will receive a list ot 100 different gifts (sets, packets, and
single stamps] from which any one may be chosen, and if not less than 2/6 is.

purchased from the sheets a further gift can be chosen. "Reliant" series of

British Colonial approval sheets. Al, Id, to 3d. each, A2, 3d. to 6d. each.

A3. Sd. to 2/- each. Also our "RED" books of SETS.

Harry Burg & Co. (Dept. M.M.), Pembury, Kent

Discount Approvals
from a firm who take a persona!

*

n all clients. We offer you a first-

class approval service of picked stamps at 1d.—6d. each (less a generous

discount) including the latest George VI issues, used, and numerous other

recent issues. We never send a further selection unless requested and never

worry you to buy. Spend as little or as much as you like. Approvals or full

details are sent post free on receipt of a post card.

THE BIRKDALE STAMP COMPANY, P.T.S.
(Dept. M), 104. LIVERPOOL ROAD, SOUTHPORT, LANCS

WAR
You will be proud to own this fine collection of Pictorial Poland, Czechoslovakia,

German Pictorials, Saar Stamp* and George VI Colonials from Ceylon, Cayman,
N,Z„ Canada, ere. This wonderful collection of 50 is entirely FREE to those

requesting approvals and sending 2d. postage.

YlillO DADPAIMC 1 ,000 unpicked stamps from Missions, Convents ... 1/3
AmAd DHnUAIlId, 5qq British Colonials 2t-

500 All Different World-... ** 21-

Post Free Inland.
1 .000 All Different World • ** 4J6

PRICE & CO., Stamp Industries, MOLLINGTON, CHES.

of Beautifully Constructed

Obtainable at all Good and Toy Shops

Write ustrated List post free from Sole Manufacturers

ASTRA
and Patentees*

PHAROS LTD
LANDOR WORKS
SHEPHERD'S BUSH * LONDON W.I2

Telephone: Shepherd's Bush 2472

i
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A Stamp History of the War
(CourtnwoJ from pagt 7 1 5

1

The "war" developed to the extent that
Poland issued stamps, illustrating events in

Poland's earlv history, that were regarded
by Germany as offensive, because among
their desierns was one showing the Polish

o v e r -

throw of
the in-

vad ing
Teutonic

*- *

14 10.
T li i s

s t a m p
was sub-
sequcnt-

ly withdrawn by the Poles in an effort to
m an atmosphere that was

becoming hectic.

history has been well illustrated in

the stamps issued since the establishment of
the Republic in 1918. and suitable selections

r our collection can be made without
severaldifficulty. The portraits of

Presidents certainly should be included,
commencing with that of the great pianist-

Paderewski, which appeared on
the 15f, value of the 1919 issue. The Polish
stamp illustrated here is the scarlet 30 gr.

.
^*"

- . .... ^-r

of 11th November 1
p which com-

inemorj the loth anniversary of the
ic.proclamation of the repu

A Polish stamp of special interest just
now is the 1 gr, value of the 1925-26 issue,

which shows a view of the Holy Gate at

Vilna. This provides an interesting link with
Soviet activity followingthe German attack

the Northon Poland. Russia lias compc
Baltic states to make various territorial

concessions, and some return has been
made to Lithuania bv the cession of Vilna,
which formed part of the Polish territory

occupied by Soviet troops. The history of
this city is a s stormy as that of any
in Europe. It was part of Lithuania up to

1 444, and then of the combined kingdom of

Lith tiania
and Poland
until 1655,

w h en
Russia
captured it,

only to be
driven out

en
in 1702. It

became
Russia n

again in
remained so until the war of

1 914-1 S. when it was overrun by the Ger-
mans. When the Republic of Lithuania was
created by the League of Nations in 1919,

Vilna was included as the capital city, but
the Poles captured it in 1920. The territorv

.1
'•^

has always contained a big Polish popu-
lation. The stamp reproduced on this page,

w the 'National Assei I at

Vilna, was issued in Pcbruary 1922, when
Central Lithuania was in Polish occu-

pation, but not united to Poland.

At the moment of going to press Russian
efforts to secure territorial concessions from
Finland are still i 'ing pressed. It seems de-

sirable to include another chapter in our
war to cover this, forstamp story oi

Russian moves in the Baltic and elsewhere

certainly have checked Germany's attempts

at expansion eastward. The example of a

Finnish stamp included here is a
Cross issue of 1932,

mp
an Notes on New Issues

The Introduction of Printing in America

The most interesting of the many new
issues of recent weeks commemorates the
introduction of printing to the American
continent. This event took place in Mexico
City in 1539, and in celebration of it Mexico
has issued six stamps, three for general use
and three for air post. The design of the 12c.
stamp of the general issue shows Archbishop
Juan de Zumurraga, who

16 stamps from
The designs show eight of the

Canal Zone itself.

portant sections of the Canal,
im -

and
iter its construction
The Republic of Panama also has

commemorated the occasion by issuing nine
general and eight air stamps, a total of 17
special stamps. The designs include views
of the canal and portraits of the principals
'-- the — ''^ ***-- —--' *

*

in

b rou
Giovanni J »aoIi

printer named
Sev i 11e

The
portrait is

Lesseps

fllff st interesting
of Ferdinand

Lesseps was the

acted

was ished, and the 10c, bears a the
portrait of Antonio de Mendoza, who was
then Viceroy. The three air issues show
specimens of early printing.

Exactly 100 years passed before the
British settlements in North America
possessed a printing machine. The United
States has now issued a 3c. commemorative
bearing the dates 1639-1939 and, as our
reproduction shows, a picture of

ti

in 1876,

>any that_ . was gi/en
le iirst concession to build the

The Origin of Baseball

ve iillustrate here the special 3c. stamp
issued by the U.S.A. to commemorate the
centenary of baseball. Even the Americans
are not sure of the origin of the game, it is
usually attributed to /" er

ina -p
It is just coinci

should have produced at
Protcsta nt commemor

that Hungary
who is credited with introducing it

time a

ierstown, New York, in 1
. but there

e series, in

ing on the 10L value a portrait of Caspar
Yizsoly, printer of the Szent bible, but the
stamp" provides a happy link with the*
Mexican and U.S. commemoratives.

Panama Canal Commemoratives

The 25th anniversary of the opening of

reference to what is undoubtedly a
form of the game
"Northatiser Abbey/

Austen's
in 1818

As our illustration shows, the game had

the Panama Canal

a humble origin on village greens and
school playing fields, and the choice of
a typical schoolboy game for the design
was a flash of inspiration. It would have
been so easy and so understandable had

H)14 II

comme by the of a special

stamp, illustrated here, showing a freighter

designer chosen to show one of the
vast arenas in which the big

earning t t irough
games are played

leaguv

Gaillard Cut and nor-
r" . . . * m

traits of President
Theodore Roosevelt and
General George Goethals.

Theodore Roosevelt,
uncle of the
President, was President
of tl ic United in

1907, when the construc-

tion of the Panama
Canal was started.
General Goethals was
President Roosevelt's
choice as Chief Engineer
of the project, which he carried through to

success. He was appointed first Governor
of the Canal in 1914.

The anniversary was also the occasion
of the issue of a commemorative series of

High Prices
*

'Entires''

In our article st

month we explained the
fascination of a collects >n

of stamps remaining on
**
--'r original covers. In

this connection it will be
of interest to know that a
collection of the stamps
of the Old German States

covers, or "entires" as
they are usually known
was recently sold

auction for /6.500 at the Bond Street Stami
A -ctions in London.

*

)

Wf thmtk Stanky Gibbons Ltd, far thtir courUsv in
loaning the stamps from which the iltustralions far our
stamp pagts have been made.

*
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New Dinky Toys

The most notable addition this month to

the ndidrange of Dinky Toys is a splen

scale model of Gardner's M.G. Record Car
(Dinky Toys No. 23p). This
announced in the September "JU

was first

but
production has been unavoidably sus-

pended until now. Readers will remember
that this car is a reproduction of the one in

which Major A. T. G. Gardner set up new
world speed records for cars up to 1,100 c.c.

on the Bitter feld-Dessau Autobahn, G r-

many, in May this year. His speed for the

flying kilometre was 203.7 m.p.h., and for

flying mile 203.2 m.p.h. After having
the engine rebored to increase its capacity,

Major Gardner set up new records for cars

up to 1,500 ex. over the flying kilometre,

mile five kilometres, with of

204.2 m.p.h., 203,8 m.p.h., and 200.6" m.p.h.
- t

Another new item this month is the

Searchlight Lorry (Dinky Toys No, 22s).

This is a four-wheeled motor lorry on which
and elevatingis a

searchlight. The
swivelling

Searchlight Lorry is

enamelled in Service green and forms an
sting addition to the existing range

ofDinkyToys Mechanised Army equipment.

A Pioneer British Aircraft Firm—
i

(Continued from paste 635)

Australia in 15£ days. In recognition of this

fine achievement he was awarded the Air

Force Cross and was made an honorary
squadron leader of the Royal Australian

Air Force. Kinkier was killed in January
1933 while attempting to set up a new
record for a llight from England to Australia,

*_.--,

Boy's Romance
of Aviation

CAPT. A, O, POLLARD'S grand
book tells you about the R.A.F.

to-day, the latest high-speed

bombers and fighter-planes

commercial types of air-

There are many
new photograp hs

.

(7/6 net)

_
Give a Man
CHARLES L FINGER (author of
A Dog, at bis Heei) gives

thrilling story of the open prairies

of South erica,

- net)

HARRAP

illustrated.

it was not until May of that year

that the wreckage of his machine was found
on the lonely slopes of a mountain in the

ennines. The 1928 record held for nearly
then was broken by
with a more powerful

engine, when the late Sir Kingsford Smith
flew from England to Australia in JO days.

oted by Miss
Air

three years
i i

In 1930 an "Avian"
Winifred Brown won the King's

Race, this being the only occasion on
which the race has been won by a woman.

In 1929 a development occurred that

was to have a marked effect on the -sign

of future Avro aircraft, This was the pro-

duclion of the Avro "Ten," a high wing
commercial monoplane based
Dutch Fokker FAT I -3m,

manufacturing rights

on thV

Avro 'Ten** had a welded steel

fuselage and unbraced cantilever wooden
wings; it carried eiftht passengers a
crew of two. After a great deal of research

the company decided that as far as practic-

able all future Avro aeroplanes should
have welded steel lube fuselages, and that

commercial aircraft should be monoplanes
incorporating the
construction that

same method of wing
been em

the Avro "Ten" machine.
»

£*# in

interesting event in 1929 was
the decision of the Air Ministry that the

Avro 504J, which for 12 years had been
type of training aeroplane,

replaced by something more
modern. The Ministry selected the new
type by means of a competition, in

the Avro company a
biplane, type 621, fitted with a Siddeley
"Mongoose" engine. The competition lasted

nearly three years, and during that time the
v *r * i

An- nus
of aeroplane,

every
engines ranging from

100 h.p. to 200 h.p., for long periods under
actual Service conditions at R.A.F. liying

training schools. Ultimately the Avro 621,

now fitted with a Siddeley "Lynx" engine,

was selected and standardised as the new
training aeroplane of

In 1933
the R.A.F.

the Avro company introduced

the type 642 high wing monoplane, a very

economical medium-
a development

.1

isport. It was
the "Ten"

monoplane, with practically the same wing,

and a longer fuselage so that 16 passengers
Theand a crew of two could be

design was so arranged that, if desired, four

Siddeley "Lvnx" engines could be installed,

and an Avro with these engines was
to the Governnn-nt of India

the personal use of the Viceroy.

Later in the same year the Avro 652 was
built to the special order of Imperial

Airways. It is of interest as being the first

low wi'ng monoplane produced by the Avro
company, and the first of their aircraft to

have a retractable undercarriage.

An important development of this

machine was the Avro "Anson
reconnaissance aeroplane, adopted bv the

Air Ministry in 1934. The fuselage of the

"Anson" ditfered from that of the Avro 652.

and was specially designed for the military

duties that the * aeroplane would have to

perform. The "Anson" carries a crew of

three, one <>f whom is alternately navigator

and bomb-aimer, and another alternately

radio operator and rear gunner. When the

expansion of the R.A.F. began in 1935 large

numbers of "Ansons'* were ordered.

To-day Avro "Ansons," "Tutors/* and
arc still being turned out in large num-

bers to meet the demands for these aircraft.

The two last-mentioned types are in use in

19 Air Forces, and are built under licence

in seven countries.

Charles Letts's Diaries r

The very popular diaries produced by our advertisers

Charles Letts and Co. cover a wide range, almost every
hobby, sport and pastime having one providing for its

individual fields. There has been no increase in prices

in spite of the outbreak of war, and the standard of

quality is fully maintained-
The "Schoolboy's Diary'* is the one that will appeal

specially to most of our readers. It contains a well-

arranged diary portion, with ample room for entries,

and there ate over 60 pages of useful information. Ihe
price in cloth is I/3 f and it is available in leather cloth
with pencil and maps at 1/6, and in leather, with
pencil, packets and maps at 3/6,

For older readers there is the * Public School's Diary;*
which is similar, but contains more advanced general

information than the "Schoolboy's Diary" and is

published in the same bindings at the same prices.

The "Boy Simtfs Diary** is small and handy, and
contains sections on patrol signs, knots, camping and
other topics in which a Scout is interested. It is pub*
lished In various editions at 9d- t 1/-, 2/6 and 5/-,

Lett's diaries can be obtained from stationers in all

of the country, but readers who e any
difficulty should write to Charles Letts and Co. t Diary
House, Borough Road t

London S.E.I, mentioning
the "MM J*

in Wartime
The outbreak of war has given added interest to

model aeroplane construction* and the assembly of the

Skvbird models of our advertisers A, J, Hoi laday and
Go, Ltd. will provide very attractive occupation for Hie

dark winter ev mugs, 'ihe Skybird League was formed
seven vears ago for the benefit of Skybird modellers.

Ii holds an Annual Rally and Model Competition, and
all modellers should keep in mind the seventh of these,

which is to take place about Easter next year. Now is

the time to plan and begin to construct prize winning
models in this competition, full particulars of which
can be obtained from the Skybird League Head-
quarters, 3, Alderman bury Avenue, London E.C.2.

Our adverti^-rs also eater for ship model enthusiasts,

with a new series of cast waterline scale models. A price

list and full details can be obtained on. sending lid*

in stamps to A. J. Holladay and Co. Ltd., 3, Alderman*
Avenue, London EX.2. The ".V.AJ." should

be mentioned when writing.

for Christmas

COLUMBUS
4

C. Walter Hodges, famous younu

artist, has written and illustrated the

boys' book of the year. He has retold

one of the greatest adventures of all

story of Columbus* firsttime

voyage of exploration—so vivi

one seems actually to sail with him in
-

the "Santa Maria*' into the unknown.

And he has illustrated the story

. Definitely a book youmagn I

must ham. Wonderful valuefor js, 6d. ml.

Great Discoveries
Prof, James Kf-ndall, d.s.c, f.r.s.

Here is a tremendously exciting book

for everyone interested in chemistry,

A famous chemist tells how, in the

past, many of the greatest discoveries

in chemistry have been made by young

men and wotxtea in their teens and

twenties. He describes their early

struggles and their epoch-making

expert nit,

apparatu

often with home-made
Illustrated js. bd. net.

BELL ail Booksellers.
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MASTERS OF ART
Artist: "With one stroke I can make a smiling

face sad!"
Saras "So can our form-master!"

• * * *

Policeman (to motorist)' "Why didn't you slow
down? Didn't von see the notice—'Slow down here*?"

Motorist: "Ves, but I thought it was describing

your village/ 1

• • * *

Mr. Brown: "Did you tackle Jones about his dog
night?"

Mr. Smith: "Oh! vis."

Mr. Brown: "He's buried the hatchet?"
Mr. Smith: "No, buried the dog/ 1

* • * m

The following was recently seen, written on the

walls of a railway carriage:

"If £H you can afford, try your strength and pull

* # •
the cord.

The Headmaster had spoken long and earnestly to

the school about the forthcoming examinations. He
concluded: "J want you all to do your best, if only
for the sake of the dear old school. You have not long
to wait now, as the examination papers are in the

hands of the printer. Now, are there any questions?
1 *

"Who's the printer, sir?"
*

_

Mutt; "It's an old car, bnt it's sound/*
Butt: "Yos

t I noticed that when driviog it;

thing makes a noise except the hooter/'
« • •

everv-

"Hey
f

Bill, wot are you doin' nowadays?'*
"Got a job as an engineer/*
"Like it?"

"Bit fiddlm*. Got to make fings to a fousandth of

an inch."
"Lummel How manv fousandths are there in the

inch?"
"Oh, millions!"

"Please, sir, will you explain the following: 'A nod
is as £00d as a wink to a blind horse*/*

Professor:
ilA siipht inclination of the cranium is

as adequate as a spasmodic movement of one^ optic
towards an equine quadruped devoid of its visionary
capacity

••

* * *

Vendor: "Did you find the alarm clock we sold you

Customer: "Rather! It wakens the parrot; the parrot

whistles to the dog; and ihe dog barks till we wake up."
* *

FOOT-PATJ

1

Heavy Stranger, returning to his seat after thf»

interval: "Did 1 tread on your toes as I went out?11

Seated man grimly: "You'did. sir."

Heavy Stranger, to wife; "That's right, Matilda,
is ts mir nlari* f

this is our place.

Tourist

• *

•What are the principal sights here?-
Native: "For tourists* the Falls. For us natives! the

tourists/
1

• » *

Scoutmaster; "H tu rnave you done your
to-day?

Scout: "Well, sir
f
there was one dose of castor oil

left, and I gave it to my younger brother/'

TIT FOR TAT
Waiter: "This half-crown isn't a eood one!"
Customer: "Well, neither was the dinner!"

• i

"Pass the lump sugar, please/
1

vVe haven
1

1 got lump sugar- Here's the granulated
and if you don't like it you can lump it/

1

* » * , *

RUN OUT OF FUEL)

i

A little boy was saying his prayers. He got half-way
without difficulty, and then there was a long
"Go on/ 1 said his mother-
"I can't," came the reply, *Tvc conked out/*

"Can 1 help you, madam?" asked the ground-floor
manager of the city store.

"Oh, thank you'. Will you just say some of the
things you sell? 1 know 1 want to buy something, but
I can't remember what it is/

1

Fa then "Have you seen my shaving-brush, Willie?"

Willie: No, father; but Jimmy s wooden horse has
got a new tail this morning,"

"What's that piece of string tied round your finger

for f
Bill?"

.-ine-not is a flower, with"That's a knot.
flour we make bread, and with bread we eat cheese.

This is to remind me to buy some pickled onions/
* » •

Rich Old Uncle: "Algernon. I'm going to make my
will. I think 1 shall leave you •t

Expectant Nephew (eagerly): "Yes, uncle?"
Uncle (re&ifiraedtvl: " before long."

* • •

A certain pompous member of an Education Com-
mittee entered a school one day determined to put the

children through their paces* "What is the capital of

XMland?" he began. One bright -looking lad imraedi
atelv put up Iris hand. "Please, sir, 'H!

r

* « * *

Sam: •"What do you think of a man that throws a
banana skin on the footpath?**

a

Tom: "1 don't know. What do you think of a

skin, that throws a rnan on the footpath?"
*

Old Lady (seeing barrage balloons for the first time):

"Well, well—I always wondered where those

lived when they stopped flying about!"
airmen

*

En ast: -What's theFirst Cruise
for sea-sickness?"
Second Ditto: "Giver it up/ 1

First Scout: "What is the

ammonia and pneumonia?"
econd Scout: "Search

First Scout: "Aminnnia comes

cure

between
-

in bo and
pneumonia comes m c

* * • *

THIS MONTH'S HOWLER
"A Prime Minister is a clergyman who is just in the

middle of his career/
1

IN THE
Caller: "Can I see Mrs, Brown?"

**Vm sorry, but Mrs, Brown can't sec yonMaid:
now. She's in the middle of her soup.

+ * * *

Johnny; "Grandpa, can you help me with this

sum? 11

Grandpa: "I could, my bov, but it wouldn't be
right, would it?"

Johnnys "I don't suppose it would, but have a shot
at it, grandpa/'

Mr. Black: "Tell them all vou know. It won't take
•1

Mr. White: "III tell them all we both know. It
won't take any longer/*

* * *

An elderly professor hurried into the police station
and approached the sergeant

"Officer/ 1 he stormed, "I have been robbed of my
gold watch/'

Oh/ 1

said the sergeant, "when did this happen?"
As I was getting oil the tram;" said the old man.

"Bui didn't you feel a hand in your pocket?" asked
the sergeant.

ii

the
Yes, now you come to mention it, I did/ 1

replied
other: "but at the time 1 thought it was my own/'

Father: "Why is it that you are always at tli-

bottom of the class?*

Johnny: "It doesn't make any difference t daddy,
they teach the same things at both ends/ 1

* * +

A boy had been fishing lor four hours when an
uisilive man came along and inquired what he was

1

'Fishing/
1 was the boy*s reply.

"Got anything?" asked the man,
"Yes," came the reply,

"What?"
"Patience/ 1

said the bov.

Clerk: "What name, please?"
Caller: "Fit^Brown/ -

Clerk: "Will you spell it, please?"
Caller: "F4-T-Z B-R-O-W-N with a hyacinth in

between/*
« * * *

A Cockney soldier sucking a clay pipe kept ducking
whenever a shell burst, and finally the major shouted:
"What do you keep ducking for, man! A shell

won't
44

It

t you/'
"Luirimv I know that!" said the

this
f
ere pipe is the only one I've got!"

* * * *
*

"Didn't I shave you about a fortnight ago, sir?

"No; I got that scar in a motor crash/'

Sandy: "Why did the foreman sack you, Simpson?"
Simpson: "Well, a foreman is one who stands around

and watches his men work."
Steady; "I know, but what's that got to do with it?"

Stall*on: "Why, he got jealous of me, people thought
I was the foreman!"

* * * •

THE SECOND ROUND

What! OnlyStout Lady on weighing machine: *

eijht stone! It's out of order/*
Husband: "No! It's quite right Martha, that's the

time round!"
.

_

*

4 k

Smith (Jones' boss] was paying a visit to his
employee.

Did you come in your slave?" asked little Willie.
What do you mean, son?"
Oh, I heard dad say you were a slavt-'-driver/

1

* * * •

Defending Counsel: "Yon say that the wall is eight
feet high and that you were standing on the ground.
Then perhaps you will explain how you, a man a little

over live feet, could see over the wall and watch the
prisoner's actions/

Witness; "There's a hole in the wall/ 1

* * • •

Customer: "But surely you don't sell these watches
tor nve shillings each?"

Jeweller: "Oh T ves, madam/ 1

Customer: "But they must cost that to make!"
jeweller: "They do, madam*'1

Customer. "Then how do you make a profit?"
Jeweller: "By repairing them."
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Aircraft;—Airspeed "Oxford," 455; Boemg
"Clipper," 16, 95, 470; lio.ing "Flying Fortress,"

220. 517, 581; Boeing "Strataliner," 397, 458;

523; "Bristol" Blenheim, 17;

Cabot" and "Caribou;* on
Beaufort,

"Bristol" Bombay, 523;
—

transatlantic service, 459, 483, 516; Consolidated-.il,

396; D.H. "Albatross," 14, 95; D.H. "Flamingo,

17, 146. 4ti8, 517, 580; Douglas DC-4, 4, 581; Douglas

DC-5, 397; Douglas DB-7, K33; "Ensigns" to service

again, 458; Fairey "Albacore," 581; Faircy KC.l, 16;

Fokker D.21, 86; Fokker D.23, 151: Fokk*r 1.5, 87;
. ... i j ,r i >t ne STf\ i.:-l-t- il.nt'L-j»r " cti i>V
"Golden Hi mi,

580: "Heracles" retires,

Henley,
3 46

;

516, 570, 632; Hawker
Imperial Airways,

FK 58, 459; Loc
"Maia,

Junkers J u90, 25'-!; Koolhoven FK ol

"Excalibur," 346; Luton "Umor,'

now a trainer, 459; "Mosseraft," 337; Saro 'Lerwick,

5 16: Short "Sunderland," 221, 570; Stcarmau X-loo,

347 Stinson "105," 458; "Tipsy" B, S81;'US£.R.
L-760," Giant Russian Air Liner, 633; Vega "Star-

liner," 632; Wicko Cabin Monoplane, 336

Air News, 16, 94, 15U, 220, 278, 316, 396, 4oS, M6,
580, 632, 690 ,-«--» ;

A-K.P.:-Air Raid Shelter, Novel,, o91; Decontaniin-

Ford Fire Tender for, 227

208; British

ation Lorry, Morris, 590;

Asbestos, Mining of, 586
Aviation:—Blind-Flying Instruments,

Overseas Corporation, 397; Transatlantic Air Scrv,~,

279 347, 396, 459, 516; Transatlantic Survey

Flights, U.S., 16
Avro Company, History of, 684

Bridges:

Balloon Barrage, 220, 282

Ball that Scoops up Earth, Rotating, 18

Books to Read, 13, 30, 98, 157, 166, 230, 3.->0, 414,

59'? g3£ f;i)2

Boring and Turning Mill, World's Largest, 637

Boring Tool, High Precision, 140

Boxes, Rough Treatment for, 618

u™t«»*-_Marine Parkwav. New York, K->3; I hmisand

U.S.A., 92; Whilestone, N.Y., 227

Buried Treasure, Searching for, 348

Butter, Making Five Tons an Hour, 90

Cables in the Ocean Bed, Laying Submarine, 526

Canada:—King and yucen in, 266; Most Northerly

Mine, 222; Shopping by Aeroplane in Northern, Jul

C.F.K. gets its Sleepers,' How the, 510

Cement, Fun will), 512
Coal-Mining in Britain, 20, 82

Coast Erosion in Britain, 100

Cocoa and Chocolate, 598

Cod Liver Oil without Tears, 518

Compass. Navy and the Gyro, 572 .

Competition Corner, 67, 131, 197, 263, 325, 38.% 44%

505, 565, 617, 665, 713
Competitions, Hornby Railway Company, 61 ,125,

191, 257, 319, 379, 441, 4W, 559, 603, 653, 703

nvertcr. Steel-making in the Iropenas, '2Converter, Steel-making
Conjuring Tricks for Christmas, 678

Cranes and Universal Excavators, Modern, lbO

Diesel Engine, Story of the, 606

"Down on the Farm," Alt>472

Editor, With the: Water Records

1938, 1; Capt. A. T, Brown, of the "M atiretawi,
'

389; Children's Railways in the U.b.b.l\., 309;

"Early Bird," The, 201; "Coronation. Scot in

America, 265; Farming Indoors, 201; Gapers

Gallerv/' 69; Giant Panda comes West, 69; Herzogtn

Ceeilie," 69; Holiday Yarns Contest, 449; Leaders

in the War:-Gort, ViscomU, ,
Chief of Imperial

General Staff, 569; Newall. Sir Cyril Air Chief

of the Air Stan, 673; Pound, Sir Dudley,

a Lord and Chief of Naval Start, 621; Machine

tilths and Stamps Letters, 389; New Style

M„" 449, Novel Sign Cleaner, R.A.C., 509;

Post Grows Downwards, 509; Innl! of a

Great Launch, 329; Scott- Paine Torpedo Boat

Channel Record, 389; War and the "M Jl., »69;

Words! 449; Write to the Editor, o69, bit

Electric Light Bulb, World's Largest, 10/

Engineerin! News, 24, 88, 144, 226, 352, 468, o90,

637, 682 .

Exhibition, Marvels of San Francisco, 281

Film Studio, Behind the Scenes in a, 8

Fire Engine for Fighting Aeroplane tires, Ley and, 677

Fireside Fun, 68, 133, 198, 264,-326, 386, 447, o07,

567, 620, 669, 719

Flags for all Nations, 544

Forging in Railway Workshops, Mechanical, 466

Foucault Pendulum, The, 26

From Our Readers, 42, lu8,

476, 542, 588, 642, 694

Gannets, The Home of, 76
Gardening without Soil, 238

Goklmmioa in Britain, 210Goltlinninig

Holiday in Sicily, A Spring, 268

Holiday Ranches in the Far West,

Hornby-Dublo
Railway,

390
Electric ModelLayouts:—Martin

106; "Tvneside" Model Railway, 422

Hornbv-Dublo Railways:—Adding Accessories to a

Layout, 648; Care of Hornby-Dublo I ranis, 170;

Developing Realistic Layouis, 36; Developing the

Railways. 540; Efficiency in Hornby-Dublo Control,

649; Extending the Hornby-Dublo range of Goods

Dublo «

lin

alfic, 172;

;ons, 541;

Planning your Railway, 362; Stations and
Yards, 48U; Train Working ami Liueside Nt
3m

Goo* l >

Novelties,

604;Hornby Layouts:—Belmont A bbey School,
"JBinclitf, Lakeside and Shcdlcv Railways/ 1

438;
"Cragside" Model Railway, 498; Davies (Tenby)
Model GAV-R-, 3\5; Doytie, H* C, (Nigeria), 497;
Houghton, L. F* (Johannesburg), 497; Irvine N. and
J. (Blackpool), 496; Ivyburst ((Transcontinental

1 *

Line, 376; Jones (Purley)
+

Layout, 121; Kirkby, J.,

601; Miniature Railway in an Hotel, 556; Mordoa
Model Railway, 60; Northampton H.R.C. Branch
No. 284, 187; St. Amies-on-Sea. 437; Smith (Don-
caster), 253; Southwell, W. (Northampton), 602;
"Sunshine Lines/ 1 439

Hornbv Railway Company, Branch News, 57, 124, 190,

256, 318, 378, 440, 500 t 558, 602, 654, 704
Hornby Railways:—Details that make Hornby Rail*

ways realistic, 652; Locomotives and their Duties,

650; Locomotive Running, 58; ^Midland" Operations
in Miniature, 316; Solid Steel and Tinplate Tracks,
254; Train Name Boards. 375: Use ofBoards, 37 a;

Rolling Stock, 122; Unusual Train Working, 1HS
How Things are Made:—Collapsible Tubes, 688; Felt

Hats, 464; Fountain Pen, 578; Lead Pencils, 640
Lenses for Gaineras and Projectors, 164; Talking

tares, 8

Iron and Steel, Romance of Scrap, 286

Kapok, a gift from Nature's Treasure House, 514

_

185, 251, 313,
a73,

Meccano

I

309;
Cart

Lawns in the Making, Perfect, 630
Life-Doats:—New Fleetwood, 2U7; Rescues bv, 474;

War, lhe Lifeboat in, 622
Limestone Underworld, 424

Meccano, Britain's Fighting Forces in; Aircraft of

the ELA.Fi, 426; bhips of the Royal Navy, 368
Meccano Competition Models, 51-3, 115-7, 182-3, 245,

249, 310-1, y66, 371, 434-5, 488, 493, 551., 610-1, 655,
664, 705, 712

Meccano Dinky Toys:—Aircraft, Model, 6(3, 132 f 324,
446; Antiaircraft Models, 196, 214; Mechanised
Army, 506, 619; Motor Cars, 446, 506, 566; Koval
Artillery Personnel, 566

Meccano Oynasio, Building a, 706
Guild, Club Motes, 55, 119,

, 495, 553, 613, 664, 711
Guild, Secretary's Motes, 54, US, 184, 250,

312, 372, 432, 494, 552, 612, 662, 71U
Meccano Mechanised Army Outfits, 484
Meccano Model, Bridge built like a, 670
Meccano Models:—Angler, 487; Beam Engine
"Blenheim" Bomber, 308; Bridge, Swing, 49;

and J-iorses, 430, 660; Cinematograph, 367; Coolie
and Rickshaw, 609; Cranes, 48, 112, 305, 431, 493,

609; Cricket bcene, 486; Cycle, "1 radestnan's,

113; tire Engine, 49; Grabs and Hoists for Cranes,
242; Guo, Antiaircraft, 247; Gun, Machine, 365;
Gymnast, 181; Hacksaw, Mechanical, 549; Handcart,
491; Hoist, 490, 660; Horse and Chariot, 549; jockey
and Horse, 112; Liner ''Quern Mary" 50; Lathe,
Engineer's, 48; Locomotive, Electric, 49; Loco-
motive, "'Rocket " 248; Locomotive, Shunting, 247;
Marine E»gine, 246, 304; Mechanisms Coir" Model
Motor Cars, 176; Motor Car

p
Beast, 309; Motor Car,

Sports, 365; Motor Cruiser, 548; Motors, Electric,

6d6; Motor Lorry, Breakdown, 45, 431; Paddle
Steamer, 661; Polo Player, 487; Post-chaise, 309;
Racing Skin and Rowers, 487; Road Worker, 246;
Searchlight, 608; Ship, 113; Sprinters, 486; Steam
*1 rawler, 491; Steam Engine, Horizontal, 44; Steering
Mechanisms, 110; Surf Ridtr, 549; Swing Boats, 304;
1 raetor and Disc Harrow, 180; 1 ractor and Trailer

490; Iramcar, 661; Van, Electric, 181; Wagon,
lower, 1 13, 364; Warship, 245

Meccano Rowing Mechanism, 545
Meccano Suggestions Section;—Aero Engine, "Bristol"

Mercury, 658; Axle Springing, 546; Aeroplane
Control lime Switch, 179; Bearing, Ball, 47; Bearing,
Pivot, 307; Brake, Bicycle, 547; Brake, Expanding,

179; Chassis, Rubber-powered, 178;

307; Control for Gear-box, Remote, 547;
Remote, 428; Crane Driving Gear, 46;
Smallest, 429; Drive, Unique, 658;

Gear-box, Governor-controlled, 46; Gear-box,
Pre-selector, Self-changing Epicydic, 659; Governor,
Centrifugal, 547; Governor, Knowk's Supplementary,
546; Intermittent Motion, 47; Lubricator, Drip Feed,

47; Maltese Cross Mechanism, 428; Miscellaneous,
47, 179, 307, 547; Morse Cqde^Recorder, 658; Motor,

306; Overload Release for Electric Motor,

Cam,307
Clin iJM

Controller,
Diuereui si

428; Slip Clutch, 46
Metals Grow lired, Why, 532
Model-builders, With the, 114, 245,366, 493, «t

•
.S

p
7u7

Boats and Launches:—"Blue' Flush," 207;
high -speed Motor lorpedo Boats, 280; Motor Boat
Cruising on Inland Waterways, 450; Thornycroft
Motor Boats, 522

v

Motor Car Cleaned in Twenty Minutes, 130
Motor Car, Crashing an Austin "Men/" 141
Motor Car Drive, London-Capetown, 138
Motor Cars, Artificial Weather Tests ior, 564
Mountaineering in Britain, 4U
Murdock* William, Pioneer of Gas Lighting, fv24

British
Nature:

reveals secrets o..

Hies are great Travellers, 412; Butterflies
1 Wings,

Queer Markings on, 645; Gardening without Soil,

233; Hedgehog and its Wnvs, 28; Spiders, Our
Friends the, 224

Navy and the Gyro Compass, 572
Navy, Ships of the British, 626

Story of, 340, 406

Of General Interest, 26
Organ, Building a Modern, 96

, "Su Lin," World's First Captive Giant, 70
Photography:—At the Seaside, 460; Hints on Country

Snapshots, 394; Holiday Album, lhe, 536; Indoor
Work by Artificial Light, 80; Making Pictures of

344; Making the Best of Coloured Subjects,

2 IS; Preparing ior Sprints tim * "Shots," 154; "Prowl-
ing Around" with a Camera, 284

Post Office, Dollis Hill Research Station, 400
Pottery, Manufacture of, 534

Radium, Romance of, 142
Railways in Holland, A Hundred Years of, 582
Kailwav Locomotive Speeds, lhe Blast Pipe and, 398
Railway Locomotives:—A.E.C Shunting Engine with
Motor Car Bonnet, 628; "Coronation* ILS. Gift to

L.M.S., 157; Giant "Mountains" onN.S.W. Railways,

513; "G.S.M." class, Bengal N-R-, 29; G.S.R. 4-6-0s,

New, 314; "Pacifies" for Buenos Aires,

Pennsylvania Giant, 462; Shunting Engines, New,
L.M.S., 554 Locomotives, Historic:—"Cardean," a

Caledonian Favourite, 3fc>3; "General," U.S.A., 73;

"HorUivicke" L.N.W.R., 173; Irish 4-4-tJs, 2i>4;

Midland War Engine No. 2717, 215; "Tay Bridge
10

'Tilbury" Line, 520
288, 338, 4IU, 463,

Reminiscences, 162;

Engine,'
Railway Locomotive Work on the
Railway News, 12, 78, 156, 212,

530, 576, 628, 686
Railway, Swiss Engineer's Model Klectrie, 555
Railways:—Boat 'Irain Traffic

"Broadwav Limited," P.R., 19; Carlisle-Huston Run,
L.M.S., 78; "Capitol Limited'," B. St O., 13; Cen-
tenaries, L.M.S., 576; "Coronation Scot's" Visit to

United States, 74, 78, 265, 267, 338: "Exposition
Flyer," U.S.A., 288; Great Central reached London,
How the, 186; Jungfrau, 276: L.M.S, Central Division

ami its Traffic, 158; L.N.E.R. Streamliners, Fine
Running by, 79; "'London's Underground" Grows,
332; Popular Seaside, 452; Railway Coach built

like an Aeroplane, 403; Re-Signalling with Colour
Lights, 678; Signalling on French Railways, 148;

Signalling, Past and Present, 22; Teaching Appren-
tices at Swindon, 39;Tollesbury Light, 374; Tynestdc
Electric Lines Extension, 237; Welded Track, D.
and H.R., 32; World's Fastest Steam Train, 339

Railway Trips;—Belfast-Dublin, 204; Carlisle-Euston

Run, L.M.S., 78; "Flying Scotsman" Run, 629;

Heavy Work on Scottish Mountain Grades, 574;

Thrilling "Royal Scot" Run, 462; "Torbay Express,"
Run on, 530

Road and Track Topics, 272, 404, 524
Robot that Walks, Talks and Smokes, 342
Roman Britain, 'Maginot Line" of, 674
Kover Scouting, 21 Years of, 294

Sailing ou the Norfolk Broads, 216
Sailplane, Birth of a, 528
Sand, Little Grains of, 270
Scouting, 21 Years of Rover, 294
Shipping:—Collie "Hydrogap' 1 Rudder, 84;

Fleet, Vanishing, 6; Crabbers of Brittany, 206;

Vanishing Topsails, 644; Ships of the British Navy,
626

Grain

Shipping News, 84, 2fl6, 334, 474,
Sh ips:

—
"it braham Rydbtrg" Training

Passes, 84: "Ber"Bercntzaria"
i

409;
M

7, 69,es 84 * ** tl €tzoh* 'J

152; "f&uirious ,"Aircraft Carrier, 334; "Implacable;
Training Ship, 274; "Mauretania," 85, 207, 389,
392; "Neptunia," Ocean Tug, 244; "Queen Mary," 8$

Stamp Collecting:—Arranging a Perfect Collection,

561; How Collectors Describe their Stamps, 321, 381;
Illustrating your Hobby by Stamps, 157; New
Pictorials froin North Borneo, 193; On the Koad to

Ma 1 1 da lay, 63; Postmarks and Slogans, 667; Re
tion in Stamp Design, 443; Scientists in the Stamp
Alburn, 503; Stamp /oo, 127

Stamp Gossip, 65, 129, 195, 259, 261, 323, 383, 444,

504, 563, 616, 668, 717
Star Gazing Made Easy, 456
Star Trap, Up through" the, li

Stone Circle at Stonehenge, 202
rdney, Port of, 292

ision, 89
Theatre Lighting, Marvels of Modern, 290
Treasure, Searching for Buried, 348
Tunnelling Single-handed for 32 years, 631

Wallpaper, Designing and Printing, 354
War, Leaders in the:—Gort> Viscount, 569; Newall,

Sir Cyril, 673; Pound, Sir Dudley, 621
Weed- Killing Train, G,W,R., 501
Welded Rails over a Milo in Length, 32
Weltling Repair Squad, Out with the, <>3i

Windmills, Lnglish, 228
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We hope you what you want this Christmas! Well, what do you want? Take a look at

ese marvellous yet inexpensive presents and see if you can decide which one you'd like.

\

•

LOTTS CHEMISTRY TTS ELECTRICITY

of the age !

en in vivid

interesting experiments

to be made. Book of expert

LOTTS hmfehieS BRICKS

These world-famous toys never

lose their appeal—and now you

can build even better models, wich

modern Sun Trap windows and

French doors! You can't miss these

Stone Building Bricks at

iryour Dealer's on account

jolly Silver boxes with transparent

windows and wrappings.

8cx No. 1

ments writcen a

Doctor of Science shows

you how en the
>

smallest set gives un

limited funi

worthwhile
obby, appealing

mechanical mind.

amazing experi-

and useful

including

switches, buzzers

coils, can be

It is easy to

Box No. 6

flood
m

working

your
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LOTTS

Loti's Tudor Blocks make wonderful models of Old English

half-timbered houses. Each set contains Bricks representing
windows, doors, old-fashioned brickwork, also Roofs, Shrubs
and coloured Instruction Book.

Buildec is great fun. You have stone bricks and paint them yourself

with special Buildec paint. Any colour you like, and when you
want a change the old paint just washes off!

Box No. 3

ASK your TOY Dealer for full particulars, or if unable to obtain write to the Manufacturers (Dept. M.M.) for name of nea
Stockist (Id. stamp on p,c lid stamp on letters, please).

#
1
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NORTH SEA SPY
FRANK ELfAS An up-to-the-minute adventure story of German espionage off the East

coast

POISON KALI
ROBERT HARDING Intimate knowledge of the Secret Service is revealed in these Indian

WITS
of the Watcher of the Hills

WIND
ALEC LUMSDEN Exciting chases in the air with the n<

described in this fine yarn

i a - m m

s safety at stake are graphically

•

SECRET THE DESERT
f

GUY DEMPSTER Mysterious intrigues and baffling plots make this a first-class thriller

MYSTERY MARSH
GEOFFREY PROUT Two lone Scouts face death in this tale of adventure in the Fens

THREE COMRADES FIJI
WALLACE DEANE The South Sea setting gives colour to this grand holiday adventure
story of two Australian schoolboys and their Fijian frien

MASTER
BERNARD DEANE
adventure in the Australian bush

THE MOUNTAIN
independent scho

_ .

of this unusual mystery-
-f

HIGH TIDE ISLAND
GRACE DURAND David and run away to a little island off the Guernsey coast

kt _ _ _ _ _

and live by themselves in this good story. Illustrated in colour by Ruth Westcott

HER MAJESTY RUNS AWAY
EDITH ELIAS ore adventures of the royal children, Meg. Peg and Topkins, told in

the perfect modern fairy tale manner. Illustrated by C. Steed

LADDIE'S WAY
FRANCES COWEN The book for all who know how clever, how maddening and how
companionable a terrior can be. Illustrated by C. Ambler

SECRET BROWN SHED

-

•

CONSTANCE M, EVANS Four school children plan a gay holiday adventure
a grim and perilous secret

CALL THE ROAD
"BYWAYMAN" Yarns of cycling adventures throughout the British Isles for all who
know the joys and trials of outdoor life. Illustrated by Patterson

WHILE THE DIXIE BOILS
ROBERT HARDING The famous editor of "Boy's Own
"home and abroad in this colfection of camp fire yarns

tells of adventures at

WREN
have you

BOOKS
seen them?

course

.

Why Wren? Well—we had to call the series

something, hadn't we? And our artist wanted
to draw a little bird for us . . .

strated

roundyear

beautiful

that

. heard all

reminds you
enduring things

pages

stones, sports

ures, how-to-make art-

Anyway! we've planned a grand series of boys'
and girls' classics, all full length stories and good
ones at that

A PEEP BEHIND THE SCENES
O, F. WALTON This circus life story is a classic

—but no matter how grown up you are, you 'If

still like it. Over 2\ million copies have been sold

THE FIFTH FORM AT ST. DOMINICS
TALBOT BA1NES REED Shane

ides —everything to appeal

e adventurous boy

HOOLBOY S ANNUAL
stery, adventure and school stories are featured

in this well-filled annual, which
articles ern hobbies

plenty

interests

hr '

written a new introduction to this ever-popular
school story, whose superb rugger match des-
cription has never been rivalled

Write for our new complete list of young people's books

e Family"—Also our Annuals leaflet. Dept. MC39

RTS LUTTERWORTH PRESS BOUVERIE LONDON
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You can form strip metal
or bars to any angle-

Metal can be
bent to any
desired shape.

Look at the innumerable thin

with it in me i easily

do
any

trouble. Punch holes (as many or few as you

like) in the metal strips, also cut, bend and

and shapes.curve to various

This Is how to bend
scrip metal.

This Is how to cut
a metal rod.

You can also cue strip

to a

This is how you punch
holes in metal.

HERE ARE SOME OF THE HONDREDS OF
Model

Air-Raid Shelter

enabling you to make up hundreds of different articles or

models for practical use in the home. You can also make all

kinds of equipment for model railways— bridges, crossing

s, signals, etc, A.R.P, or War Models, etc., and you can

your
the special Juneero design sheets,

range of Juneero Materials include Corrugated and metaJ

sheets

—

plain or in various colours, glass substitutes

for windows, etc,— price 1/- per packet.

either make them to own ideas and sizes, or from
1d. each. The full

EFUL THINGS YOU CAN MAKE WITH

THE JUNEERO TOOL AND MATERIALS
Actual A.R.P. Articles you
can make with juneero for

the home.

You can
and many
models
Design Sh

make this

other realistic

the Juneero
. Price 1d-

h.

Night-light
holde r— most
useful and
effective—takes
ordinary night-

Fight.

Lamp shade frames
made from Juneero
strips easily
covered with

-out materia

It Mi

*

'

excavator
caterpillar wheels, which

make entire)/

yourself.

Juneero is sold in two sizes of outfits:

No. Comprises Juneero Multi-

purpose Tool, and a quantity of metal

strips, bolts and nuts, rods, die, spanners

and instructional manual, Price

.P. Rack or gas-
masks, keys, matches,
etc, with luminous

disc.

nners

addition

set, also includes

contents

No,
Scroll Tool, Shears, Corrugated metal

increased quantity of materials.

Price 25/-,

Further supplies of Juneero
materials

JUNEERO COST 12'6.

This fs the
a juneero
where

sign of

Dealer
you can

inspect and buy your
t. materials, and
designs.

and are obtainable from Juneero Dealers only* If, owing to

War conditions you have any difficulty, send your order with

remittance direct to us, adding I/- for carriage and packing,

and we will arrange for a set to be sent, but place your

v orders early or you may be disappointed.

JUNEERO LTD., 25, White St., Moorfields, London E.C.2
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Buy a Hornby Tram Set to-day and start a REAL HOME RAILWAY!

Beginning with a sma

extending

layout, you can increase it gradually
PRICE LIST

e track an adding locomotives and rolling stock. Some
oys like to run passenger services, and lor them there is a wide choice

s trains,

CLOCKWORK TRAIN SETS

of coaches and suitable locomotives. Other boys prefe r

and for them there is available a wonderful range of vans an

of almost every type.

wagons

A Hornby Railway can be made to reproduce the main features an

the spirit of ry rai ay scene.
- *

Train Set (reversing).

M3 Tank Goods Train Set [reversing).

No. 1 Tank Goods Train Set (reversing).

No. 1 Special Passenger Train Set (reversing).

No. 2 Tank Mixed Goods Train Set (reversing),

No. 2 Special Passenger Train Set (reversing).

Price 9'11

it
16'6

tt
i

*f

a

6
32'*
32'6

W 55 /

E120Tank ; Train Set (20-volt) reversing Price 32'6

E120 Special Passenger Train Set (20-volt)

automatic reversing

£220 Tank Mixed Goods Train Set (20-volt)

automatic reversing

E220 Special Passenger Train Set

automatic reversing *»«

Passenger Train

new

r, or write

',

*



The parts in these Outfits

are alt interchangeable on

Meccano

*

splendid

aircraft

can be built with
P * •

instruction

included in the

to construct a num

interesting

I

PRICES OF OUTFITS
.

No. 00 Outfit. Price 3'6

4/9

7'

6

W6

•No. 0-

No. 1

No. 2

No. 1 Special Outfit,

n

t*

*t

ft

'/

*t

Price 13'6
- -^

No. 2 Special Outfit.

Price 7V6
* Revised prices

MECCANO LTD ROAD - LIV 13
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Build

Elect ric Motors

an namos

Cob

We have a limited supply of surplus

permanent magnets suitable for use in

building up small dynamos, electric

motors and other experimental electric

apparatus. These magnets are made from

high-grade cobalt stee! and are excep-

rlBCinStS tionally powerful for their size. They
^7 L- _ _ l_ 4 _ ' _ J -. — 1.. I.A^-h UA*«4nA

can b oblai only Meccano

Lid., Binns Road, Liverpool 13.

This offer cannot be repeated when

post free)

present stock is disposed of, and

readers should order immediately.

An electric

motor built

from one of

J £and a few
M c cc ana
parts

v

MECCANO MOTOR CAR
CONSTRUCTOR OUTFITS

Perfect miniature reproductions

of many different types of car

can be built with these Outfits. All

the models are driven by means of

a powerful Clockwork Motor

included in the Outfit].

No. 1 Outfit Price 9*6
Price 18'9No. 2 Outfit ... ...

Motor Car Garage to accom-

modate any model made with

either Outfit Price 5'6

MECCANO LIMITED, BINNS ROAD, 13

Simplicity Is the keynote of this

new building system, by meant of
which the youngest children can build

ill kinds of models with the greatest

of ease*

A fine model of a Motor Van
built with Outfit No. 1.

No. O DINKY BUILDER
OUTFIT

This Outfit contains a good assort-

ment of Dinky Builder parts (includ-

ing two road wheels), with which a

splendid range of models can be built.

The Instruction Folder Included gives

examples of 40 models. Price 2/6

No. 1 DINKY BUILDER OUTFIT
This splendid Outfit contains a varied selection of parti, Including a set of

four road wheels for constructing miniature wheel toys. The Instr

PriceManual Included shows a total of 56 fine models. 4/11

No. 2 DINKY BUILDER OUTFIT
The in this Fine Outfit make possible the construction of sixparts

groups of miniature model furniture

and other wonderful models.

Full instructions for building the

complete range of 74 models are

given. Price 7/9

No. 3 DINKY BUILDER
OUTFIT

This Is the largest Outfit in the
series, and its model-buildtng
possibilities are almost limit!

tt is the ideal gift for young boys
and girls.

The parts contained in this Outfit
can be used over and over again to
make hundreds of different models.

Price 10/?
No, O Dinky Builder Outfit*

Price 2/6

MECCANO LTD. - BINNS ROAD - LIVERPOOL 13
V

f
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WESTLAND LYSANDER (19 in. wingspan)
Fine flyer and exact model with latest squadron Insignia, Really detailed plan
follow. Full details for motor, and bomb racks. Ready turned balsa cowl. C
of parts. British made, with a

e* etc,

balsa, cements t handcarved flying

but easy to
pletc kit

t
.

<

-

^m

, X

-DESIGNED PUSS MOTH
18 inch span—bigger and better than ever
6 inch prop gives startlingly good flights*

Very clear plan. Easy to build.. Complete kit,

with all balsa, nearly finished balsa *% fA
ing prop, etc. « w

i

TT

t

t nsn
•-.

GLOSTER GLADIATOR
The Fleet Air-Arm's handy biplane,
Wingspan 18 in. Length 14 In. A smart
super-detailed model with all details
for machine guns l motor, etc Shock
absorbing undercarriage. Very
plan with helpful drawings,
piece kit has all balsa, cements,
etc.

Com

FAST FLYING MONOCOUPE A
'

really build.smart flyer and reany easy to
Wingspan 15 in. Length 10 in. Clear plan
easy to follow. Complete kit has al balsa,

tissue, quick drying cement, hand O /Q
carved hardwood flying prop„ etc. « **

Get them at your Dealers or

Send Order

SUPERMARINE SPITFIRE (16 in. wing, length 13 in.)

Build this fighter that brought the Nazis down! Best value ever offered and alt

British made* Fine flier, sturdy model with strong undercarriage. Easily built
from detailed plan with all parts numbered. Wing dihedral and fairings auto-
matically built in. Complete kit has all balsa, cements, tissue, partly
shaped special balsa prop, etc.

HAWKER HURRICANE
Build this famous 400 m.p.h.
R,A.F. fighter, wingspan
20 in. Length 15 In. Splendid
flyer with movable controls.
All details of shadow shading.
The fuselage is built fn a
special jig and there are six

big pages of specially written
instructions explaining every
step. Complete kit

with all balsa, dopes, C/A

i. J

fe/

•

etc

SATISFACTION GUARANTEED
YOUR MONEY REFUNDED

ank

CATALOGUE of 28 Illus-

trated pages. Send 3d. stamps.

BLACKPOOL
'

IS STANDARD MODEL

"WEMBLEY" MINIATURE FOOTBALL is the finest

maoor game in the world and transfers the thrill of

the open air game right into your home. The players,

consisting of full teams of moulded metal .

actually play with the ball, run, swerve, pass and kick

r goal and are individually controlled. The moae

wnicn are oeautifully coloured bright green an

orange are complete with full instructions.

The Junior model comprises teams of seven a side

STANDARD MODEL 21 Post and Packing
1'3 Extra

SIZE 28" x 15"

JUNIOR MODEL Post and Packing
I'- Extra

SIZE 22V" x 11"

OBTAINABLE FROM YOUR USUAL DEALER OR FROM

SOUTH HUNTER ST. *

CO. LTD.
LIVERPOOL

^
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No. 2 CORRIDOR COACH
G W Brake composite Not suitable for 1 ft radius rails.

Price 7f6

No. 2 PASSEN6ER COACH
.

FirsHhifd or Bfakothird No? sui

Price 6/6

s for 1 ft radius rails
9 I

No. REFRIGERATOR VAN
Uttered L.M.S., C,W , NE. or
S.R- Finiihod with the appropriate

dotatti. Price 1/6

SAUSAGE VAN
PALETHORPES"

i .

Fitted wiih sliding doors
Price 273

*

GAUGE O

Thee orn Series includes a spiendid

range of realistic Rolling Stock, fitted with

automatic cou ngs.

An attractive selection of Hornby Rolling

Stock is illustrated an escribed ere. Ask

your de aiet for a complete price list.

4 '.

, J£

No. ROTARY TIPPING
WAGON

iner revolves a lips

Price 1/6

No. 1 LUMBER WAGON
Fitted with bolsters and
stanchions for log transport.

Pnce 1/3

No. 2 SALOON COACH
LM.S. or L.N.LR. Pr.ce 916

Not suitable for ] ft. radius, rails.

No. 2 HIGH CAPACITY WAGON
Finished in

Wagons, or LNE R*

radius rails.

correct colours of G.'W.

"Brick
-- Wagon

LM.S. "Loco Coal"

Nor suitable for I ft

Price 4/-

TROLLEY WAGON
suitable lot I ft radius rails ' Price 4/-

TROLLEY WAGON
Filled with two Cable Drums Price 4/6

No, t PETROL TANK
WAGON x

"POWER ETHYL"
Pfice T/tl

CHOCOLATE VAN
"CADBURY'S"

This van is beautifully enam-
elled in blue with white roof.

Price 213

MECCANO LIMITED NNS ROAD LIVERPOOL 13

I

-t

No. 2A BUFFER STOPS
Hydraulic type. Price 2/9

No. 3A BUFFER STOPS
Similar inResign to No. 2A Buffer Slops,

but fitted for use with Hornby Solid

Steel Track. Price 3/6

No. 2 SIGNAL CABIN
Dimensions; Height 6| in** width

3i in tp length 6J in. Price 3/6

No. 2 LEVEL CROSSING
Measures 131 x TOJ in,, with two

O tracks ingauge position.

Price 5/3
.

No. 1

WATfcR TANK
Fitted with flexible

tubes and valve*

fever. Stands 61 in,

high. Price 2/6

Here are a (ew items from the

enend
- -

range ot accessories

the Hornby Railway system. See

ow realistic they are-all built in

perfect proportion an a

eau tifully fims Add some ot

them to your Hornby Railway and

give it a realism at wtillbe e

envy of all your friends

Ask your dea er to show you

e complete range of Hornby

nes.
No. 1 SIGNAL.
DOUBLE ARM

Price 1/3

STATION OR FIELD
HOARDING
Price 3d.

No. 1 TUNNEL (STRAIGHT)
Base measurement:

length 7fl| In., width 61 in.

Price 1/6

length 13 tn„

width 6 in.

No. 1

GOODS
PLATFORM
heigh* 6} in.,

Price 5 f-

flo. 1A ENGINE SHED
Price 6 6

No. 7
RAILWAY ACCESSORIES
Watchman's Hut, Brazier.

Shovel and Poker, Price 1 Qd.
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When everythin on the gluein

then must be Only this

magic adhesive with the mighty double

grip can make sure of

success. And if it's a case of hurryin

well, besides being stronger than

Seccotine*s

*

and easier to

apply

use

The Navy and

and they should know!

Force

But

always make certain you e

enuine Seccotine, in pin-stopper tubes •

4,d.,
Ml J

6d.
5
and 9d. over

M'CAW STEVENSON
m
rietors:

ORR LTD., BELFAST

V?
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HOW ABOUT A MODEL TRAIN, BOAT OR AEROPLANE?
Or if you would

FlvinO KitS something we can supply all types
'

.
•* _.- . of Fittinzs. Castings. Materials

Kits for 12 In. wing span Flying
Models of the AERONCA, BOEING
P12E, CURTISS PURSUIT, HELL
DIVER. LOCKHEED VEGA, MONO-
COUPE, PUSS MOTH, STINSON
RELIANT. TAYLOR CUB, VULTEE
VIA. WACO, GULF HAWK,
HORNET MOTH, MILES MAGISTER.

Price rid. Postage 3d,

Kits for 24 in. wing span Flying Models
of the STINSON RELIANT, WACO
CUSTOM. MONOCOUPE, CONSOLI-
DATED P/30. FAIRCHILD. HAWKER
FIGHTER, CURTISS HAWK. RICHMAN

and MERRILL'S VULTEE.
Price 2/6. Postage 6eL

the Perfect Model
Railway Track with
Bond's Parts, All Hornby
Models will run on this,

PRICES. Standard Gauge "OO" and **0" Parts suitable for Hornby
Models.

Steel Rail, sheradised finish • **

Brass Rail + i ***

Cast Chairs, slide~on fit

Electric Raised Chair
Fishplates

Pins
Track Gauge „.

• *•

- r y

•»#

• *4

• **

I i. J

# m

m • *

# i *

. .»

« « *

mmm

* i

All Track Pri

"OO"
lid. yd.
1/3 doz. yds.
3d. yd.

2/3 doz. yds
t/4 100
5/4 100
3d. doz.
8d. 100
3d. pkt.
6d. each

-

1

I0 % and carriage

2d. yd.

1/8 doz. yds,

4Jd. yd.

4/3 doz. yds.
1/2 100

3d. doz.
2/3 100
6d. pkt*
Pd, each

ings

and Tools.

Send 6d. for Bond's
catalogue which

page
illustrates and

lists all the items that we can supply.

Please order early this year
as stocks are limited and so
make certain that goods are
received in timefor Christmas.

Steam

Boat

Engines
W252. OSCILLATING MARIN
Single oscillating type. I in. Bore,

ft
in.

Stroke. Suits Boats 18 in. long. Price 4/2
W253. OSCILLATING MARINE ENGINE.
Oscillating Single Acting Cylinder, h in.

Bore, | in. Stroke. Suits Boats 24 in.

long Price 5/4
Suitable Boilers for above, compile with
lamp and safety valve ... Price 8/I0

Carriage extra in all

We stock Hornby Gauge %\*%rrO and "Dublo" Trains and M

t*i

Endeavour

.j*

These new Yachts are the latest thing for fast

racing work. All of the hulls are hand made lr-

best yeffaw pine. The two largest Yachts are
fitted wfch Braine type automatic steering*

Painted Pale Blue. Cabin Skylight extra.

Price*:
17 in. Yacht with automatic rudder ... 1 3/2
21 In, Yacht with automatic rudder .,. 20/4
27 In. Yacht with Braine type steering 43/5
36 in. Yacht with Braine type steering 82/6

Carriage extra.

Telephone
EUSton 5441-2 BOND'S t EUSTON ROAD LTD * 357 * Elision Road, London N.W.I 1887

I

I

I

I

I

f

I

I

I

I

I

Just 5 minutes* pleasurable exercise each day with the TERRY 'STEELSTRAND' Expander
keep you supple, strong and full of stamina throughout the Winter months.wi

Ask your Sports Dealer for a Terry No. 2 (3-strand). The triple strands expand to 62 inches
without overstretching. Springs are chromium-plated, inte * *

"

Expander is a FREE BOOK of exercise charts. If your Dealer does not stock Terry's send
10/- with Coupon below.

and

U
ST LSTRAND
EXPAN

. _- -

DON'T
DELAY

TO HERBERT TERRY * SONS LTD., RED DITCH, ENGLAND.
Please send your No. 2 Triple "Steelstrand" Expander, fot uhkh I

I

I

enclose w/- [tauter your guarantee of money haek in full if I
completely satitfittl, ALSO Free Boot of Physical Culture

, I m.

am not
( harts.

Name

TO-DAY A Jdress «****«f*-«p-»|«4*.. v *?!+*«». ..*..«,* 4 I * • - - 1 : * • t *«»«*,.***

* - MM. I2/3U
m

t

I

I

I

I

ER
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EXCEPTIONAL

QUALITY

15* x l"

BAILEY'S "SUPER" PUMP. Steel Lined; Celluloid Covere

The inings are solid drawn; cartridge snion

blan
t

fore

pump
solderings orere are

CANNOT WARP NOR LEAK

eing

ose

rawn from its own
to

metal

APEX SUPERLITE
The World's Best Seller

15" x

APEX 11SUPERLITE" CELLULOID PUMP V

Ma e best quality celluloid; strongly constructed an eau u ishe

Manufactured by:

APEX INFLATOR CO. LTD., Thapex Works, Aldridge Road, Perry Barr, Birmingham

JUST PUBLISHED. ->
\Vins* in rim Sun/' my first book

Of collected BJftC* talks and nature articles* 100 pages
and 20 superb photographs—ONLY 1/- (post i

UHitgh Newman. "The Butterfly Farm."™"
rcc) from:
cy, Kent,

PERFECT USED MODELS

ENGINE NAMES AND NUMBERS, Complete list of

names, numbers, types and classes of locomotive* of
Great Britain and Ireland, with alterations to stock
during 1938. All in "Locomotive Stock Book 1939"
70 pages, 55 illustrations. Price 2/6 from R, Pollock,

102, Disraeli Road, Putney, London.

Space

Send 4id. for out ta

Georges', 1 1

,

cata save money.

eet, Ipswich,
MODEL RAILWAYS

SPECIAL DISPLAYS

is set to i inch s.c. and costs 8/-

per month. The sum is the 50th of

£20, the price of a whole page advertisement, Over
200,000 boys and parents read the "Meccano Magazine"
each month. You can therefore reach this exclusive

public for less than a halt-penny a thousand*

BINDING THE "M.M."
Binding cases for back

numbers of the Magazine
be obtained

etc*

M I L EAG E:

i**ei *.Api *ra u k Fi,r otf

T. St H*s. Scenic Paper for Fields, Embankments,
2d. per sheet, post lid. exira. Send for

Scale Building Paper Catalogue,

Mention "Meccano Magazine, 9 *

Tyldesley & Holbrook, 109, Deansgate, M'chester 3

FOR MORE FUN IN
ROLLER SKATING

*

e miles you skate
It's easy to attach the

SKATE-O-METER
The SKATE-O-METER records
the miles and distance covered
while skating. It is easily fitted

For on any standard skate. Records

Statu/arc! up to 9 miles and then starts

Roller Skates over again. Good for many

BE A COLOUR PRINTER!
An outfit for printing 4 flowers in colours.

No brush, paint or wafer needed.
Clean, fascinating.

Send 4d, for complete set.

The Leagrave Press, Luton, Beds.

may
Messrs* O. H, Bateman
and Co., 23,

Street* Liverpool. These
are supplied in two sixes

(1 ) for six copies price

3/3 and (2) for twelve
copies price 4/9, post
free in each case. The
binding cases are sup-
plied in what Is known
as "Quarter Basil, full

say

the

miles of fun.

Patent No 2138867-Oiher Patents

Sole British Distributors

MILLARD BROS. LTD
Head Office: 467. CALED ROAD. LONDON N.7.

WHEN WRITING TO ADVERTISERS
Readers are urged to observe the tollouinu points

when writing io advertisers:

1. Mention the "M.M. 1
' and any special reference

number quoted in the advertisement. This
the advertisers to give prompt attention.

helps

cloth
11—that is to

three-quarters of
are dark crimson

cloth and the back and a quarter of the sides are

dark crimson leather as shown here. The case

is tastefully embossed in gold with the name
"Meccano Magazine," and on the back Is the

name and volume number.
Bindrng 6 and 12 copies* These binding cases

are supplied so that readers may have their

Magazines bound locally, but where desired, the

firm mentioned above will bind Meccano Maga-
zines at a charge of 5/9 for six issues or 7/6
for twelve issues, Including the cost of the

-

covers of

2. See that the full amount of the price and anv
postage is included. It is unfair to expect adver-
tisers to fulfil their undertakings promptly if short
remittances are sent.

3. GIVE YOUR FULL ADDRESS,

THE ADVERTISEMENT MANAGER,
MECCANO MAGAZINE, Bmn>Rd., LIVERPOOL 13.

also return carriage. The
be included or omitted as

binding and
the Magazines may
required, but in the absence of any instructions

to the contrary they will be included.

Whilst the binding of the twelve Magazines
is quite satisfactory, they form a rather bu
volume and for that reason arrangements have
been made to bind six months* Magazines where
so desired* as explained above. Back numbers
for any volume can be bound and the case will

be embossed with the volume number*

dark night
r

*

YOU will be fascinated by building

these models. All the hard work and

drudgery is removed by the clear

full-size ans. Everything comes
ready for you to make an immediate

start. Think how fine the finished

model will look in your room*

SPANISH GALLEON (right)

Length 10 in. Splendid model of the
Armada period- Complete ^/JC
kit of parts * **

FLYING CLOUD (above) Length 12 In. Fine model ^ /X
with ail rigging. Complete kit of parts *» **

V

%\REVENGE it

.

Sir Richard
Grcnville's famous

which fought so
gloriously in the

Armada campaign*
Every detail is clearly

shown; rigging* all

can nont| original
colouring, etc. Very
clear plan- Complete
kit of parts, balsa for

hull. spar, lacquers,

many fit-

tings
7'6

Satisfaction d or money refunded
.

YOUR P.O. TO-DAY TO SWEETEN
I

Hey *

i

I

*
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FORGET
an REMEMBER

AERONAUTICAL MODELS

FOR
Now

STMAS
time prepare

PRIZE WINNER
for competition in the Seventh

Annual Model Aeroplane
RALLY of th. SKYBIRD LEAGUE.

direct for particulars.

If normal shopping presents difficulties you
can obtain your SKYBIRD models by means of

•

SKYBIRD CARDS
.

from Agents
may be purchased, 5/- each,

trated

order

each card ere

SKYBIRDS.
illus-

mo
om which

required
from SKYBIRDS (Service Dept. B),
~, Aldermartbury Avenue, London

E.C2.

FOR COLLECTORS
SHIP

OFFER

Cast Waterlin

new Display

FIGHTING
THE BRITISH EMPIRE

comprising:

Battleships, Cruisers, Aircraft

Carrier and Destroyers—scale 150
feet inch Models

Also obtainable, a comprehensive
collection of cast models—100 feet

inch types THE
BRITISH NAVY.

Send 1|d. stamp for Price List:

A. J.HOLLADAY& CO LTD. (DeskBJ
Atdormanbury Avenue, London E.C-2

"TIINI-SOKKA" TABLE FOOTBALL is Exciting, Realise
tic. Full Rules <ind Instructions, as told to League
Players, Club Secretaries—SIXPENCE, post free.
Kelly. Lynd hurst, The Crescent, Ross on-Wye.

• THE CHEAPEST AIR GUN
ON THE MARKET

GUN

PRICE

HEAVY
MODELS

_

fires No. 1

slugs, shot or darts. It is

machine made throughout

and has a full-sized polished

stock, All metal parts are gun
black finished. Length 32 in.,

weight 2 lbs.

37 r 45 r MILLARD BROTHERS
* 467. Caledonian Road, London N.

7

with

GOLD NIB
LEVER SELF-FILLING

SUPERIOR
PEN

Post Free

p. THE

DE LUXE MODEL

YOUR NAME ENGRAVfD 9d, EXTRA

LEEDS
TAYLOR

CENTRE, Royal Exchange, Letds I

COLBRIDGE, Sepulchre Gate
Doncaster

JOWETT&SOWRY LTD., Cathedral St.,M'chester

JOWETT SOWRY LTD., Southgate, Halifax

•

MINI-$0KKA" TABLE FOOTBALL is Exciting. Realis-
tic. Full Rules end Instructions, as sold to League
Players, Club Secretaries—SIXPENCE, post free.
Kelly, Lyndhunt, The Crescent, Ross-on-Wye.

HIPOWER WATER MOTOR
Just the thing to drive your models. Fixes to ordinary
water tap. A real engineering job. Full instructions.
Guaranteed. Usually 5/-* our price I/* each, postage 4d,
Wells & Son, Welts, Norfolk. Meccano& Hornby Stockists.

TRAMWAY PHOTOGRAPHS (P. C. Size).

Catalogue of expcrtly-takcn views, both modern and
obsolete. TRAMWAY SOCIETY BULLETIN, illustrated
and intelligently written to interest everybody. Model*
building articles. Sub. Rate: t/2 for four issues

ished quarterly)* or of model dealers- Specimen
copy and photo, catalogue, 3|d* post free from:
R.S. JONES, 152* Fairfax Road, Hariingay, London N.B.

ELECTRADIX OFFERS
FOR DARK NIGHTS AT HOME.
Sound Recording at low cost.

The FEIGK RECORDER fits my
Radiogram, positive driw*. worm
gear and tack.. Complete ready for

u», only 37/6. Super Feigh Fidelity

Sei
# 42/6. TrackinoGear only, 21 i-.

Either 3/3 doz. motal blanks can
b© used or the glass-coated 10 in.

Simplet discs, 3f-each. Preamplifiers for Recording Mikes, l-va!v#

Battery Model in cabinet, 25/- # A.C. Mains pre-amplifiers, with

valve rectifier, steel-cased model, 60I-.

D UG-OUT CRYSTAL SETS. Model 8. PoLMah. case 9 in.—10 in ,

2 tuning condensers, plug in coils. Permanent Detector, 7/6.
Small Boudoir Model, 5/6*

THE MORSE CODE, You must learn it.

MORSE PRACTICE SETS ore cheap. No. 1 Sound. Key and
on base, 3/*. No. 2 Light. Key and Bulb on base, 2i-»

No. 3. Combination Set for Sound and Light Key, Buzzer and
Bulb on base, 7K

BUZZERS. BUZZERS. BUZZERS for at I purposes. The well-

known robust model D. For Morse Practice or Signals. Adjustable
note. Worth 5/*. For 1/- only,

KEYS FOR MORSE. Well-balanced Morse keys, plated brass
bar, bakelite base and terminals, elc, # 4/6 P Massive Buzzer, 1/~,
With these and your pocket battery you can signal distant line to

pair of 3/9 Sullivan 'phonos, Superior Model Keys, 7/6. A lew
Government long-lever Keys, used spares for transmitting, 10/6.

POCKET HEADPHONES. W.D. all leather headband strap and
cords, 3/6 pair. Wireless type, with aluminium headband, 3/0.

4
r000 ohms, 4/6, 6/6 and 8i6.

MOTORS. All sites from 1/40 h,p.,15K ih.p.D.C Motors, 25/-.

A.C. MAINS MOTORS. Enclosed, self-start en load. AC. repul-

sion. 1/60 h.p., wiih pulley. Type 36. 1,500 revs., 1 8/6. Dillo. 1/16

h,p., G.E.C, 3,500 revs., 27/6. Induction 1/10 h.p., 2,500 revs.,

35/-. i h.p., 1,425 revs., 49/-,

O.C. MAINS MOTORS. 1/40 h.p., 110 v. or 220 v„ K.B. series,

1,750 revs , 1 5/-. Ditto. 1/40 h.p., G.E.C, 230 v. series, 2,000 rev*
1 6/-. Ditto, 1/12 h.p.. Croydon 1 10 and 230 v. shunt, 30/-,

5/- EM

*

IS

JYou re Lazy you won't read

tar in this talk. If you're not—if you have
the courage to face facts—you will want
to know what special effort on your part

will enable you to get on.

You're a Shirker yiifll

always wish for success but never do any-
thing about it. The earth is cluttered w i

t kind of man.

Ut.J a
TH1 *

you will set about doing something. You'll

get the special necessary training that fits

you for a good position and good pay*

The LC.S.-—International Correspondence
Schools—otfers you that training. There is

none better, none more convenient for the

student. Let us tell you all about it. Jusr
Alt 4 * *

fill in coupon below or write to us in

any other way
COUPON FOR FREE BOOKLET

INTERNATIONAL
CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOLS LTD.
Dept. 218, International Buildings

Kingsway, London W.C.2
Please send me free booklet describing I.C.S. Courses
in the subject I Stave marked X, I assume no obligation.

ACCOUNTANCY
ADVERTISING
AERONAUTICAL ENG.
AGRICULTURE
AIR CONDITIONING
ARCHITECTURE
BOOK-KEEPING
BUILDING
BUSINESS TRAINING
CHEMICAL ENG.
COMMERCIAL ART
CIVIL ENGINEERING
DIESEL ENGINEERING
DRAUGHTSMANSHIP
ELECTRICAL ENG.
FRENCH AND SPANISH
GENERAL EDUCATION
HORTICULTURE

JOURNALISM
LETTERING
MARINE ENGINEERING
MECHANICAL ENG.
MINING
MOTOR ENGINEERING
RADIO
SALESMANSHIP
SANITARY ENG.
SCIENTIFIC MOMENT
SECRETARIAL WORK
SHORT-STORY WRITING
SURVEYING
TELEVISION
TEXTILE MANUF'G
WINDOW DRESSING
WOODWORKING
WORKS MANAGEMENT

INSURANCE
EXAMINATIONS:

Technical. Professional. Civil Service, Matriculation.

State your Exam,

c l*lt4fflit«#K*MMl^--4iMi^iN4*ll#l tAge„ t •+p..«...t**i*fr

+ >! iiiiii *«* I1IVI * *< 9 iillin n * # • * m m m m ft«'f**#*i*

PARCELS of useful exper imenial electrical

and radio repair material and apparatus, 7 lbs. (or 5f-* Post free*

Qreatestf largest and most

famous of all institutions de-

votedtospare-time training by

CTRADIX RADIOS *« P^al method. Branches

Send now for our Bargain List "M.O.

218. UPPER THAMES STREET, LONDON E.C.4. in30 countries, students in 50
mTcUphomt; Central 4611
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READERS' SALES
AND WANTS

Readers should note that all advertisements of Hornby
Trains and other Meccano products included in thi$

column relate tu items no lunger featured in the catalogue.
Advertisements of current products cannot he accepted
for this column*

Mecrano Magazines/* September 1926 to August
1931*. Good condition. 50/- or nearest offer.—Bell. 10 J,

Lynton Road, Acton f
London;

1

1

"U «/ Platform, 2/ II th

24 inches long; Goods Depot, 5/6; Signal Cabin, 2/
clSgOWpAll as new.—Warrington, Letbam, Bears* n, Gl

Complete Set of Trix Trains consisting of Transformer
and Controller, one Tank Engine and Continental
Express and Kails, £5. Reply—Shaw, Pcntnorfa,

PorLsnadoc.

Rod Greon Meccano (cost 50/-} and No. 2 Clockwork
Motor, Partitioned Container* 30/- or nearest,
5. Katharine Street, Millom, Cumberland.

Long,

Exchange 25 or 50 Stamps.
Croxteth Hall Lane, Liverpool.

Ronald I Ionian, :*.

For Sale, Complete Trix Railway, good
£4, or nearest after.

on, Cambs
Chivers, Wood House, Imping

•TOI.V* June 1932-Oct. 1937. Condition as new,
12/8 lot. Carriage paid-—amis, 110, Kingswood Road,

Essex,ayes.

Bowman Engine Ml 22, Dynamo MUB39. Ha
each. "M.M.V litf3-35-38* 2/- per year. Clockwork
Motor. Halfprice. Information from—Eaton, "Cables,"
East Qgwdl, Newtoo Abbot.

condition,

"M-M.V
Sale, Red/Green Meccano, excellent

Cost £4. Take £2/2/^. Send for list. 65
Mav 1932 to X*,\.-ml;,-r 1937; ttatfe missing,

», Irving, 81, Gargrave Road, Skipton, Yorks
JLM.S. 0-6-4 Clockwork Tank Locomotive. B.L

Best Quality Mecli. Take 27/6- Details—Payne, 39,

Revel 1 Road Kineston, Surrey.

Cinema Minis, small reels of 16 mm. and 9.5 rnnu
R. Hobbs, 83, Curling Crescent, King's Park, Glasgow

For Sale, Quantity of T.T.R. Track, Remote Control
»>••

'*

plete.

Lenzie,

Road
*

Perfect

55, Montague

Sale,

Points, and '*Pacific" Locomotive* Cost £U
Sell for £B or separately.—T- B. Owen
Aberystwyth.

For Sale.
iAM.M.V f Jan. 1930-Dec. 1937.

on. Any offer. Apply—Wcsfc
Uounslow.
"Frog11 Hawker Hart Biplane, Cost 42/-.

Take 15/-.—109, Westerham Road, Keston, Kent
Stamps, Send 50/100 different Same number sent

in" exchange. Enclose stamped envelope*—Morgan,
Bell Croft, Southowram, Halifax.

Wanted Steam Loco, Traction Engine, Steam Models.
Neesom, 1

1
, Rushford St, Longsight, Manchester 12.

Sale* Album containing 225 Railway Postcards. Cost
£2. Accept 25/-.—Vincent, II, Beverley Road, Ipswich.

Standard Films-Films. Few 100 ft lengths 35 tun

Cowboys, Comics, etc., 1/6 each, post 4d,—R, Hobbs,
83, Curling Crescent, King's Park, Glasgow S.4.

Sell Brand-new unused 30/- 620 Daylight Develop-
ing Tank, perfect, 21/- or reasonable offer.—Blake,
Asheombe Road, Dorkinff.

Sale. Gauge Model Railway Accessories* Meccano
Magazines, Stamps, etc. Write for list—Armstrong,
1, Aglionby Street, Carlisle.

Meccano Red/Green, includes Motor, Transformer;
cost over £10/ ti}/-; approval against cheque; 95/- for

quick sale,—Yates, Dentist, Fallings Park, Wolver*
hampton.

Gauge Clockwork Railway, 60 ft. Track. 3 Engines.
Cost over £4. Sell for 30/- or nearest—Whyinan, 20,
Hulmes Road, Failsworth, Manchester.

Sale. Gauge Bassett-Lowke D.C.
Magnet typt* Electric Loco, Electric Kailcar, Rails,

Points and Rolling Stock, £3 or nearest
Tliornroyd, Heckmondwike, York
Complete Gauge

"Modern Wonders/'
Lane! Dagciiham.

Railway, 45/-; 100
Stevens, 70, Chlttys

CASTING MOULDS for
Animals, etc. Sample mould
Industries, 2. Waldegravc Park.

Soldiers, Indians,
Catalogue stamp.

Twickenham*

OIL CAN 11 ti

In

Polished

Copper

no and Hornby Train enthusiast
ihould add a miniature

l+K" type oil an to hit

equipment for the purpose of oiling Meccano
mode It, Hornby Trains, etc. The oil Is ejected

drop by drop by depressing the valve, as in tfae

full-sized model, and In all other respect! the
oiler Is perfect. Price 3/6

Meccano Ltd., Blnna Road, (Jv«f**oI 13*

i

i
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LATEST FIGHTERS!
Send 4& for our New List of Photographs
and Specimen Card. Over 1,500 titles.

Real Photographs (MM). Cooper's Buildings, Liverpool 1

Home Cinematographs and Standard Films cheap. Lists

tree. "Pictures/' 13, Rcnmuir St,, Tooting, London.

STANDARC FILMS from 5/-, Boers, 176. Wardour St.,

W.I, Established 1907. Hire Programmes. 7/6;

HUNDREDS PATHE FILMS—free lists. 300 ft. film

projectors from 32/6. Royal Sutcliffc,

305, Killinghall Road, Bradford. 'Phone
Specialist,

8547.

FOR TRIX TWIN RAILWAYS. Some special 4-4-0 tank
locomotives and wooden coaches. Illustrated list Hd.
Exchanges. Georges', 11, Friars Street. Ipswich.

i h.p. Model Petrolmof or Castings vv ich cylinder bored,
9/9 set. Fractional tup. seta from 4/ 1 1, Interesting cat.3d.
Madison Motors, Wade St., Littleover, Derby.

"MINI-S0KKA" TABLE FOOTBALL is Exciting, Realis-
tic. Full Rules and Instructions, as sold to League
Players, Club Secretaries—SIXPENCE, post free,
Kelly, Lyndhurst* The Crescent, Ross-on-Wye*

CRYSTAL SET KITS, 4'11
Complete with Instructions, constructed in 30 mini.
Endless entertainment and no further
Headphones 3/11.
BUCKLE, 63

expense.
All post free,

Avenue Approach* Bury St. Edmunds,

OYLE R B O K S

We can supply at once almost any book you want, new
or second-hand. Books on Engineering, Model-making,
Handicrafts* Stamps, Sports, and all boys' Interests-
join the Children's Book Club— Over 8,000 members.

113-125, CHARING CROSS ROAD, LONDON W,C2
Telephone: Gerrard 5660 (|6 lines)

Registered at G.P.O., London, for transmission by
Canadian Magazine PosL

and advertising office:

Liverpool 13, England.
Telegrams: " Meccano,

Publication Date. The "M.Mr is published oo
the 1st of oa<;h month and may bt- ordered from any
Meccano dealer, or from any bookstall or newsagent,

price 6tl. per copy. It will he mailed direct from

this office, 4/* lor six issues and 8/- for twelve issues.

To Contributors. The lidilor wilt consider articles

and photographs of general interest and payment will

be made for those published. Whilst every care will

be taken of articles, etc., submitted, the Editor cannot
responsibility for any loss or damage. A

stamped addressed envelope of the requisite size should

be sent where the contribution is to be returned if

unacceptable.
Readers

1

Sales and Wants, Private advertisements

(Le,
f
not trade) are charged Id. r r word, minimum 1/-

Cash with order- Editorial and Advertising matters

should not fa* dealt with on the same? sheet of paper.

Small Advertisements. 1/6 per line (average seven

words to the line)., or 18/- per inch (average 12 lines

to the inch). Cash with order.

ay. Quotations for space bookings, and

latest net sale figures, will he sent tm
Press Day

f
etc. Copy should he sent as early in

the month as possible tor insertion In following issue*

We usually close for press on or before 6th of each

month for following issue- Half-tone blocks up to

100 screen.

Proofs of advertisements will be sent when
for space bookings of not less than half-an-inch.

Voucher copies. Sent free to advertisers booking

one inch or over. Other advertisers desiring vouchers

should add 8d. tf their remittance and should order

voucher copy at same tune.

Remittances. Postal Orders and Cheques should be

made payable to Mfcrano Ltd.

Ordering the"M,M."Overseas
Readers Overseas may order the "Meccano Magazine"

from regular Meccano dealers or direct from this office.
"'"""

ve, except

in the cases of Australia, where the price is 1/2 per

(postage extra), and the subscription rates 8/-

for six mouths and I6/~ for 12 months (post free),

Canada, where the price is Iuc. per copy, and the

subscription rates 65c. for six months, and $1.25 for

12 months (post paid).

The U.S.A. price is 15c. p*-r copy, and the subscription

rates %\ an4 $2 for and 12 months respectively

(post free),

Overseas readers are reminded, that the prices

shown throughout the "M.M." are those relating to

ike United KiiiL'd..m and North-::. Ireland Cnrrenj

Overseas Price Lists of Meccano Products will be mailed

free on request to anvof the undermentioned agencies.

Prices of other goods advertised may be obtained

direct from the firms concerned.

CANADA: Meccano Ltd., iS7-l$9, Churefa St., Toronto
— _^BH_ V

Meccano Co. of America Inc.,

Meccano Co. of America
UNITED STATES:

New Haven. Conn.,
Inc. t 200, Fifth A v., New York.

AUSTRALIA: Messrs. E. G. Page & Co.,

52. Clarence Street, Sydney, N.S.W.

NEW ZEALAND: Models Limited, Third Eloor,

Paykel's Buildings, 9, Anzac Avenue (P.O.

Box 129J, Auckland. C.L
SOUTH AFRICA: Mr. A. E, Harris (P.O. Box 1199),

142, Market Street. Johannesburg.

INDIA: Karachi: Darvanamal and BroSi, Elphmstone
Street. Bombay: Bombay Sports Depot,

Dhobi Talao. Calcutta: Bombay Sports

Depot, 2, Lindsay Street. Madras: Bom-
bay Sports Depot, 162, Mount
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Cut along here

HORNBY LOCOMOTIVE PART-EXCHANGE COUPON
Complete this Coupon, and hand it, with your old Locomotive, to your Meccano dealer, who will allow

you from the price of a new Hornby Locomotive, or Hornby-Dubio Locomotive and Controller, the

amount shown in the official list published in the June *"

Type of Hornby Locomotive Returned^*- New Hornby Locomotive Purchased;

M

-j

S

Please register my name to receive details o( future Hornby and Hornby-Dublo developments.

^ [Signed) - * -

£* Address

i

I

I

a *•!** *..*** -••i-r---- • . . »,-•*>. ..-f--- ---* *. a. i. . a - Ji.i&jihi&iiiit*ipifi4**u * § • i
m * m *-m m r • P * * 4 * < (#•

CERTIFICATE

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

1

1

I

I

1

I

I

The above exchange has been effected in accordance with the terms of the Hornby Part-Exchange Scheme. |

I (Signed)... >#*! *» I *l • 9 »«-*••«.*« *"*MM #** •-• + **-• >.*..m«ft ******* **) m + m.mm.un<m*amm.m»t*mmm •i r tf ff -ft « V Jt * I

I

I

I-

£55

....Meccano Dealer i

I
••" * I
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The contents o f e oo mciuoe articl es.

illustrated

sianaar

o British

splendid ptetog f3 PK dea'mg wr-

ocomotives of the L M.S., the development

train speeds, British express trams and

The Hornby Book oi Trams may be obtained Irom any Meccano

dealer, pnce 3d., or direct from Meccano Limited (Dept AM)
Bmns Road. Liverpool 13, price 4^d. post free. In the tatter case a

remittance in stamps should be sen! and the name and address of the

sender should be eleaUy written,

ders living In Austrr i. New Zealand South Af who
es should send I heir postal orders tor 8d (which inc

he addresses g wer- below The Meccano Branch at To

w d d Canadian ordt?rs and th

their names, and special features of British main

15 cents postpaid

ne ra i Iways.

Readers living in countries other than those mentioned should

order from Meccano Ltd ,
Binns Road, Liverpool 13, sending 6d in

stamps with their order

an

Stock

In addition the book forms a complete catalogue

Hornby and Horn by-Du bio Trains for electrtc

clockwork railways. The Locomotives, Rolling

Accessories are beautifully illustratedan

m u colour.

AUSTRALIAN AGENTS E G Page S Co., 52 Clarence St , S

(P O Box 1832*0

STH AFRICAN AGENT Arthur E. Harris, M2,MarkeJ St., Johannesburg

(PO Box 1199}

NEW ZEALAND AGENTS Models Limited, PaykeCs Buildings, A -vac

Avenii-, Auckland, CI (P O Box 129).

CANADIAN BRANCH Meccano Ltd., 187489, Church St., Toronto
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